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In a changing world, it is of paramount importance to ensure the sufficiency of clean water for all. Wastewater purification will face unprecedented challenges as a result of growing human population and accelerating industrialisation. Thus, novel methods and applications are needed to manage multifarious pollutants and increasing wastewater volumes. The new generation of the wastewater treatment should focus on developing techniques that allow efficient water and material reclamation for recycling and reuse.

The freeze crystallization method possesses the main features required for sustainable wastewater purification, i.e. the potential for the simultaneous separation of water (ice) and material, and the high separation efficiency of impurities of all kinds – energy efficiently without added chemicals. Freeze crystallization has previously been the subject of rather extensive research in various fields of application, i.e. the food industry, desalination, and wastewater purification. However, much of the research has been done on a laboratory scale and using model solutions, as the pioneering research interests have focused on the phenomenon of freeze separation and the theoretical models to explain them. Thus, real wastewaters have rarely been used for research, and the overall impurity removal efficiencies of freeze purification are still incompletely known.

The research of this thesis aimed to demonstrate the purification efficiencies of freeze crystallization in wastewater treatment by appraising the freezing conditions and the wastewater characteristics affecting the process performance. Freeze crystallization in the separation of impurities was studied through experiments based on convenient engineering practices and using wastewaters from various origins, i.e. a municipal wastewater treatment plant, landfill, peat production lands, and the mining industry. The experiments were implemented both in laboratories and on naturally frozen ice layers in wastewater basins. In addition, the design and functionality testing of a pilot-scale suspension freeze crystallizer was presented.

Based on the experiments, freeze crystallization was found to be a suitable purification method for all wastewaters tested. Highly efficient impurity removal, even close to 100%, was achieved with low ice growth rates in the freezing of municipal wastewater. The increased ice growth rate was found to decrease the separation efficiency. The decrease in separation efficiency was much stronger in more concentrated wastewater, even though no substantive differences in ice growth rates could be noticed between the wastewaters of different concentrations under the same freezing conditions. The exploration of ice
layers in wastewater basins showed separation efficiencies of 65-90%, which can be consider high under unpredictable water and weather conditions. The pilot-crystallizer achieved over 95% purification efficiencies determined by an extensive impurity analysis when landfill leachate was used in tests. These promising results of high efficiencies achievable by the freeze purification of wastewaters are an important motivator for further development of energy-efficient water treatment applications with an option for material recovery.
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**Nomenclature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$</td>
<td>impurity concentration in the ice</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_w$</td>
<td>impurity concentration in the water</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>purification efficiency</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>linear ice growth rate</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{ma}$</td>
<td>ice mass growth rate</td>
<td>kg/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>effective distribution coefficient</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_f$</td>
<td>cryoscopic constant</td>
<td>K kg/mol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>molality of the solution</td>
<td>mol/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{air}$</td>
<td>air flow velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>°C, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta T$</td>
<td>undercooling temperature</td>
<td>°C, K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>computational fluid dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COD</td>
<td>chemical oxygen demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>electrical conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFC</td>
<td>eutectic freeze crystallization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>freeze crystallization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPD</td>
<td>freezing point depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>inorganic carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>total carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>total nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC</td>
<td>total organic carbon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 New direction in wastewater treatment

Wastewater treatment is closely connected with fresh water resources. The sustainable development of advanced water and wastewater treatment technologies is important in solving local water management problems as well as the global water crisis. The scarcity of fresh water or challenges in sanitation and adequate hygiene cannot be thought of as problems of merely the developing world and humanitarian work. Urbanization and increasing industrial activity due to the human population growth cause universal challenges for wastewater purification. Since the need for material production, food and goods is constantly increasing, the volumes of industrial wastewater, in addition to municipal wastewater, will be greater and the treatment plants larger. Therefore, the developing of advanced treatment technologies for water saving, recovery and recycling are of economic interest, especially in industrial processes. This has a direct impact on the energy consumption and cost of wastewater management and purification.

However, the main issue is not the huge volumes of wastewater alone. The composition of wastewaters makes the problem solving more complicated. Wastewaters originating from modern living are loaded with micro sized pollutants and plastics in addition to ordinary organic and inorganic matter. These small pollutants, called emerging contaminants, cannot be sufficiently separated from wastewater by conventional treatment processes and thus remain in the effluents. Over time, these pollutants become enriched in the aquatic ecosystems and cause harm to the health of flora, fauna and humans (Prasse et al., 2015; Rodriguez-Narvaez et al., 2017). Accordingly, universal health and environmental issues require more efficient wastewater treatment methods and technologies.

Instead of harmful impurities only, wastewaters may be considered to contain valuable materials like nutrients in municipal wastewater or salts and metals in industrial wastewater. Wastewaters should no longer be considered as an obligation to meet the legislative requirements of water purification but rather a source of water and valuable material. Such renewal of thinking has already started, as this objective is clearly stated in the World Water Assessment Programme by the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development of the United Nations (WWAP, 2017). This brings a fresh and interesting aspect to the development of water treatment technology, that is, material recovery from wastewater. Consequently, it is of environmental and economic interest to study and develop alternative wastewater treatment methods which can remove impurities from wastewater for the reclamation of the by-products desired.
1.1.2 Freeze purification

The new optimistic thinking about the prospects of wastewater treatment being in the recovery of wastewater as a raw material (or clean water) motivates also the research around the utilization of freeze crystallization (FC) in water purification (Randall et al., 2014; Hasan et al., 2017). The concept of a holistic wastewater treatment system implemented with freeze crystallization technology is illustrated in Figure 1.1. In freeze purification, pure ice crystals begin to form when an aqueous solution is cooled to its freezing point. Ice crystals are naturally intolerant to impurities and reject them. The impurities thus remain in the solution and the concentration of impurities increases, i.e. they form a concentrated solution called concentrate. After the clean ice and the concentrate are separated, the concentrate can be further processed e.g. by evaporative crystallization, and material can be reclaimed even from dilute wastewaters. A more sophisticated separation process can be implemented with eutectic freeze crystallization (EFC) under eutectic conditions (temperature and concentration) for certain salt compounds. In this way, the ice and salt can be crystallized at the same time and then separated (Randall et al., 2011). Because FC can be used as a concentration method, freezing technology may enable sustainable selective material recovery in the future.

![Figure 1.1: Conceptual freeze purification process enabling water and material reclamation.](image)

For the most part, previous freeze crystallization studies have focused on other than wastewater purification applications, including the concentration of juices in the food industry or desalination of seawater for potable water production (Williams et al., 2015). Consequently, the main benefits of the freezing of aqueous solutions are well known. Compared with traditional treatment methods, freeze crystallization can be considered a sustainable and environmentally friendly method because the process does not need any pre-treatment in form of additive materials like chemicals (Lorain et al., 2001) or a
medium which will generate waste. The efficiencies of conventional purification methods are often limited by concentration, pH or another wastewater character. For instance, the high toxicity of wastewater may make the biological treatment difficult (Shirai et al. 1998). These factors have not been noticed to affect the performance of freeze crystallization.

Wastewater purification by freeze crystallization has not been extensively studied using real wastewaters but rather with model solutions or specific industrial waters or brines. In general, FC is considered an energy and cost-efficient method in addition to high efficiencies in the separation of impurities from solutions (Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2015; Yin et al., 2017). This strongly motivates studies concerning the utilization of FC technology for wastewater purification since FC may be suitable for the treatment of wastewaters containing a very broad mixture of different impurities (Lorain et al., 2001). In terms of energy efficiency, the possibility for the exploitation of natural cooling energy in Arctic regions is a strong additional motivator for freeze crystallization studies (Zhang et al., 2011). In addition, studies have presented the possibility of utilizing produced ice for a cold heat storage system (Shirai et al., 1998).

Despite the prominent motivation and very promising results of previous studies, some challenges still hinder the development of application and thus also the utilization of freezing technology for wastewater treatment. This thesis assessed these challenges and aimed to find answers to important questions in implementing freezing technology.

1.2 Research questions

The main question of the thesis was: How efficiently can impurities be removed from wastewaters by freeze crystallization? The hypothesis was that high purification efficiencies can be achieved by freeze crystallization, but freezing conditions and the type of wastewater affect the degree of efficiency.

In general, wastewaters are rather complex mixtures of water and infinite quantities of different impurities dissolved and suspended, both organic and inorganic substances. Hence, the modelling of a freezing process (e.g. by solid-liquid phase equilibrium) or establishing theoretical and phenomenological interpretations based on the characteristics of a multicomponent composition is challenging. Therefore, it was of interests to investigate if the generally definable quality of wastewater affects the thermodynamics and kinetics of the freezing process, i.e. the ice growth. This was implemented in two different laboratory scale experiments. First, the separation efficiency and properties (structure and mechanical strength) of ice formed was studied by simulating the natural freezing of different model solutions. The second freezing study was carried out using municipal wastewater and landfill leachate in different concentrations in a winter simulator. The setup enabled the evaluation of separation performance and ice mass growth in different freezing conditions; the velocity and temperature of cooling air flow.
To the author’s best knowledge, the wastewater treatment system based on natural freezing is not yet utilized on a full industrial scale. Therefore, an exploration was carried out in natural ice-covered water and wastewater environments, which were not initially designed for freeze purification, i.e. in a freshwater lake, peatlands and mining site basins (Figure 1.2). The study aimed to find out how efficiently wastewater can be treated by freeze separation in basins under natural weather conditions. Since the harvesting of ice is generally known to cause challenges in the utilization of natural freezing, the mechanical strength properties of the ice were investigated to understand better the forces needed for ice breaking.

![Figure 1.2: Part of the experimental setup in open pit water basin in mining site.](image)

In practical terms, the simple natural freezing technology in basins could be utilized (almost exclusively) in geographical regions with a sufficient number of freezing degree days per year. To expand the proof of concept to a practical application usable in wider areas, an energy source independent system needed to be developed. Such a prototype crystallizer (Figure 1.3) with an external cooling unit was designed within the project implemented at LUT University. The purification efficiency of the suspension freeze crystallizer and the suitability of the freeze separation method for multicomponent wastewater treatment were demonstrated using landfill leachates and extensive water quality analysis.
More detailed energy or economic evaluations of the freeze crystallization methods or applications were not carried out at this stage of the study. The fate of the concentrate formed due to freeze crystallization was not particularly considered during this study either. However, these would be highly interesting subjects for future research. The potential of freeze purification needed to be solved first, i.e. how effectively various contaminants can be separated from wastewater to produce (ice) water clean enough for water recycling and recovery or for discharge back to the water environment.

1.3 Outline of the thesis

This thesis comprises four international journal publications and consists of five chapters. The first chapter introduces the purpose and motivation for the research and gives an overview of freeze crystallization in wastewater treatment. It presents the universal state of wastewater treatment, demands for sustainable water use and challenges that purification technology will face in the future. Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background of ice crystallization and impurity separation by freezing and presents commonly used freeze crystallization methods. The chapter focuses more closely on natural freeze crystallization and suspension freeze crystallization.
Chapter 3 presents the experimental work conducted for this thesis in four rather different experimental setups and procedures. Three of the experiments employed natural freezing. Two of those experiments were conducted by simulated freezing, using model water in the first one and real wastewaters in the second. The third exploration was carried out under natural weather conditions in real wastewater basins. The fourth experiment represented the pilot freeze crystallizer developed for wastewater treatment. Analysed test results and a discussion are presented in chapter 4 and concluding remarks in chapter 5.
2 Freeze crystallization

The freezing of water, as simple it sounds, is a complicated and still rather unsolved natural phenomena. The theories for ice crystallization and particularly for impurity freeze separation are multifarious, as the research objectives ordinarily depend upon the discipline and the environment in question. In nature environments, in water systems such as lakes (Figure 2.1) and seas, and in the soil and air, freezing generally happens when the temperature drops below the freezing point of water. In the atmosphere, the freezing of water is of interest to meteorologists and climate scientists who study and model the weather. Similarly, the water frozen in permafrost and glaciers has motivated explorations of geoscientists – just to name some examples in natural sciences. In the field of engineering sciences, the areas of interest are as versatile. For instance, the mechanical properties of lake or sea ice are an important factor in ice breaker design in marine technology, and ice adhesion studies in the frost protection of windmill blades in energy production technology (Ryzhkin and Petrenko, 1997). An application where the ice growth and ice characteristics studies have great importance is freeze crystallization technology in wastewater purification.

Figure 2.1: On the ice cover of Lake Saimaa, Finland. Scientists at work or ice fishing?

2.1 Ice nucleation and crystallization

In freeze purification, it is important to be familiar with the physical and chemical properties of water and ice, as these affect the behaviour of the material treated during the
freezing. For instance, water reaches its maximum density at 4 °C. As ice is less dense (916.7 kg/m³ at 0 °C) than water (999.8 7 kg/m³ at 0 °C), water expands as it freezes and may cause problems, such as breaking containers (Petrenko and Whitworth, 2002). However, ice floats, which will help the separation of ice from liquid in the freeze purification process. Consequently, water is a complex material with exceptional properties, such as thermodynamic and volumetric anomalies, in both liquid and solid (ice) form. These abnormal properties are studied extensively and are explained and modelled in the molecular structure of water, i.e. through hydrogen bonds and the hydrogen-hydrogen (H-H) bonding network (Brini et al., 2017; Gallo et al., 2016).

The transition of water from liquid to solid is called ice crystallization. To date, about 16-17 crystalline phases of ice have been discovered (Shultz et al., 2014; Brini et al., 2017). The different crystalline forms occur under different temperature and pressure conditions. The most familiar phase, which is the one that can be found on Earth at normal atmospheric pressure, is ice I₅. “Ice crystal” or “ice” discussed in this study are referred to this ice I₅, with hexagonal crystal structure at the basal plane (Brini et al., 2017).

One of the peculiarities of water is that it can supercool to an extreme even though the freezing point of pure water is 0 °C. Water has cooled near the temperature of 232 K (~41 °C) until it has crystallized, i.e. homogeneous ice nucleation occurred (Moore and Molinero, 2011; Gallo et al., 2016). The homogeneous ice nucleation can be defined as ice nucleation without any other foreign substance (Vali et al., 2015). The supercooling of water has been the basis for many resent ice crystallization studies when addressing the reasons for the ice nucleation and crystallization processes at the molecular level, i.e. how ice crystallization initiates.

The nucleation and growth of an ice crystal are studied particularly in the atmospheric sciences. Koop et al. (2000) present that in aqueous solutions the homogeneous nucleation depends on water activity, but not on the properties of the solute. The water activity criterion, under certain conditions, was defined as the water vapor pressure ratio between the solution and pure water. The simulation of ice nucleation and crystallization is difficult because of the disordered hydrogen bonds of the water molecule network and numerous network configurations. Matsumoto et al. (2002) have simulated the molecular dynamics of freezing in supercooled water. They state that an initial nucleus begins to form when a sufficient number of hydrogen bonds have lived a relatively long time (~2 ns) in the same region and start spontaneously to form a compact nucleus. This nucleus continues slowly changing in size and shape until it rapidly expands and results in crystallization. Similarly, in molecular dynamics simulations of supercooled water, Moore and Molinero (2011) have found the ice crystallization rate to be controlled by structural transformations in liquid water and the homogeneous ice nucleation to be dependent on the thermodynamics of water.

After nucleation and primary crystallization, the growth of ice crystal continues leading to the formation of a certain crystal size and structure. The appearance and structure of the formed ice can vary greatly. Figure 2.2 shows the formation of different shapes in the
ice layer. The driving force for further crystal growth is the supercooling or supersaturation of the solution, depending on the freezing conditions and the solution in question. For instance, Shibkov et al. (2005) have studied the dendritic growth of ice in a pure water film by measuring e.g. the tip speed and position. They found the growth to be diffusion-limited in low supercooling (2 - 4°C) but kinetic-limited in higher supercooling. Shultz et al. (2014) and Brumberg et al. (2017) have studied the stability of ice crystal faces and ice-growth inhibition in the ice-water interface with crystallographic methods. They linked the macroscopic ice crystal faces to the microscopic, i.e. the molecular hexagonal, structure of I₆ ice. They found that the primary prism and basal faces dominate the surface (due to the surface free energy) at the solid–vapor interface. At the solid-liquid interface, the surface is dominated by the secondary prism (Brumberg et al., 2017).

Figure 2.2: Different shapes of ice studied in the present research: (a) layered lake ice, (b) dendritic platelets formed from an ethanol solution and (c) ice hails formed on the ice cover of a mine pit pond.

The waters in nature environments are hardly impurity-free, and hence, the ice nucleation occurs heterogeneously, i.e. through the presence of a foreign substance. The impurities suspended or dissolved in water are known to promote the ice nucleation and prevent strong supercooling – compared to the process in pure water. However, heterogeneous ice nucleation is not yet well understood and has been described as stochastic (Koop et al., 2000; Randall et al., 2012). The mechanisms behind the effects of solutes and/or different nucleators on ice nucleation are still somewhat unsolved. The water activity may not necessarily explain the heterogeneous nucleation, as solutes even in low concentrations are known to affect the ice nucleation temperature (Whale et al., 2018).

In wastewaters in general, the number of different impurities, which may influence ice nucleation, may be high. Substances that are known to induce ice nucleation can be found among many organic compounds, minerals and alkali metal halides. Acknowledged nucleators include e.g. silver iodide AgI, kaolin and quartz (Gao et al., 1999; Whale et al., 2018). Not only material substances but also several bacteria can act as ice nucleators and reduce supercooling. The most studied of these microbes seems to be Pseudomonas syringae (Widehem and Cochet, 2003), also called leaf-deriver nuclei LDN. As these pathogens originate from woody plants in general, they might be found in wastewaters. The ice nucleation and supercooling in wastewaters has rarely been studied, probably due to the diversity of wastewater. For instance, Gao et al. (1999) have studied the spray
freezing of industrial wastewaters and ice nucleus concentrations in frozen droplets derived by the nucleus spectra model. Their main results show that the freezing temperatures of different wastewaters are different, and the freezing points somewhat correspond to the impurity concentration as the nucleus content in different wastewater drops varies.

However, in practical freeze purification with miscellaneous types of wastewater, the actual heterogeneous nucleation mechanism is difficult to control. The most efficient way to influence ice nucleation is to use ice seeds (as secondary nucleation) for a kick-start of crystallization. In this manner, the important process parameters can be slightly adjusted to control the undercooling (supercooling) temperature and induction time. The control of further ice growth during the freeze purification process can be considered a great concern – especially when the effect of nucleation on ice growth is yet unknown.

2.2 Temperature profile of freezing process

The clearly distinguishable effect of impurities in water can be seen in the freezing point of an aqueous solution. When water contains impurities like electrolytes, the freezing point is depressed, i.e. the ice crystals begin forming at a lower temperature than 0 °C, which is the freezing point of pure water. This temperature difference is called freezing point depression (FPD).

The FPD (K) can be calculated for dilute, ideal solutions by the colligative property equation:

$$FPD = mK_f,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $m$ is the molal concentration of the solute in the solvent (mol/kg) and $K_f$ is the cryoscopic constant (K kg/mol), a characteristic property of solvent (Mullin, 2001). Thus, the FPD corresponds with the concentration to some extent, i.e. the higher the solute concentration is in a solution, the greater the freezing point depression is.

The FPDs of all common electrolyte solutions, such as NaCl and KCl, have been fundamentally studied. Data on the freezing point depressions of aqueous solutions in different concentrations of electrolytes is comprehensively available in literature, i.e. in chemistry handbooks. The FPD data can be used in determining and modelling other thermodynamic properties of solutions, for instance in the determination of the Pitzer interaction parameters (Hasan et al., 2014). Although electrolyte modelling is rather far advanced, calculation models are not yet entirely utilized to process the extremely complex mixtures of electrolytes in an aqueous solution. Similarly, calculation models will hardly be usable with real wastewaters in the near future, as they are much more complex.

The FPD determination has been commonly used in the food industry, and FPD data is available for dilute solutions such as milk, juices and coffee extracts (Chen and Chen,
1996; Chen et al., 1996). FPD measurement could be used in the evaluation of the solute concentration in a solution as well – at least when measuring relative changes. Surprisingly, the freezing point depression of wastewater has rarely been studied.

The FPD can be determined with, for instance, a simple cooling curve method, i.e. by measuring the temperature of the solution during cooling in a vessel with appropriate agitation. The measurement will result in a freezing curve, temperature against time \((t,T)\), where the temperature differences for the FPD and supercooling are displayed, as Figure 2.3 shows. The simple curve illustrates the thermodynamics of the freezing process. When the solution is cooled at a constant rate, it will be supercooled until heterogeneous nucleation initiates spontaneously at the lowest point of the curve. The vertical jump from the lowest point to the freezing point shows the heat of fusion, which is released due to the ice crystallization (Kapembwa et al., 2014). The temperature then plateaus to the freezing point for a while if the cooling is kept constant.

![Freezing curve](image)

**Figure 2.3:** An example of a freezing curve \((t,T)\), the supercooling temperature and freezing point depression FPD. Measured using landfill leachate and a cooling rate of 1 °C/min.

With a simple electrolyte solution of one or a few solutes in suitable concentrations and continuing cooling, a eutectic point can be seen as a little leap in the curve when the solute crystallizes (Rahman et al., 2002). Consequently, ice and solute crystallize concurrently...
at the eutectic point (temperature and concentration) of a certain electrolyte. This process is called eutectic freeze crystallization (EFC). Wastewaters are mainly rather dilute, and thus, it is not possible to utilize EFC as such, but after concentration by pre-freezing and particularly with industrial brines, the potential is much higher.

The determination of the FPD temperature of wastewaters is of importance in freeze purification experiments and in the development of devices because this temperature sets the baseline for the cooling required. The ice nucleation and crystal growth rate can primarily be influenced by the cooling temperature used for freezing, as the driving force is the temperature difference. The undercooling level selected for one of the process parameters not only influences ice productivity but also the total energy consumption.

2.3 Impurity separation by freezing

2.3.1 Fundamentals

In the freezing process of an aqueous solution, the ice crystals can be thought to be naturally intolerant to impurities (Bogdan et al., 2014). When ice crystals are forming, they tend to reject impurities. As a result of these interactions between ice and impurities, two different components form, i.e. rather pure bulk ice and a concentrated solution enriched by impurities. For instance, Bogdan and Molina (2017) have found that the freeze concentrated solution covered the ice core when micrometer-scaled droplets of an aqueous sulfuric acid solution were frozen. However, the mechanism of separation, at the macroscopic and particularly the microscopic level, is still incompletely understood.

The movement of a particle in the interface between ice and liquid during the freezing has been studied in terms of the critical velocity of the freezing front (Körber et al., 1985). The repulsion or the capture of the particle depends on this critical velocity (Azouni et al., 1990). Several theoretical models have been presented concerning the particle–front interactions, but they have not been validated for a wide variety of materials or conditions (Asthana and Tewari, 1993).

It has been proposed that the ice crystal lattice has such small dimensions that impurities cannot be included in the lattice, but with only a few exceptions such as HF and HCl (Lorain et al., 2001; Petrenko, 1993). This would, to some extent, explain why ice does not incorporate any other solid compounds. A more comprehensive explanation for the repulsion of impurities may be found in the hydrogen bonding network of water, which solutes affect (Koop et al., 2000). The investigation of the water-solid interface is challenging, as the measurement of ice is difficult (Lovering et al., 2017).

Because the mechanism of impurity separation phenomena at the microscopic or molecular level has been rather obscure until recently, it has been more meaningful to concentrate on studying the freeze crystallization process. Freezing conditions and ice growth mechanisms define how ice crystals grow and form (the size and morphology)
and how the structure and purity of the bulk ice forms (Kapembwa et al., 2014). As wastewater can contain miscellaneous impurities—soluble and non-soluble, organics and inorganics—the influence of the whole freezing process on the main outcomes (the ice production and separation efficiency) is the most significant indicator when evaluating the functionality of the freezing process.

2.3.2 Freezing methods in wastewater treatment

There are many different research trends in freeze separation techniques, and the terminology is somewhat confusing. Freeze separation methods used (or studied) in wastewater treatment can be categorized into three main groups based on the ice growth process or mechanism. First is the ice crystal growth from water droplets in vapour, called *spray freezing*. In this process, wastewater is sprayed into cold air, where droplets freeze, forming ice or snow, and impurities concentrate in the liquid phase. This method has been examined in field conditions by, for instance, Gao et al. (2004) using industrial wastewaters from pulp mill and oil sands, and by Biggar et al. (2005) using mining tailing water. The second freeze crystallization method is *ice growth in a layer*. When the water surface is cooled by air flow, the layer ice growth method is called natural freezing, as in this thesis. The third freeze crystallization method is *ice growth in suspension*, called suspension freezing. The process is usually operated in a vessel, a crystallizer, where ice particles form in water suspension. This thesis focuses more closely on the natural freezing method and suspension freeze crystallization in wastewater purification.

2.4 Natural freeze crystallization

The natural freeze crystallization of wastewater in a basin comprises several interesting aspects for research. Traditionally, the natural freezing of lakes or seas in arctic regions has been studied in geosciences, particularly glaciology, and in marine technology. These research areas have focused more closely on the structural analysis and other properties of ice formed during the freezing process (Timco and Weeks, 2010). However, the impurity separation or purification performances of the natural freezing process have not been in the research focus.

2.4.1 Natural freezing process

Material sciences or crystallization research have usually focused on sub-processes or interfaces of ice layer growth instead of the comprehensive freezing process. This section gives an overview of the natural wastewater freezing process with different sub-processes and interactions in the interfaces (air-ice and ice-water) and parts (air, ice, and wastewater). Figure 2.4 illustrates the conceptual overall process. For simplification, the bottom and walls of the basin are assumed to be heat insulated. Furthermore, the wastewater flow, the external agitation of wastewater, and the effect of sunlight and precipitation are excluded from this review. Nevertheless, these factors have been
examined e.g. by Launiainen and Cheng (1998) in the thermodynamics of a natural water system in modelling or simulating the natural ice growth.

**Figure 2.4:** Process principle of natural freeze crystallization in wastewater basin.

**Air-ice interface**

In natural freezing, the water surface is first cooled by cold flowing air, i.e. via forced convection in heat transfer. The temperature of the water surface decreases due to the heat flux from water to air. Therefore, it is likely that the upper water is supercooled slightly before the nucleation takes place. Depending mostly on the temperature gradient and the mixing effect of airflow, crystals first form on the liquid water surface in the shapes of platelets or needles (Petrenko and Withworth, 2002; Leppärinta, 2015). After the water surface is covered by ice crystals and with sufficient undercooling, ice keeps growing downwards and forms an ice layer.

When the cooling of the ice surface continues, the heat transfer from liquid water to ice and through the interface further into the air remains. It could be assumed that some mass transfer occurs through the air-ice interface as well. However, the evaporation or sublimation of water from the ice surface, or other gas (e.g. CO₂) transfer during the freezing process has been ignored in ice research and freeze separation studies.
**Ice-water interface**

Heat and mass transfer are the main factors that determine the ice crystal growth mechanism, i.e. what polycrystalline structure of the ice is formed and how the ice layer grows. First, when the primary ice crystallization occurs, the heat of crystallization, here heat from the fusion of water 6.01 kJ/mol (Rumble, 2019), is released and transferred to the surroundings of the interface – both to the solid ice and to the liquid (Kapembwa et al., 2014). It is proposed that the boundary layers for thermal and mass diffusion are formed in the ice–solution interface, which enables the theoretical modelling of ice layer growth in electrolyte solutions. When ice crystal grows due to the temperature gradient, the concentration of the solute increases in the boundary layer (Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2015). Thereby the local temperature and concentration gradients are coupled to each other by interactions and consequently determine the supersaturation, nucleation and ice crystal growth (Kapembwa et al., 2014).

In the case of a single ice crystal, it is known that when the crystal growth rate is low, the solute (impurity) is able to diffuse away from the boundary layer surrounding the ice crystal. Accordingly, the impurity is engulfed at a high ice crystal growth rate (Butler, 2002). The generation of impurity inclusions in the polycrystalline ice layer follows a similar principle; at a low ice growth rate, impurities are diffused to the concentrate, and high-purity ice can be produced (Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2016). At higher ice growth rates, the impurities do not diffuse out as efficiently, and some are thus entrapped between ice crystals. This results in a lower separation efficiency of impurities.

In addition to the cooling air temperature, the air velocity (i.e. wind) substantially affects freezing and the ice layer growth rate (m/s) (Hasan et al., 2018). Obviously, the higher air velocity enhances the heat transfer from the ice surface. The ice growth rate can be expected to slow down as the ice layer thickens. Due to the low thermal conductivity of ice, the ice layer begins to act as a heat insulation when the heat resistance of the ice layer increases, and thus the heat transfer through the ice layer is reduced (Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2016). Consequently, the lower parts of the ice layer could be expected to be cleaner than the upper ones. However, this is not straightforward because the concentration of impurities increases during the process and can affect the separation efficiency.

The structure of polycrystalline ice in the ice layer has been extensively investigated in glaciology. The impurities (i.e. salt, chemicals, and gas) in ice have been mainly of interest when studying the effect of impurity inclusions on the physical properties of ice, such as the mechanical strength (Hammonds and Baker, 2016; 2018). The impurities are trapped inside the bulk ice in pockets, veins, tubes and bubbles (Light et al., 2003; Iliescu and Baker, 2007). The size, shape and orientation of ice crystals vary in the natural ice layer. The smallest dimension can be less than 1 mm and the largest a gigantic 1 m, and the main shapes are classified as granular or columnar (Leppäranta, 2015), depending mostly on ice growth conditions.
Wastewater under the ice cover

When real wastewaters are treated by the natural freeze crystallization in a basin, the possible effect of wastewater under the ice layer on the ice growth process should be taken into consideration to some extent. Traditionally, natural pond systems such as stabilization or oxidation ponds have been utilized for municipal, industrial and agricultural wastewater treatment in many countries. In addition to long-term practical experience, scientific research has recently focused on the design and development of various processing techniques under different conditions and the modelling of complex biochemical reactions (Butler et al., 2017; Ho et al., 2019). However, to the author’s best knowledge, research on the behaviour of wastewater under the ice cover has not been reported in context of freeze purification.

Usually, the heavier suspended solids of wastewater will slowly settle at the bottom of the basin when the water is undisturbed and still. Thus, the wastewater closer to the growing ice surface would contain mostly dissolved solids. It is generally acknowledged that organic matter decomposes in wastewater because of the involvement of microorganisms. When the organic matter breaks down either aerobically or anaerobically, decomposition gases (like CO$_2$, CH$_4$) and heat from exothermic reactions are released into the water (e.g. Tchobanoglous, 2003). In addition, the composition of wastewater changes simultaneously, i.e. the concentration of compounds undergoes changes as well. The temperature of wastewater and the load of the organic matter might determine the activity of reactions taking place. The lower temperatures slow down the internal processes of wastewater since the settling velocity of solids presumably decreases the activity of microbes. Nonetheless, the effect of microbes on the freezing of wastewater has rarely been studied even though microbes are known to be frost resistant (Parker and Martel, 2002) and some influence on ice nucleation has been proven, as section 2.1 presented.

Consequently, the heat and mass balance of the freezing process can be assumed to be more complex with wastewater than with simpler electrolyte solutions, and the effect of internal mass and heat transfer processes of wastewater on ice growth is more or less unpredictable. However, the influence of wastewater on the overall process efficiency can be expected to depend greatly on the process design. The forced convection driven mass and heat transfers, such as flow rates and water circulation caused by pumping, may be more significant for the freezing kinetics.

2.4.2 Natural freezing technology

The ice layer growth method in natural freezing can also be called progressive freezing (Yin et al., 2017) or unidirectional downward freezing (Gao et al., 2009). Alternatively, an ice layer can form on a cooling surface (e.g. heat exchanger) while water is flowing over it (Wakisaka et al., 2001). Some freezing apparatuses have been named after the techniques they employ, as the bubble-flow circulator (Shirai et al., 1999) and the falling film system (Shirai et al., 1998; Belén et al., 2012). In the latter methods, the mechanism
of freezing differs somewhat from natural freezing, where cooling is caused by a cold air flow. This study does not focus more closely on these non-air cooling methods in this natural freezing context. Natural freezing rather takes place in open-air wastewater basins in geographical regions where weather conditions are suitable for freezing, i.e. in the Arctic region.

Previous studies on layer freezing and its purification efficiency have been conducted using mainly model waters such as electrolyte solutions. In addition to purification efficiency evaluation, these laboratory-scale studies have focused on the modelling of freezing by ice crystallization kinetics (Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2015). Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen (2016) have found the lower ice growth rates to result in higher separation efficiencies, when experiments were conducted using different freezing conditions (the temperatures, air flow velocities and concentrations of electrolyte solutions) in simulated air-cooled layer crystallization experiments. This is an important basis also for research with real wastewaters and on the development of new technologies.

The separation efficiencies of natural or layer freezing using real wastewaters has rarely been studied – only a few studies related to this topic can readily be found. In addition, the multiplicity of compounds in wastewaters poses challenges in separation efficiency evaluation and the comparison of studies, as there is no single meter for measuring the purity of water or ice. In general, chemical oxygen demand (COD, mg/L) or total organic carbon (TOC, mg/L) are used to define the organic matter in wastewater. For instance, Shirai et al. (1998) have studied dairy and rice cracker wastewaters by layer freezing on a plate heat exchanger and have reported very high ice purity (close to 100% impurity removal). Similarly, Gao et al. (2009) have studied pulp mill and refinery effluents by layer freezing, which resulted in 90-96% COD and TOC (i.e. organic contaminants) reduction. COD and TOC have been used also as gross parameters for specific organic compounds. For instance, Gao and Shao et al. (2009) have studied freezing of model solutions including pharmaceuticals (ibuprofen and antibiotic sulfamethoxazole) and they found the COD content reduced by 99% when two-stage layer freezing was applied. Similarly, Yin et al. (2017) have studied the layer freezing of wastewater from the pharmaceutical industry (containing tetrahydrofuran). They found the COD removal efficiency to be over 90%.

Several engineering challenges and open research questions still require solving before natural freezing can be utilized in wastewater purification. Ice harvesting, i.e. ice breaking, collecting, and transporting, is one of these unsolved issues. The mechanical strength properties of ice formed from wastewater will define the force needed for ice breaking. The influence of wastewater ice impurity on the mechanical strength of ice is still poorly known. In addition, it is necessary to solve the melting of ice collected after freezing. What these sub-processes have in common is that the surface area needed is large and energy consumption may be significant. Therefore, they influence the capital costs and operating costs, affecting the profitability of the entire treatment process, and are important to investigate further.
2.5 Suspension freeze crystallization

2.5.1 Suspension freezing process

In suspension freeze crystallization, ice crystals are formed in an aqueous solution (Figure 2.5). After the freezing point of the solution is reached due to cooling (and probably some degree of supercooling), ice nucleation and crystallization take place (Hasan et al., 2017), and therefore, growing ice crystals are dispersed throughout the liquid. Impurities are rejected from the forming ice crystal surfaces, and thus, the remaining solution concentrates with impurities (Feng et al., 2018).

![Diagram of suspension freeze crystallizer](image)

Figure 2.5: Principal process of suspension freeze crystallizer.

The separation efficiency is the result of the interactions between the growing ice crystal surfaces and impurities. The slow crystal growth rate favours the separation of impurities. In addition, fewer impurities adhere to the surfaces of large ice crystals (Shirai et al., 1987), as smaller crystals in higher quantities have an undesirably large surface area. The larger quantity of impurities loosely adhering to ice crystal surfaces will require more effective post-treatment (e.g. ice washing) when the ice and concentrated solution are separated after the freezing process. Gravitational ice separation is simple because ice floats, as section 2.1 highlighted.

Heat and mass transfer are important design parameters for controlling the ice crystal growth in the suspension freeze crystallizer, as the driving force for ice crystallization is the temperature difference (Hasan et al., 2017). Therefore, the solution is mixed to maintain an adequate rate of cooling throughout the solution and to affect the ice crystal growth.
2.5.2 **Suspension freezing technology**

Many technical solutions have been utilized in studies of suspension freeze crystallization, but mainly on a laboratory or small prototype scale. Some companies have developed commercial systems based on suspension freezing technology, but they are rarely reported in a scientific manner. For instance, the freeze concentration process by GEA Messo PT can be utilized to process all aqueous food products at capacities from 10 to 5 000 kg/h (GEA, 2020). Similarly, Sulzer Chemtech Ltd supplies freeze concentration plants of various sizes for food processing (Sulzer, 2020).

Generally, suspension freezing is carried out in a crystallizer, i.e. a vessel or reactor, which cools the solution usually indirectly with an external cooling unit. Very often a simple vessel with cooled wall has been used as a crystallizer. This usually causes ice formation on the heat transfer surfaces, i.e. on the inner wall. As this ice scaling reduces heat transfer, mechanisms for ice scaling removal (i.e. scraper) have been developed for different reactor configurations (Hasan et al., 2017; Rodriguez Pascual et al., 2010).

Suspension freeze crystallization has been much studied through eutectic freeze crystallization (EFC), where ice and salt can be crystallized and separated simultaneously in the same reactor. The process enables the desalination of salty water and salt recovery from industrial brines or solutions (Rodriguez Pascual et al., 2010; van Spronsen et al., 2010). This method has been rarely studied with real wastewaters other than industrial brines, and reports of achievable purification efficiencies are scarce. For instance, Randall et al. (2011) have conducted EFC tests using reverse osmosis brines from mine wastewater, and Randall et al. (2014) have used textile industry wastewater for such tests. Separation efficiencies were not reported, but ice purity was with one or two indicators. Clear purification efficiencies have not been presented in seawater freeze desalination studies either (Erlbeck et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2016), as their focus is on ice purity in terms of the salinity limits of potable water.

As in the case of natural freezing, suspension freeze crystallization has also been rarely investigated using real wastewaters, and the studies have reported only a few purification efficiencies. Yin et al. (2017) have studied the layer freezing of wastewater from the pharmaceutical industry (containing tetrahydrofuran) and conducted suspension freezing experiments. They found a COD removal efficiency of over 90%. Feng et al. (2018) have also reported a COD removal efficiency of more than 90% using the waste cutting fluid of a machinery factory in EFC tests.

The development of a continuous crystallization process is as challenging in freeze crystallization as in conventional crystallization techniques. However, in addition to studying the separation process mechanisms in the reactor and the effect of operation conditions on ice growth (Shirai et al., 1987; Chivava et al., 2014), the current areas of development in suspension freeze crystallization techniques could focus more on the control of process operation, energy efficiency and the polishing of ice. The first two require a higher automation level, which might be possible through the holistic design of
prototype or pilot-scale apparatuses. On the other hand, many studies (Chang et al., 2016; Lemmer et al., 2001; Randall et al., 2011; 2014) have reported the importance of ice polishing and its effect on the complete separation efficiency of the process. Usually, ice washing has been used for ice polishing, but studies have been initiated on alternative methods. For instance, Erlbeck et al. (2019) have included an ice pressing screw conveyer in the desalination crystallizer and have reported high separation efficiencies as well as reasonable energy consumption for optimized process conditions.
3 Experimental work

The experimental part of the wastewater purification study outlines three experimental and measurement setups based on natural freezing (Publications I-III) and an experimental system based on suspension freeze crystallization (Publication IV). The detailed experimental design and setups are described in the publication in question. The first experimental system (Publication I) was operated with an aqueous solution to ensure the comparability of separation efficiencies and mechanical properties between known molalities in steady state freezing conditions. The rest of the experiments were carried out using real wastewaters. The second experimental system (Publication II) focused on studying the effect of different freezing conditions on ice growth and separation efficiencies using urban origin wastewaters. The third experimental system (Publication III) explored the ice purity and properties of naturally frozen wastewater basins and a lake by taking in-situ measurements. The fourth experimental system (Publication IV) validated the separation performance of a pilot-scale suspension freeze crystallizer developed for wastewater purification.

3.1 Freezing of model solutions

This freezing experimental system used aqueous solutions of known molalities to study both separation efficiencies and the mechanical properties of ice. The aim was to evaluate the effect of impurity inclusions formed during freezing on the mechanical strength of ice. The information gained can be utilized in designing a freeze purification apparatus.

Five different aqueous solutions of sodium chloride (NaCl) and ethanol (EtOH, C₂H₅OH), each with molalities of 0.1 and 0.3 mol/kg, and tap water for comparison were prepared for the freezing experiments. The studied solutions are referred to here as tap water, EtOH 0.1 m, EtOH 0.3 m, NaCl 0.1 m and NaCl 0.3 m.

Solution samples, roughly 24 kg each, were frozen from the surface in 20 heat isolated boxes in a walk-in freezing room at temperatures of -5 °C (for the first 60 hours), -15 °C (13 hours) and -10 °C (2 hours). The boxes were placed in four rows so that each five solution types had four replicas with different freezing times (Figure 3.1). The temperature of each solution type in the first row was measured with PT100 thermometers and monitored with PicoLog PT-104 data loggers and a laptop. Figures 2 and 5 in Publication I illustrate the arrangements of the freezing room and freezing time profiles in detail. After freezing tests, the formed ice layers were lifted from the box for further measurements and to slice the ice into thinner layers for mechanical measurements and samples for chemical analysis.
The separation efficiencies of the process were further determined by comparing the molalities of the initial solutions and formed ice (melt). Molal concentrations (mol/kg) were calculated based on values reported in literature and the measured results of the electrical conductivity (EC, mS/cm) of salt solutions, the density (g/m$^3$) of salt, and ethanol solutions. The molalities of the ethanol solutions were calculated based on an analysis of the total organic carbon concentration (TOC, mg/L).

The experiments included natural frequency measurements of ice samples and ice strength tests based on mechanical flexural strength. The masses and dimensions of the formed ice layers were measured to evaluate the growth rate and mechanical properties of the ice. The crystalline structure of the formed ice layers was visually observed with a cross polarized light method for comparison between ice from different solutions (compounds and concentrations). The cross polarized light method was accomplished by placing a thin section of ice between polarizing films over a planar light source.

### 3.2 Freezing of urban wastewaters in winter simulator

The objectives of the experiment were to evaluate the effect of different freezing conditions (air flow velocity and temperature) on ice mass growth and achievable purification efficiencies with real wastewaters. The natural (air-cooled) freezing tests were conducted using municipal wastewater and landfill leachate with variable
concentrations. Similar freezing tests were conducted with ultrapure water for comparison. Formed ice and initial wastewater samples were analysed using the water quality indicators commonly used in the evaluation of the purification performance of wastewater treatment plants.

The freezing tests were conducted with an experimental setup, i.e. the winter simulator apparatus in Figure 3.2(b). The freezing conditions, air flow velocity (0.5 to 3 m/s) and temperature (approx. -0.5 to -10°C), were carefully controlled with a blower and a thermostat. The freezing point depression temperatures of different wastewaters were measured with a separate experimental setup (Figure 3.2(a)) to ensure the comparability i.e. to set the right undercooling temperature ($\Delta T$). Wastewater samples of 500 ml were frozen on the upper surface for a freezing time of 24 hours. The water temperature in each vessel was measured with PT100 thermometers and monitored with a data logger and computer. The mass and thickness of the formed ice layer were measured for determining the ice growth rate. Publication II presents the detailed design of the experiments and describes the experimental procedure.

As the studied wastewaters contained a great variety of different impurities – both organic and inorganic matter with soluble and non-soluble pollutants – conventional water quality measurements such as chemical oxygen demand (COD) and electrical conductivity can be considered to indicate total purification efficiency rather comprehensively. Turbidity (FTU), colour (PtCo), pH and in some cases total solids (TS, mg/L) were determined as well. The microscopic characteristics of formed ice were obtained for the comparison of possible differences between wastewater origins.
3.3 Ice formed naturally due to seasonal variation in wastewater basins

The objective of the wastewater basin studies was to discover how natural freezing works under changing weather conditions in currently existing wastewater basins. Three very different water and ice environments – a lake, peat bogs and a mining site – were selected to compare achievable impurity separation efficiencies (i.e. ice purity) and to evaluate formed ice characteristics, including mechanical strength properties. This knowledge is of interest for future natural freezing technology development.

Ice and water samples were collected from a lake, two settling basins of a peat production area (Peat I and Peat II) and three wastewater basins (Pond, Pit, and Gypsum) of a mining site. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a measurement site, a water settling basin in a peatland. In the laboratory analyses, basic water quality indicators were determined: electrical conductivity (mS/cm), pH, apparent colour (PtCo), turbidity (FTU) and chemical oxygen demand (COD, mg/L). For a more comprehensive evaluation of the ice impurity content, the concentrations of the main anions (sulphate, nitrite, nitrate and chloride) were analysed with ion chromatography and elements (Ag, As, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Fe, Hg, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Se, Tl, U, V, Zn) with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. The comprehensive choice of analyses enabled the comparison of different wastewaters with varied contents.

![Figure 3.3: Ice sampling in the water settling basin of peatland.](image-url)
In this experiment, ice strength measurements were conducted in-situ in natural ice-covered environments at the same time but next to a location where ice and water samples were collected for chemical analysis. *Publication III* presents detailed descriptions of the water systems at six measurement sites and experimental procedures including ice strength measurements.

### 3.4 Suspension freeze crystallizer

This experimental system was used to study the purification performance of a suspension freeze crystallizer developed and tested with real wastewater, landfill leachate. Scaling up a crystallization process to pilot-scale is commonly expected to be challenging.

The freeze purification tests of the suspension freeze crystallizer were conducted with highly concentrated landfill leachates. The leachates contained a great variety of organic and inorganic impurities, including heavy metals. The freezing tests were conducted with a pilot-scale freeze crystallizer. *Publication IV* describes the development of the crystallizer and the experimental setup (Figure 3.4), which includes the cooling unit.

![Figure 3.4: Experimental setup in the testing environment; the suspension freeze crystallizer and the cooling unit.](image)

In the experiments, the freeze crystallization process took place in a jacketed reactor with a 120 litre batch of wastewater and 60 minutes residence time. Two different ice seeding
temperatures were used and marked as the series C1 ~0 °C and the series C2 -0.4 °C. With both ice seeding temperatures, five tests were conducted with different combinations of the rotational speed of the ice scraper (7 or 10 rpm) and the agitator (150, 200 or 250 rpm). In every test, the temperature of the coolant was -3 °C.

Immediately after the freezing process, the formed ice was collected from the water surface, washed with water and drained in a funnel. The separation performance of the crystallizer was evaluated by analysing common water quality indicators: COD (mg/L), electrical conductivity (mS/cm), pH, turbidity (FTU) and colour (PtCo). The elements Au, Ag, Al, As, Bi, Ca, Cd, Co, Cu, Cr, Fe, Hg, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Sb, Se, Te, U, V, and Zn were analysed with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
4 Results and discussion

This chapter combines and discusses the results of the studied four experimental systems. The measured temperature profiles of the freezing processes and determined average ice growth rates were used for the process comparison. To ensure an adequate comparison between freezing experiments, separation efficiencies were determined in a similar manner for water samples based on commonly employed water quality indicators.

The supplementary materials of Publication II, Publication III and Publication IV present the measurement data of the second experimental system (winter simulator), the third experimental system (wastewater basins) including some more detailed analysis results, and the fourth experimental system (suspension freeze crystallizer).

4.1 Thermodynamics and kinetics of crystallization

4.1.1 Temperature profile and nucleation

Model solutions

In the freezing test with model solutions, the targeted temperature of the walk-in freezing room, i.e. the freezing temperature, was at first -5°C. The solution samples were similarly precooled, but temperatures varied between 4.7 and 8.3°C when the experiment started (Figure 5, Publication I). This led to average cooling rates varying between 0.12 and 0.35 °C/h, the lowest being with tap water and the highest with a NaCl 0.3m solution. The temperatures of water and NaCl solutions levelled close to known freezing points in literature (Haynes, 2017): water 0 °C, NaCl 0.1m -0.34 °C and NaCl 0.3m -1.02 °C. Slight undercooling (~0.1 °C) was noticed in the EtOH 0.1m solution; -0.28 °C (cf. -0.17 °C), but the EtOH 0.3m solution levelled at a warmer temperature of -0.42°C (cf. -0.54 °C). In these model solution experiments, the freezing happened spontaneously in tap water samples and in EtOH 0.1m solutions. Ice seeding was used in all NaCl solutions and in two of four EtOH 0.3m solutions. Thus, no conclusions can be drawn concerning the ice nucleation process in different solutions, as it seemed to occur more randomly and in a disordered manner.

Urban wastewaters

In the second freezing test, the freezing point depression temperatures of real wastewaters were noticed to vary, as expected. The differences between the temperature values were minor (at their greatest 0.185 °C between studied wastewaters), but the value correlates with the purity of wastewater. The closer the temperature was to 0 °C (the freezing point of pure water) the fewer impurities the water contained. Publication II presents the determination of the freezing point depression temperatures of different wastewaters in more detail. In winter simulator tests, different combinations of freezing conditions (the temperature and air flow velocity) were studied. All water samples were precooled in a
freezer room. In this manner, it was possible to generate the initial seed ice from the water, and no seed ice crystals were needed. This procedure prevented the subcooling of the wastewater at the beginning of the freezing test and promoted controlled ice nucleation. The cooling rates obtained in the tests were between 0.4 to 0.8 °C/h and varied randomly with all water types (Publication II, Figure 4). The measured temperatures of the wastewater samples during the freezing plateaued close to the freezing points, or very minor subcooling occurred in some cases.

Water basins

In the explorations conducted in real wastewater basins, it was possible to determine the average freezing conditions based on methodological data collected during the winter season by weather stations, i.e. freezing degree days and average temperatures. Table 1 in Publication III presents the data from six experiment sites. During the in-situ measurements, the water temperature just under the ice cover was below 0 °C in all wastewater basins, but about 0 °C in the lake. The water was slightly undercooled in the wastewater basins where the freezing point of water is likely depressed as well. The influence of the weather in northern locations can be seen clearly, as the average air temperature was 1.5 °C lower in Sotkamo, Northern Finland, than in Lappeenranta, Southern Finland. Northern regions have more freezing degree days during the winter (i.e. the winter period is longer), and ice covers there are thicker compared to ice covers in southern regions. However, a thick ice cover acts as a heat insulator, and the air temperature will not have such a significant effect on the ice layer growth. As the wastewater basins were used for water treatment, the heat balance was influenced by the water temperature of incoming and circulating flows, which further complicated the thermodynamics assessments due to a lack of continuous monitoring.

Suspension freeze crystallizer

The suspension freeze crystallization tests were conducted using landfill leachates. The freezing point depression varied slightly between wastewaters received from two barrel containers. The freezing temperatures were -0.06 °C and -0.1 °C. The average cooling rate in the experiments was close to 0.052 °C/min (i.e. 3.12 °C/h), which was much higher than could have been achieved in any natural freezing tests. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the cooling curve obtained from the freeze crystallizer process near freezing temperature. The shape of the curve is similar to the curve which can be obtained in freezing point depression tests, as, for instance, Figure 3 in Publication II presents. Typically, the water first undercooled slightly after ice seeding. Then, the temperature suddenly increased (a vertical leap in the curve) and finally plateaued at the freezing temperature. However, the degree of undercooling and the induction times varied rather randomly in tests, and the effect of ice seeding timing e.g. on nucleation or other mechanisms in ice crystallization could not be clearly explained.
4.1.2 Ice characteristics

The characteristics of ice formed in the freezing experiments were measured or visualized using various methods. The appearance of ice was assessed in in-situ observations, i.e. colour, transparency, shape, cracks, gas and brine bubbles and possible patterns. The properties of ice samples – the dimensions and mass – were measured in-situ as well. For closer observation of the ice layer structure (crystal or grain size and crystal growth orientation), the ice needed to be sliced in thin sections and visualized under a polarized light. The cross polarized light method is generally used in ice mechanics studies because of known interactions between the polycrystalline ice structure and mechanical properties. For an even more accurate view of ice structure, for instance to visualize clearer impurity inclusions in polycrystalline ice, a microscopic observation was needed.

Model solutions

In the first experimental system with model solutions, the vertical and horizontal structure of ice layers formed in experiments was examined with the cross polarized light method in addition to physical visualization. Ice layers formed under freezing conditions in all five solutions (tap water, EtOH 0.1m and 0.3m solutions, and NaCl 0.1m and 0.3m solutions) were identified to have different structures, as expected. Figure 6 in *Publication I* shows detailed pictures of the ice layers. The tap water ice was smooth-faced and the most homogeneous with a columnar but irregular ice structure of 10-40 mm ice grains.
The ice appeared transparent and clear and contained no bubbles. The ethanol solution ice seemed to be formed of dendritic crystal platelets (*Publication I*, Figure 7) of up to 100 mm and a thickness of 5 mm, which were partly connected irregularly, forming bridges and gaps. This porous ice likely contained entrapped solution inclusions as well. The NaCl ice appeared cloudy and was almost opaque. The bottom of the ice was rough, but the top surface smooth. The NaCl ice was formed of platelets similarly to the ethanol ice, but the platelets were much smaller and less porous.

Based on the measurement results, the ice structure observations were in relation to the mechanical strength of ice. The irregularly structured ethanol ice had lower strength than the less irregular NaCl ice, whereas the most regularly structured tap water ice had the highest strength. Based on the measurements and observations, it can be concluded that different compounds in aqueous solutions have different effects on ice growth mechanisms.

*Urban wastewaters*

The ice layers formed in winter simulator tests from real wastewaters were visually observed mainly during the other measurements of freezing tests. Some observations were made under a cross polarized light or microscope, but the small ice samples were mainly analysed chemically. In addition, the cross polarized light gave no significant information about the ice structure, as the samples were so small that single horizontal crystals could not be seen. Thus, the ice crystals were assumed to be rather large.

The wastewater ice was mainly transparent but appeared yellow in some light and brownish particularly in landfill leachate ice. The ice surfaces were mostly smooth and planar but with some thin veins and bubbles inside the ice pieces. The ice formed at higher growth rates contained some small needles at the bottom, but no clear patterns were detected. Some of the ice layers were wedge-shaped, as in Figure 4.2(b). After ice pieces were melted, the melt water colour was not usually similar to the ice colour observed after freezing, as seen in Figure 4.2(c) although the ice layer over the concentrated wastewater does not look as transparent in photographs, e.g. Figure 4.2(a), as it actually was. Microscopic pictures (*Publication II*, Figure 6) clearly show the structural differences between ice samples. In pictures of clean ice (formed from ultrapure water), ice crystal boundaries are clearly distinguishable from the blank spaces. Impure municipal wastewater ice contained clear inclusions, and landfill leachate ice additionally included solid particles.
The characteristics of ice layers in the third set of experiments were visually observed in-situ during the ice sampling and mechanical measurements. The differences in ice (water) sources can be clearly seen even though all natural ice seemed to be formed or grown in layers, as Figure 4.3 displays. The layered ice growth was likely the result of changes in freezing conditions or the water system. In the lake ice, the layers constructed different ice structures, such as pearls in line (bubbles) or changes in transparency. The ice layers in the peatlands appeared in different brownish colours (humus) and with liquid inclusions, Figure 4.3(b) and (c). The ice layers at the mine site looked different in all three basins. Common to all was the layered growth and very low strength. The ice broke easily into smaller pieces (ice hails), as in Figure 4.3(d).

**Water basins**

Figure 4.2: Municipal pre-treated wastewater after freezing. (a) Ice layers in crystallizer vessel. (b) Wedge-shaped ice piece. (c) Melted ice samples.
Results and discussion

Suspension freeze crystallizer

When the ice crystals grew in wastewater during the freezing process, frazil ice plates floated freely on the solution surface. Ice started to form on the cooling surface of the reactor only until during the last 10 minutes of the batch time. The size of crystals was rather large, over 500 μm, and mainly thin and plate-like. The washing of the collected ice samples was found to be important in terms of ice purity, as expected. Figure 4.4 compares the colors of washed and unwashed ice samples, showing clear differences.

Figure 4.3: Ice layers formed in water basins. Vertical ice cross-sections from: (a) Lake, (b) Peat I, (c) Peat II; (d) broken ice pieces from Pond, and vertical ice cross-sections from (e) Pit and (f) Gypsum.
Impurities were clearly loosely attached to the ice crystal surface and can easily be rinsed away with water.

![Image of ice samples](image_url)

Figure 4.4: Colour differences in ice samples photographed after storing in a freezer. On the left is washed ice and on the right unwashed ice.

4.1.3 Ice growth

Ice growth can be determined using two different measures. The ice growth rate $G$ (m/s), also called the liner growth rate, is based on the thickness (m) of the ice layer formed during the freezing time (s). The thickness based measure gives an appropriate approximation of the freezing process, but it ignores the formed ice structure (irregular shape, volume, porosity, etc.). In the evaluation of the ice production rate or yield, the ice mass growth rate $G_m$ (g/s, kg/h) gives more accurate results. In layer freezing, ice mass growth can be calculated per freezing area, kg/(h·m$^2$), and in suspension freezing per volume, kg/(h·m$^3$), for the comparison of freezing processes of different sizes.

**Model solutions**

In the first experimental freezing system with model solutions, the ice layer growth rate was evaluated based on both thickness and mass (*Publication I*, Table 1). Despite the fact that irregular shapes of ice layers (i.e. ice crystals in the form of dendritic platelets) formed especially from ethanol solutions, the average linear growth rates after full-time tests were rather similar to other solutions, as Figure 4.5 shows. Tap water with the ice growth rate of $2.34 \times 10^{-7}$ m/s, the EtOH 0.1m solution of $2.45 \times 10^{-7}$ m/s and the EtOH 0.3m solution of $2.60 \times 10^{-7}$ m/s showed the highest values. The growth rate was lowest, $2.13 \times 10^{-7}$ m/s, with the NaCl 0.3m solution, but slightly higher with the NaCl 0.1m solution, $2.27 \times 10^{-7}$ m/s. The average ice layer growth rate of all studied solutions was $2.36 \times 10^{-7}$ m/s (at freezing temperature -5…-15 °C).
Similarly, the evaluation of average mass growth rates showed the NaCl 0.3m solution gave the lowest 710 g/(h⋅m²) value, but the NaCl 0.1m solution gained a slightly higher value of 769 g/(h⋅m²). The tap water achieved the highest value of 780 g/(h⋅m²). The growth was moderate with ethanol solutions: 748 g/(h⋅m²) with the EtOH 0.1 m solution and 731 g/(h⋅m²) with the EtOH 0.3m solution. The average ice mass growth rate of all studied solutions was 748 g/(h⋅m²), the resulting differences in ice mass growth rates being rather minor, below 5%, as Figure 4.6 indicates. The concentration of the solution may have had an effect on the ice growth rate in this study, i.e. the ice growth rate is lower in concentrated solutions. Nevertheless, conclusions of this kind cannot be presumed, as the difference is rather minor in comparison with the accuracy of the sampling of three replicates.
Figure 4.6: Average ice mass growth rates (g/h·m²) of different aqueous solutions and concentrations.

Urban wastewaters

The second experimental system, equipped with a winter simulator, focused on studying the ice growth rates primarily based on mass but also on the ice layer from different concentrations of wastewaters in different freezing conditions (undercooling temperature $\Delta T$, K and air flow velocity m/s). Table 4.1 presents the ice growth of different wastewaters in different freezing conditions. *Publication II* (Supplementary data, Table A.1, A.2 and A.3) introduces the measurement data of the freezing experiment.
Table 4.1: Average ice layer growth rates in different freezing conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wastewater</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ (K)</th>
<th>$v_{air}$ (m/s)</th>
<th>Ice layer growth rate ($10^{-7}$m/s)</th>
<th>Ice mass growth rate (g/(h·m$^2$))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Municipal effluent</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal pretreated</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>1838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landfill leachate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this study, the ice mass growth was found to correlate almost linearly with the undercooling temperatures and air flow velocities. A simple linear regression model fitting showed that the lower the freezing temperature and the higher the air velocity were, the higher the ice mass growth rate was, as Figure 4.7 shows. The combined results of municipal and landfill wastewater freezing (at undercooling temperatures of 1 and 2 K and air flow velocities of 0.5–3 m/s) showed that a 1 K change in temperature caused a change of approximately 300 g/(h⋅m²) in the mass growth rate. In contrast, when the air flow was changed by 1 m/s, the ice mass growth rate changed by approximately 230 g/(h⋅m²). Figure 7 in Publication II shows the detailed linear fittings. Due to the high uncertainty, linear fitting was applied to interpret the phenomena in general. Publication II also discussed the influence of the experimental setup on R² values and deviation (as Figure 4.7 displays).

The quality or concentration of the studied wastewaters had only a minor – if any – effect on ice growth. The lowest average ice mass growth rates of roughly 200 g/(h⋅m²) were attained in freezing conditions of an undercooling temperature of 1 K or 0.5 K and an air flow velocity of 0.5 m/s. The highest average ice mass growth rate of 1200 g/(h⋅m²) was achieved with 3 K and 3 m/s. Similarly, the lowest average ice layer growth rate of approximately 1 ⋅10⁻⁷ m/s was obtained with 1 K and 0.5 m/s, and the highest of roughly 4 ⋅10⁻⁷ m/s with 1 or 3 K and 3 m/s.

![Figure 4.7: Combined linear fitting results: ice mass growth rates (g/h⋅m²) and air flow velocities (m/s) with undercooling temperatures 1 and 2 K of municipal and landfill wastewaters. Modified figure from Publication II, Figure 7(d).](image-url)
**Water basins**

In the third experimental system, the average ice growth rate (m/s) of natural ice layers (ice covers in basins) during the past winter period can be approximated on the basis of measured ice layer thicknesses and freezing degree days (*Publication III*, Table 1). The growth rates are remarkably (approx. 80%) lower in natural basins compared with ice growth rates in simulated freezing tests. The values vary between the highest $5.6 \cdot 10^{-8}$ m/s of Gypsum pond and the lowest $4.7 \cdot 10^{-8}$ m/s of Pond, both at the mining site (see Figure 4.8). This difference likely resulted from the long freezing time and the heat insulating effect of the thick ice layer, which decelerated the ice growth. Warmer water flows under the ice may have an impact as well. Otherwise, greater ice growth could be expected with higher average wind velocities and colder weather.

![Figure 4.8: Average ice layer growth rates (m/s) in different water basins.](image)

**Suspension freeze crystallizer**

The ice mass growth during the freezing process in the crystallizer was roughly evaluated based on the total mass production measurements of 11-12 kg batches. The average mean ice growth rate was thereby 96 kg/(h·m³). The process parameters (i.e. rotational speeds of the agitator and scraper) did not demonstrably affect the ice mass production rate even though the coolant temperature was a constant -3 °C in every test. The large crystal size (>500 µm) may have resulted from Ostwald ripening (melting of smaller ice crystals simultaneously with further growth of larger ice crystals), or less likely, from the agglomeration of ice crystals, which was not observed.
4.2 Impurity removal efficiencies

The efficiency of the water purification process can be presented in two ways. Both methods were used in Publications I, II and III. The effective distribution coefficient $K$ (-) indicates the impurity ratio between the ice and initial synthetic solution or wastewater, i.e. it characterizes the quantity of impurity that remains in the ice. $K$ can be determined by $K = C_i/C_w$, where $C_i$ is the measured value in the ice and $C_w$ the measured value in the initial wastewater. The purification efficiency $E$ better characterizes the functionality of the process, i.e. it indicates how rigorously impurities are removed and how well the process performs. $E$ can be determined as

$$E = 100 \cdot \left( \frac{C_w - C_i}{C_w} \right). \quad (4.1)$$

The purification efficiencies achieved with different wastewaters in all three experimental freezing systems are presented in the impurity removal efficiencies section of this dissertation. Common analysis methods enable a direct comparison between wastewater purification requirements in current environmental legislation, concentration limits, and achieved water purity.

4.2.1 Model solutions

In the freezing experiments with model solutions (the sodium chloride and ethanol solutions of 0.1 and 0.3 molalities) the purification efficiencies were determined in terms of average molalities (mol/ kg H$_2$O) of three replicate samples in rows 1, 2 and 3. The purification efficiency for tap water was determined by TOC (mg/L) values. The values of samples in row 4 were not included in this calculation because of a considerably different freezing time but were assessed separately. Tables 1, 4 and 5 in Publication I introduce the calculated average values for molalities. Figure 4.9 presents the average purification (or here, separation) efficiencies for each model solution. The results clearly show that the tap water, with a very dilute concentration of impurities, achieved the highest relative removal efficiency of over 80%. EtOH 0.3m, NaCl 0.1m and NaCl 0.3m are at quite a similar level, close to 70%, but the more dilute organic EtOH 0.1m solution could not reach 50% impurity removal efficiency.
A closer review of the results of the ice layers in different rows revealed variation in the removal efficiencies between all ice samples. The $K$ values of all samples in row 4 were below 0.3 (i.e. >70%), and even 0.144 (86%) with NaCl 0.1m. These better efficiencies occurred at a higher freezing temperature (-5 °C), leading to lower ice growth rates, as expected. The impurity removal seemed to be vaguer between different ethanol solution samples than in sodium chloride solutions. This finding confirms the previous observations and explanation about the effect of different compounds in solutions on ice growth mechanisms and different ice structures with impurity inclusions. The irregular ice growth in ethanol solutions led to irregular ice structures and thus to incoherence in impurity removal.

During the experiments, the formed ice layers were sliced horizontally into two (i.e. top and bottom) or three (i.e. top, centre and bottom) approximately 4 cm thick sections for mechanical strength measurements. The impurities remaining in these layers were analysed, and the average concentration results were determined based on these analyses. NaCl solutions seemed to form less impure ice in the top sections, as expected due to lower ice growth rates at a higher freezing temperature. However, the bottom ice sections contained more impurities than the centre ice sections. This was contrary to the assumption that the ice would be less impure in the bottom layer since the thickness of the layer would slow down the ice growth (i.e. heat insulating effect). Nonetheless, the efficiencies are similarly formed in every sample. On the contrary, there is no pattern in ethanol solution $K$ values in different layers or samples. Hence, no universal conclusions could be drawn about the effect of different freezing temperatures (i.e. ice growth rates and mechanisms) on impurity removal efficiencies between different layers during the freezing process with such a small number of samples. Therefore, Publication I reported no results between ice sections.

![Figure 4.9: The average purification efficiencies (%) of different model solutions.](image)
4.2.2 Urban wastewaters

In this freezing study, the purification efficiencies of different wastewaters in various freezing conditions were determined in terms of COD, colour, turbidity and electrical conductivity. The results showed that the purification efficiency correlates clearly with the ice growth rate; the higher the ice growth rate is, the more impure the ice is and the lower the purification efficiency. This was observed in wastewaters of different concentrations, but the effect was more intense in concentrated wastewater. *Publication II* presents more detailed purification efficiency results.

Figure 4.10 gives an example of the differences in efficiency tendencies between landfill leachate and more dilute pre-treated municipal wastewater with COD reduction. An increase in the ice growth rate caused a much stronger decrease in purification efficiency in landfill leachate than in more dilute municipal wastewater. Similar behaviour has also been reported in previous freeze separation studies, e.g. by Hasan et al. (2018), with salt solutions of different concentrations. Thus, the impurity concentration of wastewater has a certain effect on the impurity rejection during the freezing process.

![Graph showing purification efficiencies](image.png)

Figure 4.10: Purification efficiencies (%) based on obtained chemical oxygen demand COD results and ice mass growth rates (g/h-m²) with municipal wastewater and landfill leachate. Combined results modified from Figures 8a and 9 in *Publication II*.

The effect of concentration can be explained by the coupled transfer of heat and mass in the ice-solution interface, i.e. in the boundary layer where ice crystals grow. Since the
concentration of the wastewater had a minor influence on the rate of ice growth, the heat transfer can be assumed to control the ice growth, as the mass transfer coefficient is low with the wastewater of higher impurity concentration. Hence, the impurities accumulated near the interface are not effectively diffused out and are entrapped in the ice. The entrapment rate is directly proportional to the bulk impurity concentration and ice growth rate. However, the effect is difficult to predict when the real wastewaters with a complex mixture of compounds in different concentrations are in question.

The purification efficiencies of all studied wastewaters were at a sufficient level, near or over 90%, when the ice growth rate was low, i.e. 400 g/(h⋅m²). In this context, it should be acknowledged that the initial landfill wastewater was 30 times more concentrated than the initial effluent, i.e. 638 vs. 21 mg/L of COD, respectively. Efficiencies near 100% were achieved when freezing municipal pre-treated wastewater at the undercooling temperature of 1 K and the air flow velocity of 0.5 m/s, which led to a very low ice growth rate, below 200 g/(h⋅m²).

The limitations of the experimental setup precluded very low or high air flow velocities or undercooling temperatures. The freezer clearly became unstable, which caused deformations in the ice layers, i.e. wedge-shaped ice pieces and deviations in ice masses of replica samples, as discussed in section 4.1.3. High uncertainty and deviation in the ice mass growth rates also affected the purification efficiencies. The influence of the experimental setup can be seen for instance in Figure 4.11, which illustrates the average results of landfill leachate freezing in different experimental conditions. In addition to experimental conditions, the changes in initial wastewater concentrations possibly caused deviations in results.
Figure 4.11: Average COD purification efficiency (%) and ice mass growth rate (g/h∙m²) under different freezing conditions with landfill leachate.

4.2.3 Wastewater basins

The separation efficiencies of different waters or wastewaters in naturally frozen basins were evaluated by comparing the impurities in the formed ice with water underneath. This gave an overview of average separation efficiency even though the water flow fluctuated under the ice during the winter period and could cause some variation in concentrations. The Supplementary material of Publication III presents detailed measurement results. Figure 4.12 shows the levels of calculated average separation efficiencies for comparison. Even though the contents and concentrations of waters were very different, the ice was considerably cleaner than the initial water in every basin. The highest purification efficiencies, nearly 90%, were obtained in Lake and in Pit, which contained completely different quantities of impurities. The lake water was the cleanest of the studied waters, as expected, but differed only slightly from peatland waters. The highly concentrated Pond and more moderate Gypsum achieved almost the same efficiencies (65 and 73%) as dilute Peat II and I (68 and 77%).
Figure 4.12: Average separation efficiencies (%) calculated for all impurities in the ice of different water and wastewater basins.

A closer study of the different sites revealed variations in water constitutions and differences in impurity removal. Figures 8 and 9 in *Publication II* display more detailed results of effective distribution coefficients for relevant constituents. No conclusions on the mechanisms of impurity inclusions in the ice could be drawn, as the water basins were not designed for freeze purification and the influence of the varying weather and other conditions could not have been taken into account. However, based on the results, it can be deduced that natural freezing can purify water of low impurity concentrations and highly concentrated wastewaters with quite similar efficiencies.

### 4.2.4 Suspension freeze crystallizer

As section 4.1.2 shows, the washing procedure with ice samples produced by the suspension freeze crystallizer had a significant influence on ice purity. This can be seen in the purification efficiencies as well. Figure 4.13 presents the average purification efficiencies of various water quality measures and Figure 4.14 those of various elements. Without washing, the efficiency of 50% could hardly be achieved, whereas with it, the efficiency rose to an adequate level. The calculated average purification efficiency of all water quality measures was slightly higher for washed ice samples of series C2, 97.3%, than for washed ice samples of series C1, 89.0%. Similarly, the calculated average purification efficiency of all elements was 95% for series C2 and 83% for series C1. *Publication IV* reviews the purification results in more detail. In series C2, the variation in efficiencies between different tests and impurities was minor in comparison with series C1. Therefore, it can be deduced that the process was better balanced in series C2 tests, which involved lower undercooling. Other process parameters, i.e. changes in the rotational speeds of the agitator or scraper, were not found to have a significant effect.
Figure 4.13: Purification efficiencies (%) of chemical oxygen demand COD, electrical conductivity EC, colour, turbidity, total organic carbon TOC, total carbon TC, inorganic carbon TC and total nitrogen TN. Determined on an average for washed and unwashed ice samples of series C1 and C2 tests.

Figure 4.14: Purification efficiencies (%) of elements determined on an average for washed ice samples of series C1 and C2 tests.
4.3 Further remarks

4.3.1 Ice strength vs. impurities

Previously, section 4.1 described how freezing conditions influence the ice growth mechanisms and structure of the ice layer formed from (waste)water. In the freezing process, impurities are either rejected from or engulfed in the ice structure as veins and pockets. The mechanical properties of ice, e.g. strength, are influenced by impurity inclusions in the ice structure and are of interest to study for ice breaking device design. In the freezing experiments of model solutions and wastewater basins, the mechanical properties of ice layers formed were evaluated in terms of flexural and/or compressive strength.

In the experiment with model solutions (Publication I), tap water ice (the cleanest one) was found the strongest, ethanol ice the weakest and NaCl ice between the two, even with rather similar molal concentrations. However, organic ethanol seemed to have a tendency to weaken the ice more effectively during the ice growth process. The effect of ethanol on ice forming was also noticed in observations of irregularly structured ice (section 4.1.2).

The experiment with wastewater basins (Publication III) demonstrated a straightforward correlation between impurities and ice strength: the less the ice contained impurities, the stronger it was. The strongest ice in Lake with the flexural strength value of 1469 kPa was almost six times stronger than the weakest at the mine site Pond, 239 kPa. These sites were noticed to be the cleanest and the most concentrated with various impurities, respectively. Electrical conductivity, which indicates the overall quality of water containing ionic species, was found to correlate strongly with the mechanical strength of ice. This knowledge is of importance in future applications, e.g. in designing ice harvesting devices and operations where the required force and energy for ice breaking needs to be estimated quickly and simply.

4.3.2 Evaporation and changes in pH

Many previous freezing studies have ignored the evaporation of water during the freezing process or at least considered the impacts negligible. Consequently, in the experimental system with real wastewaters (Publication II), the loss of water mass was measured during air-cooled freezing. Significant mass loss, i.e. evaporation, was observed: 7–15% of the formed ice mass depending on the freezing conditions. It can be concluded that some evaporation of water occurs in the air-ice interface during freezing. Thus, some removal of volatile compounds may occur concurrently.

As in evaporation, the alkalinity (or acidity) of the aqueous solution is presumed to have very little effect on the freezing process. Based Publications II and III, the pH value of the initial wastewater was found to have no significant effect on the purification
efficiency. However, the pH of the effluent is one of the principle water quality properties to be taken into account. In the experiment with real wastewaters, pH values between the initial wastewater and ice were found to change due to the freezing process (Publication II, Supplementary material, Figure A.1). The pH tends to increase in landfill leachate freezing even though it is rather high initially (near 8). In contrast, the pH in municipal wastewater freezing tends to decrease, but not always. No clear reason for pH changes could be identified because of significant deviations in the pH results. In this study, also close to unacceptable pH levels were noticed. Hence, this issue proved to be worth further research.

4.3.3 Future prospects of freeze purification

Freeze crystallization technology has shown suitability for the treatment of a very broad spectrum of wastewaters, even dilute ones. The freezing of aqueous solutions can even enable significant amounts of water to be separated from solutions containing dissolved compounds in high concentrations, which is hardly possible with many other separation techniques. Hence, as the water content can be considerably reduced by freezing, the energy consumption of water transfer and further concentration treatment, such as evaporation, will be lower.

The parameters that influence the freeze crystallization process feature some obscure phenomena. Since it has been shown that slow freezing (i.e. a low ice growth rate) due to a small temperature gradient contributes to a higher purification efficiency, the production of ice mass over time is also low. If higher ice production is desired, the purification efficiency will be reduced due to the higher temperature gradient needed in addition to the higher energy consumption. These aspects can challenge the design and optimization of the process, in both natural and suspension freezing.

The key issue in natural freezing is whether the ice mass production over time is at a reasonable level related to the ground surface area required for the construction of basins. In future studies on the practical application of a suspension freeze crystallizer, the energy balance and consumption will be one of the main interests, as the possibility for the exploitation of natural cooling energy in Arctic regions is a strong motivator in terms of the energy efficiency and enormous cold energy source.

The fate of the concentrate formed due to the freezing process is both a challenge and an area of interest for future studies considering the further development of the treatment process. The freeze concentration method (or the production of concentrate) makes freezing a potential method for material recovery from wastewaters in the future. For instance, if it is possible to reach the saturation concentration of some compounds in the solution by freeze concentration, then the compound could be separated by evaporative crystallization more efficiently. Moreover, precipitation could be one of the potential methods in the recovery of valuable components. Clearly, possibilities for material reclamation (e.g. salts, nutrients) depend on the origin and characteristics of the wastewater, which also affect potential economic profitability.
5 Conclusions

This thesis presents the results obtained with four experimental systems of freeze crystallization in wastewater purification. The ice growth process and impurity removal efficiency of freeze purification were investigated in different experimental environments on various scales. The experiments were performed using the natural freezing method (i.e. ice growth in layers) and the suspension freeze crystallization method.

Natural freezing was demonstrated using model solutions and urban origin wastewater on two different laboratory scales and in various freezing conditions. The natural freezing process was rather complicated and challenging to control, as the system is easily exposed to various external parameters. Both natural freezing experiments confirmed the hypothesis that a higher purification efficiency can be achieved with lower ice growth rates. The study of model solutions (Publication I) showed that different chemical characteristics of impurities (EtOH, NaCl) in the solutions affect the structure and mechanical properties of the ice. Accordingly, distinct impurities seem to have a different effect on ice crystal growth mechanisms and the forming of impurity inclusions during the freezing, affecting the separation efficiency as well. Separation efficiencies from 47% to 86% were achieved for the model solutions at freezing temperatures from -15 °C to -5 °C. The average ice mass growth rates were between ~820 and ~450 g/(h·m²), depending on the freezing temperature.

The effect of concentration on the ice growth rate was found to be minor in comparison with freezing conditions (the temperature or velocity of air flow) in freezing experiments with different concentrations of wastewaters (Publication II). In contrast, the freezing point depression (FPD) was found to indicate the concentration of wastewater (Publication II); the more concentrated the wastewater was, particularly with inorganics, the larger the freezing point depression was. This can be expected to influence the energy consumption of the freeze purification application, as the FPD will determine the minimum freezing temperature and thus also the required heat transfer.

The winter simulator experiments (Publication II) showed that the temperature has the most direct effect on the ice growth rate, but the air flow velocity was found to increase the growth significantly. Nonetheless, the ice growth rate was noticed to affect the separation efficiency in different ways in different wastewaters. In more concentrated wastewater, such as landfill leachate, the separation efficiency was observed to decrease more strongly as the ice growth rate increased. Very high separation efficiencies, up to 95% of COD, were achieved in the freeze purification of municipal wastewaters with very low ice growth rates. Similarly, separation efficiencies higher than 90% were obtained in the freeze purification of more concentrated landfill leachate. The average ice mass growth rates in experiments were roughly between 200 g/(h·m²) (undercooling temperature 1 K and air flow velocity 0.5 m/s) and 1200 g/(h·m²) (undercooling temperature 2 K and air flow velocity 3.0 m/s). The effect of freezing conditions on the ice mass growth rate and productivity can thus be considered very significant.
The empirical tests were conducted under real weather conditions in the environments of wastewater basins in a peat production area and at a mine site, and in a lake (Publication III). Contrary to even rather pessimistic expectations, these natural freezing tests showed relatively high separation efficiencies. This conclusion could be drawn based on comprehensive water quality analysis indicators used for all ice and water samples. The separation efficiencies varied between 65 and 90%. The highest, 90% efficiency was found in a highly concentrated wastewater system in an open pit basin of the mining site. Likewise, an efficiency of 88% was found within the freshwater lake, which can be considered very dilute in the concentration of impurities. In addition, a clear relationship between the ice purity and the ice strength was found: the more impure the ice was, the weaker it was, and the ice layer could thus be broken using less force.

The study of the suspension freeze crystallization included the development and design of a pilot-scale crystallizer and suspension freezing tests with landfill leachate. The separation process was proven successful, particularly considering that the up-scaling of the crystallization process is challenging in general. The main outcomes were the formation of relatively large ice crystals (500 µm) in water suspension, and high separation efficiencies of various impurities, >95-97%, which were determined by extensive analyses. The determination of a suitable undercooling temperature and the control of ice nucleation was found difficult, and thus, the freezing process proved to be rather complicated. Therefore, this information provides a good basis for the further development and research of suspension freeze crystallization in wastewater purification.

In summary, the studies presented in this thesis have increased the understanding and knowledge of freeze crystallization in wastewater purification. The freeze purification method is well suited for the treatment of various types of wastewaters from different sources. Accordingly, high removal efficiencies of impurities can be achieved in the treatment of wastewaters containing various concentrations of both organic and inorganic matter as well as suspended and dissolved impurities. This research provides valuable information about the effect of freezing conditions on the ice mass growth rate for ice productivity evaluation and the optimization of freeze purification processes.

The potential of freeze crystallization in wastewater purification is acknowledged due to its many benefits, such as high separation efficiencies and environmental sustainability. Future research could begin to focus more on application development in terms of material reclamation and reuse. In this regard, it would be important to investigate how efficiently specific fractions, such as micropollutants and plastics, can be separated from wastewater by freeze crystallization. In the same context, the energy efficiency achievable by the exploitation of natural cooling energy in Arctic regions would be important to evaluate thoroughly, particularly in the further development of the suspension freeze crystallizer.
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ABSTRACT

In geographical regions with sub-zero temperatures, natural freezing can potentially be used as an energy-efficient purification technique for industrial wastewaters. The utilization of this technique requires knowledge of the effect of impurities on the strength of the ice to enable the effective harvesting of produced ice. Previous studies of the mechanical properties of model-scale ice have tended to focus on the initial solution, and little consideration has been given to the amount of impurity trapped inside the ice. The aim of this research is to evaluate the separation efficiency during the natural freezing process by quantifying the impurities trapped inside the ice formed from known concentrations of aqueous solutions and to investigate the effect of impurities on the bulk mechanical properties of the ice.

In this study, twenty similar size ice beams were prepared in freezing boxes in a temperature-controlled cold room from five different aqueous solutions: tap water, and ethanol and sodium chloride aqueous solutions of two different molalities, i.e. 0.1 mol/kg and 0.3 mol/kg. The bending strength and natural frequencies of the ice samples were measured in the freezing conditions, and the concentrations of impurities in melted ice samples were determined. The research shows that with the ethanol and sodium chloride solutions, the concentration of impurities inside the ice clearly decreased in comparison to the initial solution. The structure of the ice from the different solutions differed significantly; as the tap water formed columnar ice, ethanol ice grew through large platelets, while the structure of the sodium chloride ice was a mixture of the two forms. The tap water yielded the highest strength ice and the ice formed from the ethanol aqueous solutions the weakest ice. The measurements indicated that the concentration of impurity in the ice reduces the mechanical strength and the magnitude of the effect varies with the chemical characteristics of impurity.

1. Natural freeze crystallization and mechanical properties of ice

The insufficiency of accessible water and worsening of water quality due to industrial discharges have made it necessary to find alternative and energy efficient water purification methods. The conventional processes to treat wastewaters are adsorption, chemical precipitation, electrolytic treatment, flotation, ion exchange, and membrane filtration, which all have unique properties and suitable water types. Natural freezing is an alternative method to achieve purification. When freezing is implemented in a wastewater basin under natural weather conditions, the cooling energy of arctic sub-zero temperature regions can be utilized to energy efficient wastewater treatment. A pure ice layer is forming over the wastewater basin similar way as in lakes, rivers and seas. A conceptual approach for wastewater purification by natural freezing is presented in Fig. 1.

During the freezing of a solution, heat of crystallization is released into the surroundings. The ice crystal lattice usually rejects solute molecules/ions because of their excessive size, preventing the formation of a solid solution with water (Petrich and Eicken 2010). Thus, solutes redistribute during ice crystallization. The extent of the redistribution is attributed to the capability of the solute to diffuse away from the ice-solution interface (Butler 2002). Succeeding these points of view, the temperature and concentration gradients are created adjacent to the growing ice front (Butler 2002; Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen 2013).
Sea ice is a paradigm of natural freezing. The main source of impurity in sea-ice is the formation of brine pockets within the ice matrix (García et al. 2014). Analogously, the impurity of ice forming from any type of solution could be interpreted by the entrapment of the freeze concentrated solution in the ice crystal lattice. The efficiency of natural freezing is influenced by solution concentration and different growth conditions, such as the ambient temperature, freezing time and freezing rate. The effect of these factors on ice purity is epitomized by ice formation from sodium sulphate solutions. Experimental results show that a lower growth rate and solution concentration are in favour of higher ice purity (Butler 2002).

The mechanical properties of ice have been the interest of research in glaciology and geosciences for decades (Schulson and Duval 2009) and many different methods have been utilized in various studies. The dynamic modulus of elasticity of freshwater and saline ice has been studied by Snyder et al. (2016) with ultrasonic measurement. The effect of porosity on the dynamic modulus of elasticity found to be aligned with earlier researches (Snyder et al. 2015; Schulson and Duval 2009). Yasui et al. (2017) used a three-point bending test for determining the fracture toughness of ice. The Acoustic Emission (AE) was utilized to detect failure in a cyclic test of ice (Hammonds et al. 2018). The effects of various mixtures of compounds on formed ice have also been an interest of studies. Recent research has been focused on studying the effect of freshwater ice and silica mixture on the mechanical properties of ice (Yasui et al. 2017) and sulfuric acid doped ice under tension and compression (Hammonds and Baker, 2018). The effects of Ca ++ doped ice to the ice strength (Hammonds and Baker, 2016) and the compression (Hammonds and Baker, 2018). The effect of various fractions of the selected chemicals on the exural strength of ice. The general conclusion is that adding these dopants to the water weakens the formed ice in terms of flexural strength (e.g. Borland 1988), and the elastic modulus (Hisayama 1983). As the flexural strength has been considered the most important mechanical property of ice for ship model scale testing, the development has focused on scaling the flexural strength correctly and then confirming that the ratios between other parameters are in the same range as with sea ice. Due to the typical size of the ships with respect to the size of the model scaled ships, the typical scale ratio for the model is 10 to 40, and thus, the required flexural strength is from 15 kPa to 60 kPa in model scale (Lau et al. 2007). Therefore, the minimum for the ratio between the static modulus and the flexural strength is 2000, and it can reach a value of 8000 (see e.g. Riska et al. 1994; Timco 1990).

Timco (1981) conducted the most extensive flexural strength tests with different chemicals. The chemicals included acetates, amides, various inorganic salts as well as sucrose with fixed mass fractions (Timco 1981). Timco (1981) compared the influence of various mass fractions of the selected chemicals on the flexural strength of ice. The higher mass fractions led to lower flexural strength of ice (Timco 1981). Furthermore, different model scale basins have ended up using different chemicals, which include urea, a mixture of ethylene glycol, aliphatic detergent and sugar (EG/AD/S), alcohol and sodium chloride (see e.g. Borland 1988; Hisayama 1983; Lau et al. 2007; Riska et al. 1994; Lehms 1988; Nortala-Hoikkanen 1990), for studies with different types of model scale ice. The measurements have shown that with these chemicals combined with different ice production methods (seeding or spraying) the flexural strength can be scaled to 15–60 kPa with different solutions (Lau et al. 2007). However, the measurements have shown that the ratio between the elastic modulus and the flexural strength of the urea doped model ice is < 2000 (Hisayama 1983; Nuria et al. 1988). The range for EG/AD/S doped ice is 1000–3000 (Timco 1986) and for the correct density (CD)-EG/AD/S 2000–3250 (Lau et al. 2007). The fine-grained ethanol ice, however, covers the ratio range of 1750–5000 (Risk et al. 1994).

However, in the development of the model scale ice, the interest is commonly in the initial solution and freezing process. Thus, the studies generally account for the mass concentration of the chemical in the initial solution and neglect how much of the chemical is trapped inside the ice, i.e. the amount of chemical actually affecting the properties of
the ice. These simplifications are usually for practical reasons (it is easier to observe and control the mass concentration of the initial solution and then check the obtained mechanical properties). Furthermore, due to the weakening effect of chemicals, the model scale ice is difficult to move from in-situ without damaging it. Thus, the static modulus is commonly determined from the plate deflection and the flexural strength is determined from a cantilever beam test, as recommended by ITTC guidelines (ITTC guidelines 2014). In addition, the dynamic measurements are conducted with a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) to measure the natural frequencies (Polytec 2017).

The natural frequencies of the ice indicate the internal structure dynamic behaviour for a known geometry, i.e. an ice beam. They can be considered a measure determining the mechanical dynamic property of the ice. (Rao 2007). The formed ice beams consisted of many interconnected different shaped, sized and oriented ice crystals. In this study, the complete ice beam dynamics response was measured. The ice in solid form was then assumed to behave like a solid particle, where the natural frequencies of a solid particle are fundamentally related to the square root of mass divided by stiffness (Carvil 1994). Knowing the natural frequencies of an ice sample allows calculating the equivalent modulus of elasticity, i.e. the overall stiffness, which is important to model the sample that has the same dynamical behaviour as the actual formed ice. Calculating the modulus of elasticity requires, in addition, knowledge of the ice sample’s physical dimensions, density and area moment of inertia. For a beam-shaped ice piece, the modulus of elasticity can be analytically calculated. The assumption is that the impurities captured in the ice have an impact on the stiffness of the ice and thus the impurities could be detected from the natural frequencies. The ice can be excited at natural frequencies, which causes the ice to yield and break into smaller parts.

In the application of wastewater purification by freezing, measuring and determining the mechanical properties of ice are important. This information can be used to estimate the ice strength and to evaluate the necessary force for breaking and thinning the ice in a practical process application. Analysing the ice strength by the point bending test has been found to be accurate and commonly used method (Rajala et al. 1999). Combined with the static modulus, the shear force does not change rapidly in the location where the failure is assumed to occur, i.e. in the middle of the loaded beam, as can be seen from beam theory, see e.g. (Papits 2001). The advantage of using simple beam tests over the cantilever beam tests is that root stresses do not disturb the measurements by lowering the measured flexural strength values as noted by Tingle and O’Brien (1996). The information about the ice mechanical rigidity can be gained through measuring the natural frequencies. Natural frequencies can be measured without breaking the ice sample e.g. by exciting the ice externally, recording the velocity response and post-processing it. Natural frequencies can be detected with non-contact and non-destructive method, which is beneficial for detecting the ice mechanical rigidity.

Hence, the aim of this research is to determine the amount of solution in maximum. Thus, the separation efficiency of natural freezing could be kept at moderate level when < 50% of solution is frozen (Hasan and Lehdhi-Kultanen 2016).

The interior of the outer freezing box was lined with plastic to make the box waterproof. The open section between the inner and outer boxes was insulated by placing a piece of joint insulation foam, commonly used in buildings, between the boxes. Thus, it prevented the boxes from freezing together. An elastic rope was placed into the box to mount the frozen samples for the natural frequency measurements. Prior to pouring the solutions, each box was weighed with a Sartorius balance (capacity 34 kg and readability 0.5 g). Each sample contained 24 kg of the initial solution and was weighed in room temperature.

After all of the boxes were prepared, weighed and filled with solutions, the boxes were taken into the cold room, where the targeted temperature was ~5 °C. The samples were placed in the room in a four by five matrix form where each column formed a line of similar initial samples. The first row of solutions was closest to the door and the fourth row closest to the back wall. Fig. 2a shows the arrangement and naming of the samples. The naming is in sequential order. The first letter “P” refers to the tap water, “S” to the ethanol solution and “B” to the sodium chloride solution. The preceding numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent the row number. The third item refers to the molality: “a” to 0.1 mol/kg and “b” to 0.3 mol/kg. The fourth letter refers to the ice section: “t” to the top (upper) section of the ice, “c” the centre section and “b” the bottom section. In the results, the naming labels, e.g. “El4a” refers to ethanol solution, row 1, molality of 0.1 mol/kg and top section. Fig. 2b shows the freezing arrangement in the cold room.

A temperature sensor was placed in each box in the first row to monitor the temperature in the liquid during freezing, and in addition, the ambient temperature was measured from the middle of the first row. A total of six PT100 thermometers were connected to two PicoLog PT-104 data loggers, which were connected via USBs to a laptop.
2.1 Natural frequency

The natural frequencies were measured in the cold room to avoid the melting of the ice samples. The measurement was conducted with an optical scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV). The SLDV is a non-contact and non-destructive method of measuring surface velocities and consequently natural frequencies. The optical signal allows measuring through transparent media, e.g., glass or water. It is based on the Doppler effect and measures the surface velocity of excited ice. (Polytec 2017). In practice, the laser signal is focused on a predefined plane, which is the front of the measured sample. An example of using SLDV for measuring through a glass window into a water tank to measure ultrasonic transducer far-field characteristics can be seen from Cooling et al. (2010). The ice was excited with a piezo exciter (PF P-844 10) and the frequency response was recorded at given locations.

To be able to record the reflective laser signal, a 10 mm wide retro-reflective tape (A-RET-T010) was attached by freezing with a small amount of 0 °C tap water vertically on the upper surface of the ice. The possible detrimental effect of the retro-reflective tape on the dynamic motion of the measurements can be neglected as the thickness of the tape (0.1 mm) is very small in comparison with the ice thickness (minimum ~30 mm). In addition, the small amount of water to bond the tape on the ice is so thin that the effect on dynamics is negligible.

The ice was hung with elastic rope, which was placed in the solution prior to freezing. There is a large difference in the stiffness of the ice and the elastic rope with which it is hung. This enables capturing only the ice head internal dynamic behavior. The ice samples were also supported from the bottom to limit the rigid body motion. Fig. 3a depicts the hardware located outside the cold room: a Polytec PSV-500 scanning head and an OFV-505 reference laser pointed directly at the glass window. Fig. 3b depicts the ice hanging setup inside the cold room. The measurement procedure has three initial steps. The first is to set a measurement plane, that is in this case the top surface of the ice beam.

Secondly, the visible laser is focused on the top of the plane. Thirdly, the natural frequencies were measured from the upper surface of the ice beam at the breaking point were measured. The ice beam is assumed to behave as an Euler-Bernoulli beam. At first, the moment equation along the beam is determined from the free-body diagram. It is assumed that the first failure in a bending situation occurs on the surface in tension, as the axial stress (in the longitudinal direction) maximum occurs on the surface of the beam. Knowing the relation (Parnes 2001):

$$\sigma = \frac{M y}{I}$$

(2)

where $\sigma$ is the axial stress, $M$ is the moment affecting the cross-section, $y$ is the distance from the neutral axis, and $I$ is the second moment of inertia. Inserting the moment equation in this equation we obtain the following form for the flexural strength ($\sigma$):

$$\sigma = \frac{(L - y) + y a x}{b} = \frac{(L - y) + y a x}{b}$$

(3)

where $L$ is the distance between the supports, $y$ is the distance of the crack from the left-hand side support, $g$ is the gravitational acceleration, $h$ is the thickness of ice, $a$ is the distance of a sensor from the same side support, $F_y$ is the load measured with the right load sensor, $F_x$ is the measured based on beam theory

$$E_i = \frac{f_B A}{\rho L^2}$$

(1)

where $f_B$ is the natural frequency, $A$ is the cross-sectional area, $\rho$ is the ice density, $L$ is the ice beam length, $k$ is a factor dependent on the support. For free-free supported body, i.e., freely floating body, as is in this case, the factor for the first flexural natural frequency is 4.730, and $f$ is the area moment of inertia. (Rao 2007).

2.2. Flexural strength

The flexural strength of ice was measured with a four-point bending test in the cold room. Fig. 4 presents the test setup. The test sample was placed on top of the rounded wooden supports. The two load sensors were mounted with an aluminium profile onto the electrically driven piston. The load sensors were HBM S2M 500 N. Rounded wooden parts were attached under the sensors, which were in contact with the ice beam in the loading. The rounded wood pieces allow rotational movement in the ice under loading. In each test, the displacement was measured at the mid span of the ice beam with HBM WA 10 mm displacement sensors. The forces and displacement were recorded with a frequency of 1.2 kHz.

After the loading, the distance of the breaking point was measured from the left-hand side support. In addition, the thickness and the width of the ice beam at the breaking point were measured. The ice beam is assumed to behave as an Euler-Bernoulli beam. At first, the moment equation along the beam is determined from the free-body diagram. It is assumed that the first failure in a bending situation occurs on the surface in tension, as the axial stress (in the longitudinal direction) maximum occurs on the surface of the beam.
load measured with the left load sensor, \(b\) is the width of the sample.

2.3. Static modulus of elasticity

The displacement was measured simultaneously with the force. This enables the determination of the static modulus of elasticity \(E_s\), i.e. the effective Young’s modulus. In this case, the ice beam is assumed to behave as an Euler-Bernoulli beam. After the moment equation along the beam is determined, the displacement equation, \(w\), for the beam can be derived from the following relation (Parnes 2001):

\[
\frac{Edw}{dx} = M(x).
\]

After the displacement equation is determined and the displacement is measured from a known location, the static modulus \(E_s\) of elasticity can be determined from the following equation:

\[
E_s = \frac{(34 + 6a^2 + 2a^2 - 24a^2 + 6a^2 + a^2)}{384I \cdot w_{\text{centre}}},
\]

where the second moment of inertia \((I)\) was determined by measuring the width and the height of the tested beam from the location the failure occurred and \(w_{\text{centre}}\) is the width at the failure location. This assumes the beam is solid with negligible porosity and uniform thickness and the width of the beam over the length.

Unfortunately, some of the ice beams were broken when taken out from the freezing boxes. 4 of 30 beams (or halves) broke before the measurements. The fourth row of ice was mainly too weak for the bending strength test. Row 2 ice was measured as full beams. Rows 1 and 3 ice beams were cut in half for the bending test and static modulus of elasticity. Due to the test setup, it was not possible to mount the displacement sensor on the rig for samples broken when taken out from the freezing boxes, as the span between the supports was small.

2.4. Chemical analyses

The formed ice layer and concentrated residual solution under the ice layer were separated after the freezing test period by lifting up the ice layer from the freezing box. The total mass of the ice layer was...
weighed and the ice was moved to mechanical testing. A 500 ml sample was taken (after agitating the liquid) from the concentrated solution remaining in the box. After the mechanical tests of ice (the frequency measurement and flexural strength test), the ice samples for chemical analysis were collected within various horizontal layers sliced in sections of 1 to 4 cm thicknesses using a band saw. The ice pieces were rinsed with purified water, produced by Elga PureLab water system (resistivity 18.2 MΩcm, TOC < 5 ppb) to avoid external contamination during the ice handling. Composite ice samples from a layer were collected into a plastic bag for crushing with a hammer. The crushed ice was packed tightly in 250–500 ml polyethylene bottles for freeze storing, transporting and further chemical analysis. The total amount of samples was 70: 5 initial solution samples, 20 concentrated solution storing, transporting and further chemical analysis. The total amount of samples was 70: 5 initial solution samples, 20 concentrated solution samples, 10 whole ice layer section cut samples and 35 ice layer samples from different horizontal layers. Furthermore, vertical and horizontal ice layer samples were cut and collected from the ice samples in rows two and three to visually observe the crystal structure by placing the samples between two polarizing films and directing light through the arrangement.

All freeze stored samples were melted at room temperature. The samples containing tap water and ethanol were analyzed with a total organic carbon (TOC) analyser (Shimadzu TOC-L CSH Autoanalyser, detection limit 4 μg/l) to determine the concentration of total organic carbon. Ethanol concentrations were further calculated based on TOC concentrations. Molar mass of ethanol C₂H₅OH is 46.068 g/mol, of which 52.50% is carbon (Haynes 2017). Electrical conductivities of samples containing tap water and sodium chloride were measured by a Consort C3040 Multi-parameter analyser with conductivity electrode SK20T (range 1.0 μS/cm to 100 mS/cm, cell constant 1.0 1/cm). Sodium chloride concentrations were determined by linear fitting based on conductivity values reported in literature (Haynes 2017). The densities of all samples (melted ice, initial solution and concentrated solution) were determined by an Anton Paar DMA4500 density meter which was taken (after agitating the liquid) from the concentrated solution. NaCl and ethanol concentrations were determined by linear fitting based on density values reported in literature (Haynes 2017).

3. Results
3.1. Temperature profile

The temperatures were recorded from the first row samples with an interval of one minute until the samples in the second last row (row 2) were taken out from the freezing boxes. Fig. 5 depicts the logged temperature profile, and the vertical lines indicate the times of ice removal from the boxes. At first, the cooling rates varied considerably due to the diverse temperatures of the liquids when the cooling and freezing started. After 45 h of freezing, temperatures of liquids attained final constant temperatures. Tap water, the 0.1 mol/kg NaCl solution and the 0.3 mol/kg NaCl solution stayed at temperatures −0.03 °C, −0.33 °C and −1.07 °C, respectively, and were close to known freezing point depression (FPD) temperatures −0.34 °C and −1.02 °C reported in literature (Haynes 2017). The ethanol 0.1 mol/kg solution appeared slightly undercooled with a temperature of −0.28 °C when the FPD temperature is −0.37 °C (Haynes 2017). The 0.3 mol/kg ethanol solution was rather warm with a temperature of −0.42 °C when compared to the FPD temperature of −0.54 °C (Haynes 2017). Unexpectedly, this concentrated ethanol solution also started to cool down after 70 h of freezing, when the temperature of the freezing room was decreased and the solution reached an undercooled temperature of −1.7 °C. The temperature probe used for the 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solution shows a colder temperature after 70 h, as it was accidentally pulled out from the solution and exposed to the cold room temperature. The aim was to seed the solutions prior to ice forming. However, after ten hours, it was noted that frizzly natural ice formed on the surface of tap water and 0.1 mol/kg ethanol solutions as well as rows three and four of 0.3 mol/kg ethanol solutions. Thus, these samples were not seeded, whereas all the sodium chloride solutions and ethanol solutions E1b and E2b were.

The samples in row four were taken out after 53 h of freezing at −5 °C. However, the samples were rather thin (P4 35 mm, E4a 12 mm and E4b 9 mm, S4a 22 mm and S4b 19 mm). The S4a and P4 samples were the only ones rigid enough to be hung from the flexural rope for the elastic modulus measurements. Then, the ice growth continued in other rows at lower temperatures for longer freezing times to be able to produce thicker ice layers for mechanical testing purposes. The temperature was first lowered to −15 °C for 13 h, and after that raised to −10 °C. As a result, the samples in row three were taken out after 75 h of freezing, of which 60 h was at −5 °C, 13 h at −15 °C and 2 h at −10 °C. The thicknesses of the ice samples were 59 to 72 mm and the samples were strong enough for the mechanical property tests. To stop the ice growth in the two remaining sample rows, the temperature was increased to −5 °C. The samples in rows two and one were frozen an additional 4.5 and 6 h, respectively, at −5 °C before removal from the freezing boxes.

3.2. Properties of ice

The ice samples could be distinguished from the outlook from the surface of the ice; see row a) in Fig. 6. From the left, the first column is
tap water (P) ice, which was clear and did not contain any bubbles. The second (Ea) and third (Eb) columns are the ethanol solutions that had some bubbles and were not fully transparent. The fourth (Sa) and fifth columns (Sb) are the sodium chloride solution and appear cloudy. After the samples were taken out from the freezing boxes, they were placed bottom up on an even surface to protect the fragile bottom ice crystals; see row b) in Fig. 6. After the mechanical properties of the ice were measured, vertical and horizontal thin sections were prepared from the samples; see rows c) and d) in Fig. 6.

The ice from tap water (P) had the most homogeneous ice crystal structure. The ice samples were clearly transparent and the top and bottom surfaces were smooth. The ice structure was columnar, with all of the crystals oriented almost vertically; see the vertical thin section in Fig. 6c) and d). However, the crystal (or grain) size in the horizontal direction varied from 10 to 40 mm and was irregular. The irregular structure is considered to result from the unseeded origin of the ice growth, as earlier studies have shown that ice with a relatively homogeneous grain size can be obtained by seeding with ice crystals (Gow et al. 1988).

The ice grown from ethanol solutions (Ea and Eb) had the most irregular structure. The ice first grew an approximately 9 mm solid layer. After this layer, dendritic crystal platelets started to grow. The diameters of the platelets were up to 100 mm, the thickness was up to 5 mm, and the orientation appeared to be random. There were distinguished regions between the platelets, and many platelets were not connected. Fig. 7 shows the E4b sample after being taken out from the freezing box at this stage of the growth.

When the freezing continued, bridges between the platelets started to form, leading to a more solid ice structure. However, the bottom of the ice remained irregular and thin sections showed that the gaps had not fully closed; see Fig. 6c) and d). Thus, the ice was porous, and in some cases, the platelets growing together might have entrapped ethanol solution inside the ice.

The ice from the sodium chloride solution (Sa and Sb) had a structure between the tap water and ice frozen in the ethanol solution. The ice was cloudy and almost opaque. The top surface was smooth but the bottom surface rough. The ice grew in platelets, but thinner and smaller in diameter than in the ice obtained from the ethanol solution. The platelets were oriented locally in the same direction, see Fig. 6c) and d). The ice was also less porous than the ice obtained from the ethanol solution, as the platelets seemed to grow almost at the same rate. Thus, the ice formed in the sodium chloride solution was more

![Fig. 6. Pictures of the ice samples (from row three). The columns from left to right are P, Ea, Eb, Sa, and Sb: a) the samples in the freezing boxes, b) the samples upside down after recovery, c) vertical thin sections from row two, and d) horizontal thin sections from row three. The scale bar is 1 cm × 1 cm.](image)
solid than the ice obtained from the ethanol solution.

Prior to the mechanical and chemical measurements, the physical properties were measured. The average length of the ice samples was 567 mm and the width 143 mm. Table 1 presents the thickness, mass and growth rate of the samples. The chemical and mechanical properties were determined after physical measurements with the procedures described in Section 2. Table 1 and Table 2 present the results of the chemical and mechanical property measurements for each sample, respectively. The average ice layer growth rate (\(10^{-7}\) m/s) was calculated by the measured average ice layer thickness formed during freezing time. The average ice mass growth rate (g/h,m\(^2\)) was calculated by the mass of ice layer formed during freezing time per freezing area.

Average ice mass growth rates (g/h, m\(^2\)) of measured ice samples are plotted in Fig. 8 and average flexural strength values (kPa) in Fig. 9.

### 4. Discussion

In the following section, the average properties of each measurement are calculated from the samples of rows one, two and three, and results are compared. The samples of the fourth row were taken out first when the amount of ice was still very low and mechanical measurements could not be performed with three ice samples out of five.

#### 4.1. Average ice properties of the tap water

Table 3 summarizes the average properties of tap water ice samples one to three. If the properties for the top and bottom layer were measured separately, the average of the layer measurement was used as a value for the sample. The tap water ice properties were measured for reference values to compare the difference in the ice structures grown in ethanol and sodium chloride solutions. As the ethanol and sodium chloride were mixed with the tap water, the effect on its properties was captured. The average mass of ice that was created was 5242 g, and the...
Table 2
Mechanical properties of the ice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Natural frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Flexural strength</th>
<th>Dynamic Modulus of elasticity</th>
<th>Static Modulus of elasticity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>GPa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap water</td>
<td>580.00 (c)</td>
<td>971.00 (c)</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>601.00 (c)</td>
<td>890.00 (c)</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>687.00 (c)</td>
<td>1384.50 (d)</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>6.08 (c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>335.50 (c)</td>
<td>1072.00 (c)</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the average properties for the ice samples formed from 0.1 and 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solutions. A comparison of Table 3 to Table 5 shows that the values of mechanical ice properties and ice growth rates for the sodium chloride solution are smaller than for tap water but higher than for the ethanol solution. In general, it was noticed that the ice formed from sodium chloride solutions are mechanically harder than the ice formed from ethanol solutions. The ice formed from a concentrated 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solution was mechanically harder (flexural strength 359 kPa) than ice formed from a dilute 0.1 mol/kg ethanol solution (262 kPa), even though the impurity concentration of sodium chloride ice was double when compared with the concentration of ethanol ice, i.e. 0.095 mol/kg vs. 0.047 mol/kg, respectively. The separation efficiency was 71% with a dilute 0.1 mol/kg sodium chloride solution (and the effective distribution coefficient, K, 0.29), whereas with a concentrated 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solution it was 69% (and K 0.31).

4.3. Average ice properties of sodium chloride solutions
Table 5 shows the average properties for the ice samples formed from 0.1 and 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solutions. A comparison of Table 3 to Table 5 shows that the values of mechanical ice properties and ice growth rates for the sodium chloride solution are smaller than for tap water but higher than for the ethanol solution. In general, it was noticed that the ice formed from sodium chloride solutions are mechanically harder than the ice formed from ethanol solutions. The ice formed from a concentrated 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solution was mechanically harder (flexural strength 359 kPa) than ice formed from a dilute 0.1 mol/kg ethanol solution (262 kPa), even though the impurity concentration of sodium chloride ice was double when compared with the concentration of ethanol ice, i.e. 0.095 mol/kg vs. 0.047 mol/kg, respectively. The separation efficiency was 71% with a dilute 0.1 mol/kg sodium chloride solution (and the effective distribution coefficient, K, 0.29), whereas with a concentrated 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solution it was 69% (and K 0.31).

4.4. Comparison between the formed ice and to earlier studies
Table 6 depicts the discovered impurities of ice, ice growth rates and mechanical properties related to properties of tap water ice. The ethanol concentration 0.104 mol/kg in the ice (initial solution 0.3 mol/kg) reduced the flexural strength 90% when compared to the flexural strength of tap water ice. Sodium chloride concentration 0.095 mol/kg in the ice (initial solution 0.3 mol/kg) reduced the flexural strength 67%, while a half lower ethanol concentration 0.047 mol/kg in the ice (initial solution 0.1 mol/kg) generated a 76% strength reduction. Increasing the sodium chloride concentration in the ice from 0.030 mol/kg to 0.095 mol/kg did not have a very noticeable effect on the mechanical rigidity of the ice. The obtained natural frequency per thickness decreased only 9% with 0.047 mol/kg ethanol ice compared to tap water ice. Based on the research, the source of impurity is distinguishable from the differences in the natural frequencies of the ice beams, i.e. the effective stiffness of the ice is at a specific level.

The flexural strength results show that tap water ice is the strongest, as expected, and the ethanol solution ice is the weakest. This may partly measured density was 934 kg/m³. The natural frequency is related to the thickness of the ice, as the width and length of the beams were identical. This gives a value for the stiffness of the ice that formed in relation to the thickness of the ice. The higher the value for Hz/mm is, the stiffer the formed ice layer is. The modulus of elasticity is calculated from the displacement during the flexural strength test that is based on a static test (Eq. 5). In addition, the flexural strength was measured for the created ice samples. The ice formed from the tap water has the highest natural frequency per thickness, modulus of elasticity and flexural strength; compare Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5.

4.2. Average ice properties of the ethanol solutions
Table 4 shows the average properties for the ice grown from ethanol solutions. The ice formed from the 0.3 mol/kg solution was very weak, and only part of the measurements were possible to conduct. Compared to the tap water properties, the ice mass growth rate was lower but the ice layer growth rate was higher. The average natural frequency per thickness was lower, meaning that the ethanol ice was softer. The flexural strength was significantly lower compared to the tap water ice, which is also visible from the modulus of elasticity (static) that was determined from the four-point bending test. Table 5 shows that the ice that formed from the concentrated ethanol solution is clearly mechanically weaker, as expected. The average separation efficiency was 47% with a dilute 0.1 mol/kg ethanol solution and the effective distribution coefficient K was 0.53 (i.e. the ratio between impurity concentrations in the ice and in the initial solution), whereas with the concentrated 0.3 mol/kg ethanol solution the obtained K was 0.36 and separation efficiency 64%. In this case, the average separation efficiency was higher with a more concentrated initial solution.
result from the structure of the ice. As noted in the method description, the beams were assumed to be solid in the calculation of the second moment of inertia as it was not possible to measure the actual porosity. It should be noted that, especially, in the case of ethanol ice, the beams were assumed to be solid in the calculation of the second moment of inertia as it was not possible to measure the actual porosity.

Fig. 9. Average flexural strength values (kPa) of measured ice samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Tap water</th>
<th>Ethanol 0.1 m</th>
<th>Ethanol 0.3 m</th>
<th>NaCl 0.1 m</th>
<th>NaCl 0.3 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass growth rate per unit surface area</td>
<td>g/h m²</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear growth rate</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>2.44·10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.60·10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.13·10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.13·10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.13·10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>5017</td>
<td>5076</td>
<td>5158</td>
<td>4708</td>
<td>4708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural frequency</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>69 (68.05)</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>64.33 (67.47)</td>
<td>60.33 (63.30)</td>
<td>60.33 (63.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average natural frequency per thickness</td>
<td>Hz/mm</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average thickness from natural frequency measurements

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Sodium chloride 0.1 mol/kg H₂O</th>
<th>Sodium chloride 0.3 mol/kg H₂O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass growth rate per unit surface area</td>
<td>g/h m²</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear growth rate</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>2.13·10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.13·10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>4768</td>
<td>4708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
<td>938</td>
<td>938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural frequency</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>60.33 (63.30)</td>
<td>60.33 (63.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average natural frequency per thickness</td>
<td>Hz/mm</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average thickness from natural frequency measurements

becoming more dense. The ice from sodium chloride solutions had a structure between these two – the crystals were oriented less randomly and the ice was less porous than the ethanol solution ice but not as dense and even-structured as tap water ice. Thin sections also showed that the crystals of the tap water ice were more rounded, whereas ethanol solution ice had platelet shaped crystals, and sodium chloride solution ice crystal shapes were between these two, see Fig. 6c and d.

When these conducted measurements are compared with the previous studies about naturally formed ice in lakes, rivers and seas, the results are reasonable. The tap water represents (in terms of salinity) freshwater ice and the measured values are similar to the values of freshwater ice. The strength of the sodium chloride solutions is similar to lower values of the sea ice strength. Also the static and dynamic elastic modulus values of the tap water and sodium chloride solutions are in the same range as with sea and freshwater ice. The ice grown from the ethanol solution showed higher values than those obtained with fine-grained ethanol model scale ice as addressed by Riikka et al. (1994). This is reasonable due to structural differences. When the fine-grained ethanol ice is produced by spraying, see Von Bock Und Polach et al. (2013) the obtained grain size is 1 mm or smaller and the grains are sphere-like. The fracture process occurs along the grain boundaries and by having smaller grain sized ice it leads to weaker ice. Timco (1981) conducted an extensive test series with different aqueous solutions. He noted that the flexural strength decreases as a function of the solute mass fraction increase until a transition concentration point where the ice strength approaches a constant level. The
results presented in this paper with sodium chloride solutions are consistent with Timco’s results. In the present work, molalities were used for the more accurate comparison of the influence of organic compounds and inorganic salt on ice properties. In addition to measurements, the thin sections and structures obtained were presented in this paper, describing the structure of ice more clearly.

The results show that the average separation efficiency with a 0.3 mol/kg ethanol solution, 64%, is higher than with a 0.1 mol/kg ethanol solution, 54%, whereas separation efficiencies with both sodium chloride solutions are at the same level, close to 70%. This peculiar difference in efficiencies could not be noticed within row four ice samples with a higher freezing temperature (–5 °C) and therefore induced lower ice growth rates. The separation efficiency with the 0.3 mol/kg ethanol solution was 71% and with the 0.1 mol/kg ethanol solution, 73% while with a 0.3 mol/kg sodium chloride solution it was 73% and with 0.1 mol/kg as high as 86%. It is already recognized that higher separation efficiencies can be achieved with lower ice growth rates and dilute solutions (Butler 2002; Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen 2015), but no clear explanation for the variation in the ice growth mechanism is known. It might be a result of the structure of the ice in the intermediate stages, i.e. during the growth process, or due to the different properties of the organic (EtOH) and inorganic solutions (NaCl). As this is beyond the scope of this paper, the explanation to this would require additional ice structure studies in relation to ice crystalization kinetics and thermodynamics.

5. Conclusions

The five different initial aqueous solutions – tap water, ethanol and sodium chloride solutions of molalities 0.1 and 0.3 mol/kg – transformed into visually distinguishable ice structures during natural air-cooled freezing. The differences were noticeable also in terms of the conducted chemical and mechanical measurements. Tap water was used as a reference liquid as well as a solvent in ethanol and sodium chloride solutions to compare the properties of the studied ice when ice formed into visually distinguishable ice structures during natural air-cooled freezing. The platelet diameter and thickness in the intermediate growth stage were the greatest and the orientation was the most random for ice formed from ethanol solutions, which affected the final structure of the ice so that the ethanol ice had the most irregular structure. Based on the research, the ice formed from the ethanol solution is more fragile than the ice formed from the tap water, as the flexural strength is much lower than in tap water ice and sodium chloride ice. Ethanol appeared to weaken the ice more effectively compared to sodium chloride.

In summary, the amount of added chemical dopants, ethanol and sodium chloride, was reduced with variation from 47% to 86% by −5 °C) and therefore in

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples (rows 1 to 3)</th>
<th>Impurity mobility mol/kg H2O</th>
<th>Layer growth</th>
<th>Mass growth</th>
<th>Flexural strength</th>
<th>Static modulus of elasticity</th>
<th>Natural frequency/thickness (mesh)</th>
<th>Dynamic modulus of elasticity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap water (F)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.1 m (Sa)</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.3 m (Sa)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.1 m (Sb)</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.3 m (Sb)</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Related to tap water ice value.

the efficiency level as well. The present study gives a good basis for further research concerning the development of ice harvesting techniques and purification efficiency investigations of freeze separation applications with real wastewaters.
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ABSTRACT
Human population growth and urbanization are aggravating water quality problems in many regions, and wastewater volumes and quantities of pollutants are increasing due to greater industrial and urban activity. Thus, it is necessary to find efficient, sustainable and simple methods to separate miscellaneous impurities from wastewaters. One potential separation methods is freeze crystallization, because of its non-selective nature. However, previous research investigating freeze separation using real wastewaters has been rather marginal. This study examines natural freeze crystallization in purification of urban origin wastewaters, that is, municipal wastewater and landfill leachate of various organic and inorganic matter concentration. The effect of different freezing conditions on ice growth and separation efficiency in terms of ice impurity relative to initial solution impurity was investigated with a laboratory scale winter simulator. The results showed air flow velocity to have an almost as significant an influence on ice mass growth as air temperature. Although separation efficiencies decreased linearly with increased ice growth rates, no clear correlation was found between the impurity concentration of the wastewater and the ice mass growth rate. This finding notwithstanding, the separation efficiency of freeze crystallization of concentrated wastewater (landfill leachate) was noted to decrease more clearly with increased ice growth rate. Purification efficiencies of 95% to nearly 100%, determined by indicators such as chemical oxygen demand (COD), were achieved in treatment of municipal wastewater when using low ice growth rates. These findings indicate that the approach can meet future legislative requirements for treatment plants and that further research of the utilization of freezing techniques for wastewater purification is warranted.

1. Introduction

Increased environmental awareness among urban populations means that there is now little need to restate arguments articulating the importance of water saving and water protection activities. To date, conventional wastewater treatment plants are designed to remove organic matter and nutrients from wastewaters for environmental protection and to minimize pathogenic microorganism populations in effluent for sanitary reasons. However, concerns have recently been raised over the adequacy of the wastewater treatment methods currently used and the quality and characteristics of the effluent discharged (Prasse et al., 2015). Improved knowledge and a changed socioeconomic context thus mean that new or complementary methods are needed for advanced wastewater treatment to ensure adequate removal of organic and inorganic matter, nutrients and micropollutants. In addition to being effective, the capital, operating and maintenance costs of such innovative wastewater treatment technologies must remain economically acceptable.

Freeze crystallization is one potential alternative wastewater purification method, as ice possesses natural high intolerance towards impurities (Bogdan and Molina, 2017). When impure water freezes, the water molecules tend to crystallize, i.e. arrange into as pure ice as possible, while impurities are disposed to the remaining liquid water. High separation efficiency of impurities is therefore achievable,
provided impurities are not entrapped as inclusions inside the bulk ice. Freeze crystallization is recognized as an energy-efficient and simple water treatment process that needs no chemicals, and it can be assumed that operating costs will be modest and total environmental impact relatively minor (Yin et al., 2017). In the freeze separation process, nutrients in the wastewater are concentrated in the residual liquid in their initial form, for the most part, because no or negligible biological or chemical reactions occur. As a result, efficient and sustainable recovery of nutrients is possible.

Ice and the freezing process have been studied for decades in many different fields of engineering science and there are many applications where freezing is used to separate water from liquid mixtures and solutions. For instance, freeze concentration has been used in the food industry to produce high quality fruit juice and coffee extracts. Similarly, freeze separation has been used as a desalination process in fresh water production, although mainly on a laboratory scale (Chang et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2015). Eutectic freeze crystallization (EFC), a special form of melt crystallization, can be considered a fairly sophisticated application for water and salt separation because at the eutectic point, ice and salt can be crystallized simultaneously from the electrolyte solution. In EFC studies, attention has been directed to recovery of the salt formed as well as the water treated itself (Hussain et al., 2017). In recent years, freeze crystallization research has principally focused on the development of experimental or pilot-scale equipment and devices for separation of a specific compound, e.g. sodium carbonate or sodium sulphate from specific industrial wastewater streams or brine (Williams et al., 2015; Randall and Nathoo, 2015). For instance, Randall et al. (2014) used wastewater from a textile plant in investigation of a cascading EFC procedure in a jacketed crystallizer. In their study, 98% ice purity and 30% yield of sodium sulphate were achieved. Ice produced by suspension freeze crystallization from brines has also been shown to be very pure. For instance, van der Ham et al. (2004) obtained impurity concentrations in ice below 100 ppm of copper in an EFC-based cooled disk column crystallizer with an initial copper sulphate concentration of 0.145 kg/m³. Utilization of more efficient washing of ice enabled levels of 5 ppm or less to be achieved.

Freeze treatment (or separation) studies have been undertaken mostly using model or synthetic wastewater and few studies have used real wastewaters. Work reporting the purification efficiency of total organic and inorganic matter when using urban origin wastewaters, which are complex multi-component aqueous solutions, is even more limited. In the area of industrial wastewaters, Gao et al. (1999) studied ice nucleation by spray droplets with a pulp mill effluent piggery wastewater and oil sands tailings pond water. They continued their spray freezing studies in field conditions with the same industrial waters and achieved a >60% impurity reduction efficiencies for chemical oxygen demand (COD), electrical conductivity and color. Different efficiencies were found for organic and inorganic matter (Gao et al., 2004). A few years later, the same research group compared laboratory-scale spray and unidirectional downward freezing techniques with oil refinery and pulp mill effluents. Layer freezing with mixing of the liquid resulted in the greatest organic contaminants reduction, 90–96% reduction (based on COD and total organic carbon (TOC) analysis). Without mixing, the efficiency was much lower; it was at the same level as spray freezing (Gao et al., 2009).

The separation efficiency of freeze concentration with a rotating evaporator for soluble pollution in urban wastewater, food factory effluents and cutting oil wastewater was studied by Lorain et al. (2001). The study attained close to 100% separation efficiency for DOC (i.e. organic matter). Similar very high purity of the ice layer (measured by COD) was found also by Shira et al. (1998) in layer freezing studies with food industry dairy and rice crackers wastewaters. The spray freezing research carried out in field conditions by Rigger et al. (2005) with mining tailings lake water achieved 87–99% removal of mostly inorganic matter when measured with electric conductivity. Their work also analyzed removal of some ions, elements and toxins such as arsenic and cyanide. It should be noted, however, that mining waters can also contain significant amounts of organic matter in addition to heavy metals, as detected in our previous study of natural freezing in mine wastewater basins (John et al., 2018).

Some freezing studies have investigated compounds that are now classified as micropollutants. Gao and Shao (2009) studied two commercially used pharmaceuticals, namely the anti-inflammatory drug ibuprofen and the antibiotic sulfamethoxazole. Their work used model solutions and analyzed TOC as a gross parameter. They found that pharmaceuticals content reduced by 84–92% in single-stage freeze concentration and about 99% in a two-stage ice layer freezing process. Yin et al. (2017) studied a Gignac reagent wastewater from a pharmaceutical intermediate company that contained the organic solvent tetrahydrofuran. COD removal of > 90% was found when using layer freezing and suspension crystallization. Feng et al. (2018) proposed a freezing concept for use with oil recovery from waste cutting fluids. 90% COD removal efficiency was obtained with suspension crystallization.

Previous freezing studies with real wastewaters have implemented freezing techniques at temperatures varying from – 2 °C in the laboratory to – 33 °C in field conditions. The studies give only little information about the ice production rate at specific conditions, and appraisal of the total potential efficacy of the freeze separation process is hence difficult, even though the separation efficiency for some impurities was shown to be high and sometimes close to 100%.

This study investigates ice layer growth and purification efficiency of natural air-cooled freezing of urban wastewaters originating from a municipal wastewater treatment plant and solid waste landfill. The effect of freezing conditions (i.e. air flow velocity and temperature) on ice mass growth and separation efficiency was examined under controlled conditions using winter simulation apparatus. The freezing point depression temperatures of the studied wastewaters were experimentally determined to initialize the thermodynamic actions and to ensure the comparability of the freezing temperatures of the different wastewaters.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Wastewaters

In this study, real wastewaters from a municipal wastewater treatment plant and leachate from a solid waste landfill were used as the feed water for the freezing experiments. Both sites, the Toikkanen wastewater treatment plant and the Kukkurannikki landfill, are situated in the city of Lappeenranta in southeastern Finland. The municipal wastewater contains mainly domestic wastewater, with some industrial wastewater, from a residential population of 60,000 and an average daily wastewater volume of 16,000 m³. The wastewater for the tests was collected from the open water stream after primary clarification and before the water flows to the biological (activated sludge) reactor tank. The wastewater is chemically pretreated in a primary sedimentation basin with calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)₂ and ferric sulphate Fe₂(SO₄)₃ (feeds ~150 g per m³ wastewater) for pH adjustment and suspended solids reduction, respectively. Fully processed effluent from the same plant was also collected to be able to test very dilute wastewater. The landfill is situated next to the regional solid waste management center serving municipalities in the area. The landfill leachate water was collected from the inspection and pumping well that captures infiltration water from the normal (non-hazardous) solid waste fill. Total daily leachate volume of the landfill varies from 80 to 120 m³.

Urban wastewater is a very complex mixture of compounds and pollutants that have accumulated in water. The quality and composition of the wastewater also varies periodically due to fluctuating flow rates caused by domestic water use and precipitation. Infiltration water of landfills is formed by precipitation and melting snow and contains...
residues from the waste material as well as solid filling material. Both sites, the wastewater treatment plant and the landfill, have a statutory obligation to monitor water quality frequently. Average analyzed compositions of the studied wastewaters are presented in Table 1. Although the landfill leachate contains almost twice the amount of organic matter found in the municipal pretreated wastewater, the biological activity of the municipal pretreated wastewater can be expected to be higher due to its larger microbial population. The measured conductivity of the leachate is high, indicating a high concentration of ionic inorganic matter. The landfill leachate most likely contains small particles like microplastics and fibers, as bigger pieces were visible in the raw water samples.

2.2. Experimental setup

The natural freezing of wastewater was done in a wind tunnel-like laboratory-scale apparatus custom-made of a thermally insulated chest freezer. The arrangement enables simulation of natural freezing conditions because the temperature and velocity of cooling air can be carefully controlled. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup for natural freeze purification of wastewaters. Winter simulator apparatus with a similar set-up was used in our previous freezing experiments with freeze purification of wastewaters. Winter simulator apparatus with a similar set-up was used in our previous freezing experiments with freeze separation tests. Two or three replicates were prepared and frozen at the same time. Although the wastewater contained some visible solids, no pre-filtering or settling were used in order to simulate the process realistically. Before the freezing test, the water samples were allowed to cool to near to the freezing temperature in a freezer room at −18 °C to avoid too high undercooling degree and to generate initial seed ice crystals for the freezing test. The precooling time needed varied between 30 and 50 min depending on the wastewater type.

Before and immediately after the freezing test, the masses of the samples in the vessels were measured (balance Precisa BJ2200C, capacity 2200 g, readability 0.01 g) to determine the total mass loss, i.e. evaporated water, during the test. After the test period, the vessels were removed from the winter simulator and the remaining concentrated liquid (residual) and the formed ice layer were separated. The mass of the ice was measured as well as the volume of the concentrated liquid. The average thickness (mm) of the ice layer was determined by multipoint measuring with a caliper. The ice piece was lightly rinsed with pure water cooled to near to 0 °C to avoid adherence of external contaminants on the ice surface during manual sample handling. All ice and residual concentrated liquid were collected and stored in a freezer at −18 °C for further analyses.

The ice layer growth rate is known to decrease during the freezing process as the heat insulating effect of the ice layer increases with increasing layer thickness (Hasan et al., 2017). For this reason, the freezing time was set at a constant 24 h to be able to study how two controllable variable parameters, i.e. air temperature and air flow velocity, affect ice growth rate and separation efficiency. The basic parameters used were undercooling temperature at $\Delta T > 0.5$, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0 °C.
1.5, 2.0 and/or 3.0 °C (or K), and air flow velocities

Fig. 2. Design of experiments for different wastewaters with the used combinations of undercooling temperature and air flow velocity with freezing test time of 24 h.

Similar freezing tests were carried out with ultrapure water produced with an Elga PureLab water purification system (TOC < 5 ppb, resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm) as blank samples for comparison. Additionally, some tests were performed with different times: 5, 48 and 72 h, and temperatures: ±5 °C and 10 °C, to be able to survey the limitations of the experimental set-up used, for example, regarding the effect of the obtained freezing ratio on the separation efficiency. The assumption was that the separation efficiency will decrease if the freezing ratio is over 50% (i.e. half of the water is frozen) due to enrichment of the solution (Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2016). The obtained freezing ratio (%) was determined and confirmed by calculation of the percentage of the ice mass formed from the initial water mass. The average linear ice layer growth rate (ms⁻¹) was determined by dividing the average ice layer thickness by the total freezing time. This calculation method enables comparison with previous studies. The average ice mass growth rate, g h⁻¹ m⁻², was calculated by dividing the measured totally formed ice mass by the freezing time and surface area. The evaporation (or sublimation) rate, g h⁻¹ m⁻², can be determined in the same manner as the ice mass growth rate by dividing the measured total mass loss by the freezing time and the surface area of the vessel.

Differences in the polycrystalline ice structures formed were observed macroscopically by polarized light and microscopically (Olympus BH2-UMA) for visualization of the impurity inclusion, veins and pockets in the ice. In these studies, however, the focus is on determination of purification efficiency, and ice characteristics are not studied in detail. Thus, the primary use of ice samples with limited volume was for chemical analyses.

2.5. Chemical analyses and methods

The analysis methods used were chosen to indicate the general quality of the water and to indicate the feasibility of freezing as an unselective purification method. When analyzing real wastewaters, the indirect measurements used in the present work, i.e. electrical conductivity and chemical oxygen demand (COD), give overall information about inorganic and organic matter content, respectively. Ice and wastewater samples were analyzed using similar methods as used in previous freezing studies to enable comparison of the achieved purification efficiency with prevailing practices.

Before analysis, the melted ice samples and stored wastewater samples were kept at room temperature to attain ambient temperature. A spectrophotometer HACH DR/2000 was used to determine the apparent color (PtCo, 455 nm) and turbidity (± 2.0 FTU, 450 nm). The chemical oxygen demand (COD, mg L⁻¹) was analyzed by spectrophotometer and a dichromate oxidation method corresponding to APHA 5220 D (Greenberg et al., 1995) with a Spectroquant COD reaction cell test measuring ranges 0–150 mg L⁻¹ (± 2.7 mg L⁻¹, 420 nm) and 0–1500 mg L⁻¹ (± 14 mg L⁻¹, 620 nm). A Consort C3040 multi-parameter analyzer was used to measure pH and electrical conductivity (probe with temperature compensation, cell constant 1.0 cm⁻¹, range 0.001–100 mS cm⁻¹). Dry matter content as total solids (TS, mg L⁻¹) was determined by an evaporation-weighing method corresponding to APHA 2540 B (Greenberg et al., 1995) for initial wastewater samples. Almost all ice samples had to be excluded because of limited liquid volumes. As the quality of raw wastewater changes even during short cool storing, the initial wastewater used was analyzed for every experiment. Purification efficiency (E%) was calculated with Eq. 1:

$$E(\%) = 100 \left( \frac{C_{w}}{C_{ice}} - 1 \right)$$

where $C_{w}$ is the concentration or other measured value in the initial wastewater and $C_{ice}$ the concentration or other measured value in the ice.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Freezing point depression

The determined freezing point depression (FPD) temperatures and obtained supercooling temperatures of the studied wastewaters are presented in Table 2. It is important to define these temperatures as temperature difference is the driving force for the ice crystallization process. Freezing temperature and the degree of supercooling used affect the ice nucleation and ice crystal growth. The FPD temperatures of the municipal wastewaters, effluent and pretreated wastewater were quite similar. The FDP temperature was slightly lower with pretreated wastewater and the supercooling degree quite moderate, 2 to 3 °C. As expected, landfill leachate showed approximately four times lower FPD temperatures than municipal wastewaters, −0.220 °C at their lowest, because landfill leachate contains more ionic matter. An example of a cooling curve recorded in an FPD test for landfill leachate is presented in Fig. 3. It was of importance to determine the FPD temperature, as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Determined freezing point depression temperatures and supercooling temperature of the studied wastewaters.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal effluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPD temperature (°C)</td>
<td>−0.035... −0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supercooling temperature (°C)</td>
<td>−1.860... −3.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FPD of wastewaters is rarely studied. The FPD seemed to indicate the total impurity of wastewater rather sensitively, especially inorganic matter. With the studied wastewaters, the freezing point depression was not very significant compared to common dilute salt solutions. More important was the variation in FPD temperatures with the same type of wastewater. The FPD temperature of the wastewaters varies because of the differing composition of the sampled raw wastewater batches. The FPD temperature was also found to change during storage of the wastewater, presumably due to decomposition of impurities in the water. Although the FPD temperature differences between the different wastewaters seemed insignificant, it should be noted that even small temperature differences (0.1 or 0.2 °C) in used freezing temperature may have a significant effect on the heat transfer and hence on total energy consumption of the utilized freezing process.

3.2. Freezing process

The ice layers formed in a quite similar manner in the different wastewaters in the winter simulator. Usually, the crystal growth began from ice crystal seeds that had formed during the precooling in a freezer. Ice crystal growth continued, forming needle-, dendrite- and/or platelet-like ice on the surface of the water, until the surface was totally covered with a very thin ice layer. The initial dendritic tree-like growth on the liquid surface is presumably due to simultaneous evaporation of water and freezing, and the needle-like ice forms due to seeding and quick cooling (Mullin, 2001). Thin ice formations were sometimes difficult to observe visually (and by a camera) because of their transparency, see Fig. 5a and d. After surface ice growth, the ice layer continued growing towards the liquid water. The measured temperatures of the water under the ice were seen to plateau near the determined freezing temperatures at lower temperatures with minor supercooling, as can be seen in the freezing temperature profiles of the different waters under the same cooling conditions (ΔT 2 K and \( v_{\text{air}} \) 2 ms\(^{-1}\)) in Fig. 4. With lower air temperatures (\(< -3 \) °C) and higher air velocities (\(> 3 \) ms\(^{-1}\)) the temperature of the water began to decrease with freezing time due to more intense forced convection. It was noticed, however, that the surface started to freeze before attaining equilibrium freezing temperature, and sometimes even at 0 °C, as the temperature probe measured the average bulk temperature of the water but not the temperature at the ice-water interface. Controlled precooling of the water samples proved to be difficult and the temperature of the replica samples varied at the beginning of the freezing test despite similar preparation for the same time. As a consequence, the starting temperature of the freezing tests varied from 0.75 to 2.25 °C.

Freezing time of approximately two hours was required to form an ice layer fully covering the upper liquid surface. With lower temperatures, development of the ice layer happened a little faster. An exception here was that in some cases, mostly with low air velocity of 0.5 ms\(^{-1}\) or undercooling temperature of 0.5 K, no uniform ice layer was formed. In other cases, only two thirds or half of the upper surface was frozen after 24 h freezing time and the temperature of the water in the vessel remained higher than the freezing temperature and sometimes even above 0 °C. Many of the ice pieces were wedge-shaped with a quite planar upper surface and the thinner end edge facing towards the air flow. The air under the ice inlet was thinner than the ice layer under the air outlet. This exceptional shape was mostly likely due to the experimental setup, i.e. local turbulent airflow conditions. Therefore, ice growth rates were primarily assessed by measured ice mass and ice layer thickness. Ice layer thickness was calculated as the average thickness of multiple measurement points. Some suspended solids settled on the bottom of the vessel during freezing of more concentrated wastewater, as can be seen in the municipal pretreated wastewater in Fig. 5b.

3.3. Formed ice

All the ice layer samples seemed to have relatively high mechanical strength compared, for example, with the fairly soft ice formed from salt solutions in previous studies. Thicker ice pieces could not be broken without tools. Some small bubbles or thin veins inside the ice were noticed (see Fig. 5c) but no regular patterns. The upper surface of the ice was mostly planar (with some mild humps and bumps) and clear, and no accumulated solid matter could be seen. The bottom of the ice was also mostly planar, although in some cases the bottom had spiky (small needles) ice formed by higher growth rates. However, no regular patterns, e.g. dendritic platelets, were observed.
The visual color of the ice varied from very transparent ice for municipal effluent to shades of a yellow brownish color for landfill leachate ice. The values of apparent color and turbidity measured in the melt ice did not always match visual observations; ice with high measured values could look misleadingly clear and transparent. Generally, no explanatory correlation could be found between the visual characteristics of the ice and the purification efficiency. In most cases, the purified wastewater water (melt ice) smelled like dilute wastewater, i.e., it was not odorless, even though it looked like clear ice. Microscopic observation revealed clear differences in ice characteristics (Fig. 6). Whereas fairly clean ice showed as blank spaces with clear ice crystal boundaries (Fig. 6a), the municipal effluent ice clearly contained impurity inclusions (Fig. 6b). In addition, landfill leachate ice incorporated small solid grains (Fig. 6c). It was difficult to observe the ice crystal boundaries of impure polycrystalline ice and identify any impurities (fibers, micro-organisms, microplastics etc.) due to overlaps in the structure.

3.4. Ice growth rate

Some correlation was found between the wastewater freezing results and the freezing conditions in the winter simulator. An almost linear function for ice mass growth rate (g h\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-2}\)) as a function of air flow velocity (m s\(^{-1}\)) with different undercooling temperatures (K) was obtained based on simple linear regression model fitting results, see Fig. 7. Linear fitting with all experiments gave R\(^2\) (the coefficient of determination) varying from 0.856 to 0.998. As expected, freezing conditions, i.e. air flow velocity and temperature, directly affected the ice growth rate, as can be seen in Fig. 7a, b and c, for different wastewaters, whereas the effect of wastewater quality can be considered to be more moderate or minor. When all the mass growth rates of the different wastewaters and air velocities with undercooling temperatures 1 K and 2 K were fitted in the same linear model (Fig. 7d) the R\(^2\) values were still at a good level: 0.898 with ΔT 1 K and 0.783 with ΔT 2 K. The lines are very parallel with almost equal slopes (236 and 237).

Deviations and lower R\(^2\) values are more likely due to the...
The experimental setup and measurement conditions, that is, vibration of the chest freezer, humidity differences or minor human errors etc., than the wastewater composition. As was previously noticed for ice pieces formed with low undercooling temperature of 0.5 K, the air-cooled freezing process is very easily influenced by factors that are difficult to measure. This issue can be seen in Fig. 7b, where the line for 0.5 K undercooling indicates higher ice mass growth rates than 1 K undercooling. A part of the water surface was open to air and the increased air flow intensified the ice growth, both as regards mass and ice layer thickness (ms⁻¹).

Based on the results of these freezing experiments and the simple model used for the freezing conditions, it can be seen that the undercooling temperature defines the base level of the ice growth rate on the intersection of the y-axis and the air velocity gives the coefficient or impact factor for the intensity of the growth rate by the slope of the linear line (Fig. 7d). For example, with conditions ΔT = 1 K and v_air = 1 ms⁻¹, the average mass growth rate (i.e. the ice mass production) was 389 g h⁻¹ m⁻². When air velocity was increased from 1 ms⁻¹ to 2 ms⁻¹, the ice mass growth rate increased by 236 g h⁻¹ m⁻² to 625 g h⁻¹ m⁻². With undercooling temperature of 2 K, the growth rate behaved in the same way. The same linearity can be found with ice layer growth rates (ms⁻¹). Verification of the presumption of linearity with lower freezing temperatures vs. growth rates as a function of air flow velocity could not be examined due to limitations in the experimental setup used.

Comparison of the ice growth rate results of the present work and previous studies reported in literature is problematic because most research has been carried out in very different conditions, i.e. with much colder temperatures and lower air flow velocities. However, the ice layer growth rates obtained in our previous study with electrolyte solutions (nickel sulphate) correspond somewhat with the growth rates in freezing of wastewater found in this work. For similar conditions...
The saltsolutions had an average ice layer growth rate of ~2.5 ·10−7 ms−1 (Hasan et al., 2018) and in this study the average rate was 2.05 ·10−7 ms−1.

3.5. Purification efficiency

As previously described in section 3.4., the ice growth rate results from factors determining the freezing conditions, i.e. air temperature and velocity, and similar growth rate can be obtained with various combinations of these parameters. Therefore, when considering the purification efficiency of different wastewaters, it is more meaningful to compare the ice growth rate than the freezing conditions directly.

The calculated results showed that the greater the ice growth rate, the lower the purification efficiency. The effect is clearly seen in more concentrated wastewaters with inorganics, like landfill leachate, see Fig. 8. With a lower ice mass growth rate of 400 g h−1 m−2, the average purification efficiency was near to 90%. The efficiency decreased to 60–70% when the ice mass growth rate increased to 800 g h−1 m−2. With the effluent, no obvious correlation between ice growth and purification could be found, partly due to limitations in the analysis methods when used for very dilute wastewaters. However, the average purification efficiency was mainly in the range 75–90% for all water quality indicators and the effect of higher ice mass growth rate on purification can thus be considered to be less significant with dilute effluent.

With pretreated wastewater, the effect of ice mass growth rate was not as evident as with landfill leachate since the decrease in purification efficiency related to an increase in ice mass growth is much lower and R² values are somewhat lower, see the trend lines in Fig. 9. For instance, lower ice mass growth rates of 200 and 400 g h−1 m−2 showed average purification efficiencies of around 90% and a higher growth rate of 800 g h−1 m−2 resulted in efficiencies slightly under 80%. Unexpectedly, very fast freezing of municipal pretreated wastewater over 5 h freezing time, ΔT = 10 K, vair = 0.5 ms−1 and growth rate of ~800 g h−1 m−2 also resulted in 90% COD reduction. The difference between the test result with the same undercooling degree and a higher air flow velocity of 1 ms−1 and growth rate of ~1800 g h−1 m−2 is noteworthy, as it resulted in 76% COD reduction. The more extreme freezing conditions should be investigated further, as ice mass production over time might be a significant factor in utilization of natural freezing processes.

When municipal pretreated wastewater was frozen under conditions of ΔT = 1 K and vair = 0.5 ms−1, the highest purification efficiencies, > 95%, were obtained for all water quality indicators with very low ice growth rates. Longer freezing time of 72 or 48 h did not show any effect on purification efficiency, i.e. the efficiency was at the same level as in 24 h freezing. These conditions were not tested with landfill leachate, since using a velocity of 0.5 ms−1 (or a 0.5 K undercooling degree) was earlier seen to cause unexpected deformations in the ice pieces. Very low ice growth rates should be tested with an improved experimental set-up. However, based on these results, it can be concluded that very high purification efficiencies can be achieved with very slow freezing.

The tendency of wastewaters of different concentrations to form
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more impure ice with an increasing ice growth rate can be seen in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. When comparing municipal pretreated wastewater with more concentrated landfill leachate, it is noticed that the effect of higher ice mass growth rate on purification efficiency is much stronger with landfill leachate, i.e. the direction of the trend line is decreasing and the incline is steeper (Fig. 8). The same trend was seen also in previous studies for freezing salt solutions of different concentrations when plotting the purification efficiency in terms of the effective distribution coefficient as a function of the ice layer growth rate (Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2015; Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2016; Hassan et al., 2018). Based on this observation, it can be deduced that the type of wastewater (i.e. impurity concentration) can affect the ice crystallization process and the impurity rejection efficiency.

Despite the very different wastewaters and freezing conditions, the purification efficiencies obtained in the present work are rather similar to previous natural freeze crystallization studies reported in literature. In the present study, COD concentrations in the initial wastewaters were 21–638 mg L$^{-1}$ for freezing temperatures of $-0.5$ to $-3.2$ °C with a freezing ratio $<50$. Yin et al. (2017) studied highly concentrated effluent (20000–30,000 mg L$^{-1}$COD) containing organic pharmaceutical intermediates. Their study obtained a COD removal efficiency of 70–90% with an ice formation ratio of 20% at temperatures of $-4$ to $-12$ °C. Gao et al. (2009) reported 90–96% COD and TOC reduction in freezing of petroleum refinery effluent with initial COD concentration of 767 mg L$^{-1}$ (freezing ratio 70% at $-10$ and $-25$ °C). Soluble pollutants of urban wastewaters were studied by Lounin et al. (2001) using a non-air-cooled freezing setup. Near 90% efficiency was attained (freezing ratio 64%, $-7$ °C) for freeze crystallization of the wastewater after primary settling. In our previous study (John et al., 2018), comparable separation efficiencies of 65–90% were attained for naturally frozen ice in wastewater basins of a mining site.

When the results obtained in this study are compared with current regulations for municipal wastewater treatment plants, the best purification efficiencies achieved can be considered to be at a good level. For instance, the environmental permit of the Toikansuo wastewater treatment plant, which is the source of the wastewater samples, limits the COD concentration (average of quarterly sampled results) of the effluent to 70 mg L$^{-1}$, i.e. the minimal acceptable purification efficiency of the plant is 80%. In this study, this requirement was met in freeze crystallization of municipal pretreated wastewater at lower ice growth rates, where COD concentration varied from $<3$ to 41 mg L$^{-1}$. It is known that regulations are going to become more stringent in the near future and many wastewater treatment plants are already exceeding minimal requirements. Indeed, the old Toikansuo treatment plant has attained COD concentration in effluent of 30–40 mg L$^{-1}$, giving a purification efficiency of 95%.

3.6. Further remarks

The effect of the acidity or alkalinity of aqueous solutions is rarely studied in freeze crystallization as pH is assumed to have very minor or negligible effect on the freezing process, although Gao et al. (1999) suggested that pH has an effect on freezing temperature and nucleus concentrations of wastewaters. However, pH is a relevant factor when evaluating the quality of the effluent to be discharged into the environment.

In the freezing experiments in this work, it was noticed that the pH values of the melted ice or concentrated residual may be significantly different from the pH of the initial wastewater (Supplementary material, Fig. A.1). The pH value of the ice can be either higher or lower than that of the initial wastewater depending on the source of the wastewater. Generally, an increase of 0.5–1.0 pH (e.g. increase from pH 7.7 to 8.7) was noticed with landfill leachate freezing. Then the highest pH values of ice were still allowable. The largest decrease, from pH 8.8 to 6.5, was detected with pretreated municipal wastewater, although the pH of the ice remained at a rather neutral level as the initial pH of the wastewater was quite high. The most remarkable decrease in pH was found with effluent. The lowest final pH value of effluent melt ice was 4.2 pH for effluent with a quite low initial pH of $<6.5$ pH.

Low alkalinity of the effluent because of earlier bio-chemical water treatment could explain the decrease in pH. However, if chemicals are not added to the water in the freeze crystallization, the changes in hydrogen-ion concentration must occur internally. As the pH value changes during the freezing processes were rather chaotic, it is speculated that the changes in pH might be related to decomposition of organic matter in the wastewater resulting in carbon dioxide release to the water. Based on the present study, no direct relationship between pH and purification efficiency could be found. Changes in pH and the factors causing such changes during the freezing process should be studied more comprehensively, because effluent whose pH deviates significantly from the recommended pH of 6.5–8.5 (Tchobanoglous et al., 2003) cannot be discharged or recycled without neutralization.

The undercooling temperature and air flow velocity affected the rate of evaporation (or sublimation), g h$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$. The effect on evaporation of temperature alone was minor, but combined with air flow velocity, lower temperature increased the evaporation, as shown for instance in Fig. 10 with landfill leachate freezing tests. The determined amount of water evaporation/sublimation mass during the freezing tests varied from 7 to 15% of the formed ice mass. Hence, evaporation proved to be a significant factor in mass balance of the freeze purification process design and greater attention should be paid to evaporation in future natural freezing experiments.

Based on this study, natural freeze crystallization of wastewaters was found to be a rather complex process. Many parameters affect the system, which made precise control of process conditions challenging and led to unpredictability in the purification efficiency attained. The required effluent quality can be achieved by one-time natural freezing if the wastewater is frozen very slowly. However, low ice growth rates generally require a low temperature gradient, i.e. rather high freezing temperatures, and consequently, a very large freezing surface as well as long freezing time are needed to maintain sufficient ice mass production. Thus, considerable challenges could be faced in optimization of process design, i.e. when resolving the optimal freezing ratio and recycling of concentrated wastewater in the process. Consequently,
multiple sequenced freezing processes are likely to be more efficient than simple one-time freezing. The results of ice mass production and purification efficiencies gained in this study are of importance in future studies when realistically evaluating the possible utilization of the freeze separation techniques in wastewater purification. Freeze purification could be seen more as an alternative method to be used in conjunction with conventional treatments in purification of a very specific waste, water fraction or when reduction of the volume of wastewater is required on separation of specific fractions like microplastics and fibers.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, the ice growth rates and purification efficiencies of urban wastewaters subject to varying freezing conditions (different temperature and air flow velocity) were determined. The research approach used enabled simple evaluation of the purity and mass production rate of the used enabled simple evaluation of the purity and mass production rate of ice in freeze purification of wastewaters. The ice growth rate was found to be clearly temperature-dependent, but air flow velocity also had a significant direct effect on ice growth. Temperature change of +1 °C caused the ice mass growth rate to increase by 300 g h−1 m−2. A 1 ms−1 increase in air flow velocity (at the same temperature) caused the ice mass growth rate to increase by 230 g h−1 m−2. The influence of wastewater concentration on ice growth was found to be minor compared to the effect of temperature and air flow.

The hypothesis of the inverse effect of increased ice growth rate on water purification was shown to be valid also with wastewaters (as studied previously with salt solutions); higher purification efficiencies were obtained with lower ice growth rates. The highest purification efficiencies > 95% (COD concentrations in ice < 10 mg L−1) were obtained with pretreated municipal wastewater and ice mass growth rate of < 200 g h−1 m−2 (at about −1 °C and 0.5 ms−1). With landfill leachate the highest COD separation efficiency 90% (~50 mg L−1) was obtained with an ice mass growth rate of < 400 g h−1 m−2 (at about −1 °C and 1 ms−1) but the efficiency began to decrease as the growth rate increased. Nevertheless, natural freezing can be considered as a promising method for wastewater containing significant amounts of organic and inorganic matter. This outcome together with the findings for ice growth provide a good basis for further studies in the area of the freeze purification application design.
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A B S T R A C T

A fairly clean ice cover can form over a contaminated water pond when the air-cooled surface of water freezes and impurities are efficiently expelled to the remaining water underneath. Natural freeze crystallization has recently been studied as a potential wastewater purification method with aqueous solutions on a laboratory scale. The effect of impurity inclusions on ice strength has been researched in model ice basins over the past few decades. It is of interest to discover how efficiently natural freezing separation works under real weather conditions before freezing can be utilized for wastewater treatment application. Herein, understanding the mechanical strength properties of naturally frozen wastewater (ice) is important when planning ice breaking and harvesting devices.

This research implemented in-situ measurements of the flexural and compressive strength of ice in natural ice-covered environments of a freshwater lake, two peatlands and three mining site basins, and compares the determined strength with analyzed impurities of the ice. The results showed that despite varying ice growth conditions and initial water constituents, it was possible to deduce an evident yet simple relationship between mean ice strength and ice impurities: the more impure the ice is, the lower the value of strength is. Based on this exploration, it was concluded that separation efficiencies, i.e. the impurity removal ratio between basin water and ice, from 65% up to 90% can be achieved by natural freezing.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The major industries in raw material production and final product manufacturing produce large quantities of wastewaters, which also more often contain toxic heavy metals and other inorganic constituents in low concentrations. For instance, millions of cubic meters of water can be consumed annually in a mine during the extraction and processing of minerals. This is likely to pollute fresh water sources in the mine environment through acid mine drainage, leaks and the disposal of tailings (Akcil and Koldas, 2006; García et al., 2014). Thus, the large quantities of industrial wastewaters have generated a need to develop energy efficient wastewater treatment methods.

A naturally cold climate could be utilized as a sustainable cooling energy source to purify wastewaters in basins by means of freezing. Several studies have proved that the purification of aqueous solutions and wastewater by natural freezing is a simple, efficient and cost-effective method (Lerain et al., 2001; Hasan and Louhi-Kultanen, 2015; Shirai et al., 1998), which makes natural freezing a potential purification technique to treat huge volumes of wastewaters. The conventional industrial wastewater purification methods based on biological and physico-chemical treatment, such as adsorption, chemical precipitation, electrolytic treatment, flotation, ion exchange and membrane filtration, have some limitations (Pu and Wang, 2011; Kurniawan et al., 2006). In contrast, the wastewater freezing these can be turned to advantages:...
Devoid of adding chemicals (Lorain et al., 2001),
No high operational costs caused e.g. by fouling and cleaning of
membrane filters or high energy consumption in electrodialysis
(Kurniawan et al., 2006),
High separation efficiency and non-selectivity in impurities are
achievably, as ice is naturally highly intolerant to impurities
(Bogdan et al., 2014; Lorain et al., 2001).

Sustainable wastewater management includes efficient water
purification and provides the possibility for the recovery of valuable
materials as well. Particularly with certain industrial wastewaters,
natural freezing provides these both, as ice and salt can be crys-
tallized simultaneously in eutectic condition (Hasan et al., 2017). Ice
and salt can be separated due to gravity, when salt settles down and
ice floats (Randall et al., 2011). If the purity of the ice layer is high, it
could be recycled as process water or utilized further as a cold
storing material for cold heat storage (Shirai et al., 1999).

Fig. 1 presents a conceptual design of wastewater freezing in a
basin with downstream processing of the naturally frozen ice layer.
At first, the surface of the wastewater is frozen naturally in the
basin. This ice layer is broken into pieces, which could be collected
and separated from the concentrated wastewater in the subsequent
steps. For ice breaking device design and the optimization of the ice
harvesting process, it is of great importance to have knowledge of
the mechanical properties of the ice layer, such as bending and
compressive strength, the influence of freezing conditions (conse-
quently the purity of the ice) and wastewater composition. The ice
strength, together with the ice thickness, determines the design
requirements of the ice breaking device, i.e. the strength defines the
force needed to break the ice. This research assays the variability on
ice strength in the studied wastewaters and gives an overview of
the mechanical properties of the ice as well as
the requirements of the ice breaking device, i.e. the strength
determination of process water or utilized further as a cold
storing material for cold heat storage (Shirai et al., 1999).

Natural ice consists of ice crystals whose orientation, shape and
size determine the mechanical properties of the ice as well as
impurity inclusions due to the formation of aqueous solution
pockets and veins and gas bubble voids in the ice cover. Ice prop-
erties such as temperature and structure are considered to affect
the physical and mechanical properties of the ice (Hirayama, 1983a). Some interaction be-
 tween various chemicals that intensify the weakening of the ice has
also been postulated between aliphatic detergent and ethylene
glycol (Lehmus, 1988).

However, studies focusing on purification by freezing have not
clearly addressed the effect of impurities on the mechanical prop-
erties of ice. Studies focusing on the effect of doped substances on
the mechanical properties have considered the concentration of the
initial solution, but the purification has not been studied precisely.
Furthermore, studies on purification by freezing have not been
conducted in laboratory conditions where the environment and the
initial impurities have been controlled. In contrast, real wastewater
is a complicated mixture of various impurities, as it contains con-
stituents that the water accumulates through different processes.
When the wastewater is exposed to the open environment condi-
tions, the freezing process is hardly controlled. To use natural
freezing for wastewater purification in practice and to be able to
break and harvest the purified ice, a few issues need to be clarified:
1) how efficiently the natural freezing purifies the wastewater in
the open environment; 2) what the mechanical properties of the ice
are; 3) how impurities affect the mechanical properties of ice and 4)
how the purity and strength of ice could be assessed.

In this study, the flexural and compressive strength tests for ice
were carried out and ice and water samples were collected for
chemical impurity analyses from several locations in different types
of natural water and wastewater environments. As a result, the
effects of impurities on the mechanical properties of ice were
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analyzed and the parameters that could indicate the impurity level and the strength of ice were identified. The study outlined separation efficiencies of freezing in the studied ice-water basin systems and evaluated how well legislative requirements can be met.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Measurement sites

The measurements were performed in six different locations in Finland, northern Europe, in winter conditions in March 2017. Fig. 2 presents the geographic locations of the measurement sites. The site characteristics observed during the measurement survey are further presented below.

On the first exploration day, 1 March 2017, Maavesi was chosen as the experiment and sampling site, referred to here as Lake. Maavesi is a small 17.9 km² lake area isolated from the larger freshwater Lake Saimaa in Southeast Finland. This naturally eutrophic lake is located next to the peat extraction area Suursuo and close to forestry and agricultural areas with draining ditches. Water in the lake is very shallow with a 1.9 m mean depth and low water flow circulation (Saaksväri et al., 2016). The ice samples are taken ca. 80 m from the shoreline.

The second (8 March 2017) and third (9 March 2017) sites were situated on peatlands called Suursuo (Peat I) and Konnunsuo (Peat II) in Southeast Finland. Peat has been extracted from both of these peat bogs for decades. Leachate water from peat production fields flows in a controlled manner along ditches and is channeled to multiunit sedimentation ponds. The water contains suspended solids and nutrients and is treated with the overland flow method and chemical purification before it is released into the environment. The amount of flowing water and water levels in the system are changing due to precipitation and meltwater. During winter, less water flows under ice covered channels and basins. Rain water and trickling leachate from the soil embankment may flow to the ice surface and cause colorful ice layering. (Kuokkanen, 2017). Real water depths were difficult to determine due to mushy sludge sediment layers on the pond bottoms. Ice blocks studied in this research were cut from the center of the ice cover of the sedimentation ponds, areas of ~1700 m² (Peat I) and ~500 m² (Peat II).

The fourth, fifth and sixth ice samplings and in-situ experiments were performed in a mining territory in Sotkamo in Northern Finland in 28–30 March 2017. The mining company produces nickel, zinc, cobalt and copper by open pit mining and bioleaching. Water cycles within the wide surface area and water purification processes are distributed to several purification units due to water being used in production and the requirement of controlling rain and meltwaters. The main purification methods are lime milk neutralization for all wastewaters and reverse osmosis for production water. The annually collected or treated total water amount is about 6–10 million m³. In every studied pond, water flow fluctuated under the ice cover due to varied pumping and piping actions during the ice layer generation. The temperature of the pumped water may also vary. (Terrafame Ltd., 2018). Accordingly, the total influence of circulating water is difficult to assess.

Experiment site no. 4 called Pond was a dammed flood pond (area ~160 000 m²), which has been deployed to secondary settling and water storage use. Most of the incoming waters can be...
Gypsum was located in a gypsum pond (area ~200,000 m²), which was in ore mining process use at the moment. Experiment site no. 6 (Pit Peat II) was situated in an open mining pit from which around half (area ~180,000 m²) was damned for water storage. The other half was in ore mining process use at the moment. Experiment site no. 6 was assumed to be quite pure already.

The water ponds or basins in this study are open to air and enfold naturally or are built up in soil walls and the ground. Only the base of the gypsum pond is isolated with a special membrane. The conditions have effects on the natural freezing process. These conditions have effects on the ice layer growth rate, the characteristics of forming ice and the separation efficiency of impurities (Leppämäki, 2015; Light et al., 2003; Shirai et al., 1998). As the test sites consist of settling basins in real processes designed for different uses, changes in conditions were not possible to determine locally near the ice sheets or under the ice.

2.2. Ice strength measurements

The flexural and compressive strength tests were conducted in-situ next to the ice sampling location. The ice samples for strength tests were extracted by sawing a 120 cm × 20 cm block with a chain saw and then pulled off the ice cover, as Fig. 3a shows. The mobile bending test device can handle a maximum height of 20 cm beams. Each ice beam was then tested individually. For the compression test (see Fig. 3c), a 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm cube was cut with a saw and then pulled off the ice cover, as Fig. 3a shows. The fixed beam theory applied assumes a homogeneous and isotropic material, which ice is not. However, the flexural strength is taken as an index value to estimate the force needed to break the ice by bending.

The uniaxial compressive strength test was produced with a hydraulic piston coupled with a force recording load sensor as in the previous study of Suominen et al. (2013). After the dimensions and the mass of the ice cube were determined, the cube was placed between two metal plates and pressed until it broke. The loading was applied from the vertical direction of the original ice layer, i.e. it was parallel in the growth direction of the ice layer thickness. The compressive strength $\sigma_{\text{Comp}}$ (Pa) was calculated from Equation (2) (Suominen et al., 2013).

$$\sigma_{\text{Comp}} = \frac{F}{W D}$$

(2)

In Equation (2), $D$ (m) is the depth of the beam and $m_b$ is the mass of the plate (here 1.852 kg) which was placed on top of the sample; see Fig. 3c.

2.3. Impurity analysis

The guidance on sampling of the European Standard EN ISO 5667 Water quality was followed, where applicable, to be able to obtain representative samples under quite different fieldwork conditions around the sampling locations. A sampling point at a ca. 10 m distance from the hole sawn with a motor saw was chosen to avoid contamination from the motor saw (oil, exhaust fumes and metals). The ice sampling started by removing the loose snow and slush with a shovel. Four holes were drilled in a square form with an auger, and a cubic ice block was extracted with an ice saw and

![Fig. 3. Setup for in-situ measurements: (a) ice sample extraction before cutting the sample into horizontal slices (Pit II: ice), (b) the flexural strength test (lake ice) and (c) the compressive strength test (lake ice).](image-url)
pulled off. The ice block was sliced in sections and composite samples were collected from the whole ice layer and different horizontal layers. Snow ice was not collected within the ice layer for air mediated condensation (dust from production).

Water samples were collected from the free water under the ice cover through the sampling hole. The temperature and pH of the water were measured. For the water samples, a manually closable syringe with an arm was used to collect 10 × 1 l subsamples about 0.5 m under the ice. Only from Peat I, a water sample was collected from the flowing effluent, as there it was possible to do so in winter. All water and ice samples were collected into polyethylene bottles and closed tightly to be kept cool in a cooler box during transportation to the laboratory. The samples were stored in a freezer room at −18 °C temperature and melted at room temperature for analyses in the laboratory.

In this case, the studied water quality parameters were defined and chosen based on previous data collected in past years and decades at sites for obligatory pollutant monitoring by authorities and companies. This data provided general characteristics of the waters and also showed that the pollutants in the water remain rather constant over long periods. The electrical conductivity (probe with cell constant 1.0 cm⁻¹, range 0.001–100 mS/cm) and pH were measured with a Consort C3040 Multi-parameter analyzer. The apparent color (PtCo) and turbidity (FTU) were analyzed with an IC Ion Chromatography, Thermo Scientific Dionex ICS-1100. For IC analysis, samples were prepared with a 0.45 μm syringe filter and Dionex OnGuard B II cartridge filter for metal removal. Chosen elements (Ag, As, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Fe, Hg, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Se, Ti, U, V, Zn) were analyzed with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, Agilent 7700 ICP-MS. For ICP-MS analysis, samples were prepared with a 0.45 μm syringe filter and diluted with a mixture of 1% HNO₃ and 0.5% HCL.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ice characteristics

Fig. 4 presents the visual characteristics of the ice from the different sites. All ice at the sites seemed to grow in layers. The lake ice also exhibits bubbles appearing as layers of peats; see Fig. 4a. These can be assumed to be gas bubbles that floated up from the bottom of the lake sediment and were trapped inside the ice. The bubble size increases towards the ice bottom. In the peatland, the ice samples have layers with brown coloring, which may indicate that water rich in humus flows into the existing ice cover. The Peat I ice also exhibits liquid inclusions and the Peat II ice showed a very clear column like bottom ice layer; see Fig. 4b and c. The mine site ice — in particular the Pond ice (see Fig. 4d) — showed clear colorings almost all the way through. The ice was so weak that sampling for flexural tests was often very difficult as the beams would collapse under their own weight or when lifting. Ice from Peat (Fig. 4e) and Gypsum (Fig. 4f) also showed distinct layering, where several layers can be considered separate instead of a solid beam. This ice layering with loose grain like ice caused the ice to shatter easily in small ice hail with a diameter of a few millimeters, even when squeezed in the hand.

Table 1 depicts the ice thickness and water temperature under the ice as well as the water depth under the ice and air temperature at the sampling location. Ice layers at the mining site are somewhat thicker than in the lake and peatland due to more freezing degree days and a lower average air temperature. Nevertheless, at the mining site, the difference in thickness is 10 cm between pond ice (thickness 0.50 m) and gypsum ice (0.60 m), although the weather conditions during winter are similar. Also lake ice and Peat I ice have a 3 cm difference in thickness, although the distance between these locations is only a few kilometers. It is noticeable that based on the measurement, the water temperature right under the ice cover seemed to be below 0 °C in all wastewater ponds as the waters are undercooled and the freezing point is depressed. As Table 1 shows, the temperatures of the ice were close to 0 °C with in the lake and peatlands and slightly below 0 °C at the mine site, where the weather was also colder during tests. The temperature difference in the ice is so small that the effect on strength measurement results can be considered negligible when compared with other factors, i.e. the direct effect of impurities and structure can be supposed to be more significant here.

3.2. Ice strength results

Figs. 5 and 6 show the calculated results from Equations (1) and (2) for the flexural and compressive strength tests. The measured and calculated results are presented in supplementary material (Supplementary material, Table A.4 and Table A.5). In some tests (particularly in compressive strength; see Fig. 6), differences in strength values between the individual layers were observed. The statistical significance of possible differences in strength between different ice layer measurements from individual sites was tested using ANOVA (Supplementary material, Table A.2). The mean values of flexural and compressive strengths were calculated for different ice layers, and the mean value for the whole ice layer of the site was determined. The strength test devices were selected on the basis of the loading rates causing brittle failure in the ice and compressive strength tests. The flexural strength measuring device has a nominal loading rate of 11 mm/s and a nominal loading capacity of 4 kN. The compressive strength measuring device has a nominal loading rate of 24.2 mm/s and a nominal loading capacity of 69 kN. However, despite the applied loading rate, some samples failed, clearly in a ductile manner. To keep the results more comparable, these measured ductile results were excluded from the calculations.

Fig. 7 presents the overall mean values of the flexural and compressive strengths of ice samples for all test sites. The lake ice exhibits a much higher flexural strength mean value (1469 kPa) than the peat ice (638 and 518 kPa), whereas the mine site ice has the lowest values (238 – 373 kPa). The results of the freshwater lake ice are at the same level as presented by Timco (1981), 1200 – 1400 kPa, and Timco and O’Brien (1994), 1760 kPa. For the sea ice, the values vary from 1000 kPa to as low as 100 – 150 kPa depending on the salinity and temperature (Timco and Weeks, 2010). Ice is an anisotropic material; thus, variation in the structure causes differences in results when the ice is exposed to different loadings, as in flexural and compression strength tests. This variation can be seen in the results of compressive strength in this study as well as in literature. Timco and Weeks (2010) give a variation on values between 500 and 5000 kPa for sea ice.

3.3. Water and ice impurities

The definition for pollution is interrelated with the environment of the water system, and for that reason, some comparisons are made here only from the viewpoint of the freezing process in general. Some constituents in the studied samples could not be determined at all, as they were below the detection limit. However, the differences in water composition and quality between the sites
can be seen clearly in the results presented in Table 2. The lake water quality is almost at the same level as the peatland water quality when measured with the chosen indicators. Obviously, the waters of the mine site contain a great number of pollutants, but COD levels as high as 400 mg/L in Pond and Pit waters were not expected. Tchobanoglous et al. (2003) give similar concentrations for untreated domestic wastewater. Pond water can be considered as the richest with impurities of these three mine sites, although color and turbidity are at a very high level in Pit. The same trend can also be seen with ice samples; see Table 3 for the average results of ice layers of different sites. The results of analyzed constituents are presented in supplementary material (Supplementary material, Table A.6).

In this dataset, a strong correlation was found between many contaminant variables. On the one hand, this limits statistical multivariate analysis due to collinearity problems, but on the other, knowing one impurity allows predicting other impurity values. (Supplementary material, Table A.3).

The ice purity levels of the collected samples were relatively high in terms of effluent regulations, when the analyzed impurities
in the ice were compared with concentration levels regulated by the mining company’s environmental permits (Terrafame Ltd., 2018). For example, the maximum concentration limit for the main emission sulphate is 4000 mg/L (for a single sample) in the discharge water pipe, whereas about 2000 mg/L has been reached. In the future, the recommended target will be as low as 1000 mg/L. The sulphate concentrations in every ice of three mine basins were below that: in Pit ice the sulphate concentration was the lowest, i.e. 316 mg/L, and in Gypsum ice the highest, 727 mg/L; see Table 3. It was also positive that the ice of peatlands is cleaner than that of lake water, as their effluents are usually led to natural water systems, such as lakes and rivers.

3.4. Effective distribution coefficient

The effective distribution coefficient $K$ describes the relative impurity constituent in the ice when compared with impurity in basin water. This gives the separation efficiency of the freezing process with this particular constituent as well. The effective distribution coefficient $K$ is determined as $K = C_i/C_w$, where $C_i$ is the concentration (or other measured value indicating water quality) of the constituent in ice and $C_w$ is concentration (or value) of the constituent in basin water.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the calculated effective distribution coefficient $K$ values of relevant constituents for all sites. An approximated average $K$ value of all constituents gives an overview of the total separation efficiency for a process of a certain site. As the COD and turbidity results for Gypsum water and ice are very low, the values were excluded from the calculation. The average effective distribution coefficient is the highest, $K = 0.10$, for the Pit site, meaning a 90% separation efficiency, while the Gypsum site had the lowest one, 65% ($K = 0.35$). The impurity separation process is highly efficient in every pond despite very different water composition concentrations.

There is very little variation in the $K$ values of various constituents at the Pit site, whereas other sites have considerably more variation. For example, the $K$ values of two significant constituents, calcium and magnesium, are 0.25 and 0.09, respectively, for the Pond site. It is important to be aware of the reasons behind this variation. Most likely, the changes in conditions (initial water flow and quality) are causing impurity inclusions during ice layer growth. As expected, the best separation and the smallest variation in coefficients can be found in the open pit pond where the steadiest state conditions were observed.

3.5. Combined ice strength and impurity analysis

The ice strength as a function of the analyzed impurities was evaluated by fitting various models (linear, polynomial and exponential) to the data, both for the averaged flexural and compressive strengths. This was done at three levels: the individual sample, the layer means and the test site means.

As Figs. 5 and 6 indicate, some of the ice samples show
Table 3
Analysis results of ice samples, relevant parameters shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Conductivity ($\mu$S/cm)</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>COD (mg/L)</th>
<th>Color (PtCo)</th>
<th>Turbidity (FTU)</th>
<th>SO$_4$ (mg/L)</th>
<th>Ca (mg/L)</th>
<th>Fe (mg/L)</th>
<th>K (mg/L)</th>
<th>Mg (mg/L)</th>
<th>Mn (mg/L)</th>
<th>Na (mg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peat I</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peat II</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond</td>
<td>108.3</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>83.53</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>76.58</td>
<td>22.32</td>
<td>54.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pit</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>34.73</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>23.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>1259</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>214.79</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>10.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Effective distribution coefficient $K$ determined by organic (COD) and physical (color, turbidity, conductivity) characteristics and calculated average of all constituents for all sites. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Effective distribution coefficient $K$, determined by inorganic characteristics: sulphate, calcium, potassium, magnesium and sodium for all sites.
significant scatter in strength — both between some of the layers and between different samples taken from the same ice layer right next to the previous sample. To avoid contamination, the ice samples for impurity tests could not be taken directly from ice samples for the strength tests. This means that there will inevitably be some measurement uncertainty, as the impurity content of the ice varies. Thus, mean impurities are compared with mean strengths. The plotting of the mean impurity values by layers vs. mean strength values by layers, or the plotting of individual strength values vs. layer per average impurity values did not show a significant relation (see Supplementary material, Fig. A.1, A.2 and A.3). This is reflected in the analysis of the ice strength as a function of various impurities: utilizing the mean values for each of the six sample sites, several meaningful mathematical relationships were found. When the comparison was done on a mean layer by layer, the values for $R^2$ (the coefficient of determination) decreased. Only mathematically meaningful relationships are presented here, as the quantities of different constituents in samples vary on a wide scale (a 1000 times from $\mu$g/L to mg/L). Elements with relatively small concentrations can be assumed to have a negligible effect on strength.

The average strength and average impurity values for all relevant samples of a test site (six in total) were analyzed. These calculations can be considered the most reliable, as the measurement uncertainty described earlier can be eliminated, but then we have a quite low $N$ = 6. For the flexural strength, meaningful potential relationships were found between strength and calcium, magnesium, sodium and sulphate (see Fig. 10a). Of these, the strongest $R^2$ with flexural strength was found for calcium ($R^2 = 0.92$). A potential relationship was found between strength and color as well as turbidity, but with COD, $R^2$ is quite low (see Fig. 11). For the compressive strength, the results were different, providing meaningful results for sodium ($R^2 = 0.824$), sulphate ($R^2 = 0.815$), calcium ($R^2 = 0.669$) and magnesium ($R^2 = 0.638$) (see Fig. 10b).

The most promising single relationship to ice strength as a function of impurity was found to be with conductivity, which can be considered an overall metavariable for other impurities and was shown to correlate strongly with many pollutants. The relationship between conductivity and ice strength is well modelled with $R^2 > 0.85$ (with equation $y = 1231.2 \times x^{0.85}$) for the mean flexural strength and $R^2 > 0.72$ (with equation $y = 1872.7 \times x^{0.201}$) for the compressive strength (Fig. 12). The $R^2$ values were even better (0.91 and 0.83) when excluding the freshwater lake ice samples, which barely contain any impurities (Supplementary material, Fig. A.4 and A.5).

Conductivity measurement is based on the conducted electric current due to ionic transportation in a solution; the more concentrated the ionic solution is, the higher the electrical conductivity value is. Based on analyses of the present research, electrical conductivity correlates strongly ($R^2 = 0.9899$) with total ionic concentration, as expected, when all analyzed ionic concentrations for ice samples are simply summarized ($N = 14$) (see Supplementary material, Fig. A.6).

Fig. 10. Mean flexural strength values of test sites as a function of mean sulphate, calcium, sodium and magnesium concentrations.

Fig. 11. Mean flexural strength values of test sites as a function of mean color, turbidity and COD values.
Electrical conductivity is a commonly used water quality indicator in environmental analysis. The conductivity of water is used to estimate the concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS) where the correlating constant numeric value depends on the type of water, i.e. is the ratio of organic and inorganic solid content. In agricultural irrigation, the suitability of effluent from a wastewater treatment plant is determined by applying TDS based on electrical conductivity (Tchobanoglous et al., 2003). The salinity of seawater treatment plant is determined by applying TDS based on electrical conductivity. The conductivity of water is used in environmental analysis. The conductivity of water is used in environmental analysis. The conductivity of water is used in environmental analysis.

Within an electrolyte solution, conductivity can be calculated if all ionic concentrations in the solution are known. Natural or waste waters contain various impurities and the relation of conductivity and concentration is much more complicated. The methods for such calculations have been studied with a comprehensive range of different water types from ground water to mine water and with wide-ranging analyses (McCleskey et al., 2012; Marandi et al., 2013). As a correlation between the electrical conductivity and strength of ice was found, it is of interest to explore the potential of using this easy and quick measurement method further in the evaluation of ice strength.

3.6 Emerged remarks

As the ice layers were grown under non-controlled conditions presented above, the ice layer samples were not homogenous and showed variation between layers and between various layer samples, as was expected. The ice layers exhibited clearly different degrees of transparency and ice structures (e.g. bubbles). In lake ice, there were layers with large bubbles, whereas peatland ice showed brownish middle or top layers and the mine site samples had layers practically detached (fractured) from one another. Due to this, a limitation of the study is the calculation of mean ice flexural and compressive strength, which is calculated here as a pure average of the samples in the ice beams that were cut horizontally. There are methods for calculating the flexural strength for composite beams that could be utilized here. However, these methods should firstly be validated for ice: one of the main open questions is whether the ice in question should be treated as a composite or as a loose layer.

The problem of variance in flexural strength in situ measurements has been demonstrated in other experiments, such as with first year sea ice brine content (Timco and Weeks, 2010). Thus, this variation could be expected. Using the mean strengths and mean impurity values yields much better results, as some of the measurement uncertainty, such as the effect of temperature and fractures or micro cracks inside the ice layer, can be diminished. The results were unexpectedly positive for the mean values despite several limitations. Variation in layers could be investigated more in depth by more controlled experiments with samples of a wide range including also accurate ice crystal structure observations.

In this study, conductivity showed to be the best parameter explaining and comparing the quality of ice or water from different water sources. Lake ice was clearly the cleanest (2.54 µS/cm) and mine pond water the most contaminated (6410 µS/cm). However, the results show that other factors also affect the ice strength. None of these determined constituents can really explain a significant difference in ice strength as was noticed between lake ice and peatland ice. The average flexural strength of peatland ice showed to be 57–65% smaller than the strength of freshwater lake ice. Nevertheless, a notable difference can be found in color and turbidity, as peatland ice looked partly very colorful and opaque. This can be due to humus and other organic matters which were determined here based on COD analyses only. It would be interesting and important to conduct similar research with wastewaters containing more organic constituents to be better able to define the combined effect of different types of impurities on ice structure and mechanical strength.

4. Conclusions

- The results highlight how much ice is weakened by the presence of impurities in ice: the mean flexural strength value decreased from 1450 kPa to 250 kPa between freshwater lake ice and the more impure ice from a mining site. This is important from the perspective of ice removal: pure ice is quite strong, whereas purified ice still containing some impurities can be broken easily with less force and energy. The results presented here can be utilized towards evaluating how much energy would be needed to break the ice formed from wastewater.

- A strong relationship between mean flexural strength and ice purity was found. This relationship is surprisingly well modelled with a single variable, electrical conductivity, with $R^2 > 0.8$. This easy measurement may prove to be a feasible parameter in controlling ice harvesting operations.

- The natural freezing of wastewater systems was proved to achieve a 65–90% separation efficiency with different wastewater concentrations. In this study, the purity of ice (water) of the mining site was at a very good level and could also fill the requirements of the environmental permit. When the method is utilized in a designed wastewater treatment process, the efficiency can be expected to be much higher. Therefore, the natural freezing method is applicable to practice in wastewater purification.

The results obtained in this research were consistent with the hypothesis of correlation between impurity and strength: the purer the naturally frozen ice is, the harder it is to break mechanically. This research also showed that the natural freeze separation will work with wide-scale concentrations of wastewaters. This poses challenges in freeze separation process design and optimization. As the production of extremely pure ice will consume more energy in harvesting, finding the optimal thickness and sufficient purity of ice for harvesting operations will be essential in future studies.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
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1. Introduction

Conventional wastewater treatment systems combine a number of different purification sub-processes to make effluent clean enough to be returned to the environment. Because of urban living and industrial activities, variegated impurities accumulate in waters forming dilute but complex aqueous solutions. Then, the wastewaters are drained and piped long distances to wastewater treatment plants. There, the physical, chemical and biological processes play their unique roles in the purification process with more advanced techniques applied in even more limited operating environments. The complexity of these systems makes it difficult to maintain reasonable energy consumption levels and operating costs. Reducing the overall volume of water being transferred and/or treating the wastewater nearer to its source could help. Moreover, it is becoming increasingly important to address industrial effluents that contain toxics, heavy metals, or other harmful substances, and urban origin wastewaters that contain emerging micropollutants, with more advanced water purification methods.

According to our previous research [1] and the results obtained by Erlbeck et al. [2], Yin et al. [3] and Williams et al. [4], freeze crystallization has many of the attributes needed for efficient and cost-effective wastewater treatment. Environmental friendliness is a key benefit, because the freezing process needs no added chemicals, no more waste is generated (as filter media), and toxic waters can be treated. In arctic areas, energy efficiencies can even be higher if the colder temperatures in those environments are properly exploited. In addition to cost savings, the lower operating temperatures associated with freeze crystallization can result in substantially less corrosion. In this study, however, purification efficiencies and the theorized non-selective nature of impurity separation are of interest. The high separation ability may offer better water and material recovery and recycling in the future. In addition, by freeze crystallization it is possible to reduce the pure water quantity of wastewater concurrently with the wastewater purification process [5].
Existing freeze crystallization methods in wastewater treatment can be divided into three main categories: ice growth in a layer, droplet (spray) freezing, and ice growth in suspension. This study focuses on the latter and in particular on the suspension freeze crystallizer. Bogdan and Molina [6] studied the forming of mixed-phase particles from solution droplets during freezing and observed an ice core forming with a freeze-concentrated solution coating. Similarly, when ice crystallization takes place in an aqueous solution, the formed ice naturally repels impurities leaving a remaining liquid with a concentration of impurities. In a suspension freeze crystallizer, the formed ice particles are dispersed throughout the fluid in the suspension of the mother liquid. The transactions between growing ice crystals and concentrated solution, i.e., how impurities adhere to the ice crystal surface when crystals are forming and floating inside the liquid and how easily impurities are detached during ice separation, determine total impurity removal efficiencies [7,8].

Previous research concerning suspension freeze crystallizers has often been performed using model or artificial waters instead of real wastewaters and mostly in the laboratory. Moreover, these experiments usually utilize eutectic freeze crystallization (EFC), and they focus more on investigating process parameters and crystal size than on examining purification efficiencies in terms of ice purity [9,10]. Experiments conducted on a larger scale are more often carried out using the EFC technique and with industrial effluents or brines as concluded from reviews of freeze crystallization for desalination [11] and reverse osmosis brine treatments [12]. For instance, Rodriguez Pascual et al. [12] and Van Sproosen et al. [13] conducted EFC-tests with scraped and cooled wall crystallizers, volumes of 130 L and 180 L, respectively. Clear purification efficiencies by ice purity were not presented, as the study was more focused on process control, heat transfer, and carbonate salts production from specific industrial waste solutions.

Suspension freeze crystallization experiments conducted with real wastewaters that include purification efficiency studies or extensive impurity analyses are rare. Chang et al. [18] studied freeze desalination by analyzing the major ions from seawater: sodium, magnesium, calcium, and potassium. Their focus was on the salinity limits of potable water so clear impurity removal efficiencies were not determined. Similarly, Black and Winter [19] studied freeze desalination and found slighter wider analysis (anions chloride and sulfate in addition) using the Atlantic Ocean seawater and results were presented by concentrations (mg/L) as well. In most studies, the ice formed in wastewater is analyzed using one or two indicators. For instance, Yin et al. [3] and Feng et al. [14] presented a chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal efficiency above 90% with wastewaters from the pharmaceutical industry and waste cutting fluid from a machinery factory, respectively. Similarly, the 98% ice purity from EFC used to treat textile wastewaters was presented in a color and sodium analysis indicating the main impurity, sodium sulfate [15]. Slightly wider analyses with some cation and anion concentra-
tions were conducted via EFC tests with reverse osmosis brine by Randal et al. [10]. However, the purities of the produced sulfate salts and not the clear removal efficiencies were presented. The scarcity of published research where actual wastewaters are treated by freeze crystallization in a reactor might be the result of the complex nature of wastewater matrices, i.e. a multi-component mixture of impurities [16].

The research reported here demonstrates how well the landfill leachate wastewater was purified in the newly developed freeze crystallizer prototype. In a broader context, the objectives were to establish how well the freeze crystallization method separates all types of wastewater impurities (organic and inorganic, soluble and insoluble) and to demonstrate, through extensive analysis, the non-selective nature of the freezing method. The landfill leachate was selected for testing, because it contains a wide variety of impurities.

2. Pilot crystallizer design

Important design basis requirements for the wastewater freeze crystallizer included high separation performance and ease of operation. To ensure mobility, another requirement was to keep the reactor size small enough to accommodate installation in an intermodal container. Proving the freeze crystallization process in the resulting reactor was the basis for all design choices. A process that produces larger ice crystal sizes in lower quantities was targeted to minimize overall ice crystal surface area and, as a result, minimize the percentage of impurities adhering to crystal surfaces [7]. With less contamination, the separation of solid ice from the ice-water slurry is more effective and results in less washing needed. The main driving force in freeze crystallization is temperature difference (ΔT) between the water in the reactor and the coolant [1]. Therefore, the ability to control the water temperature during the crystallization process was considered especially important to process design. Stirring was introduced to keep the water mixed, which improves heat transfer and temperature equalization. Simultaneously, stirring directly affects supersaturation, ice nucleation, ice crystal growth, and ultimately ice crystal size [17]. Em- crusteration, ice scaling on the cooling wall surface, is undesirable for the process; however, the freeze crystallizer prototype was designed with a scraping assembly to prevent the forming of ice scale.

2.1. Freeze crystallizer

Precooling the wastewater input to the freeze crystallization reactor minimizes the cooling load required within the reactor vessel and allows the use of a conventional jacketed vessel even though heat transfer out through the jacketed walls is reduced. Fig. 1 shows the reactor model of the freeze crystallizer used in this study for impurity separation. The water capacity of the vessel is 120L excluding the non-jacketed conical volume at the base. The jacketed vessel is approximately 1080 mm in height, has an inner diameter of 400 mm, and an outer diameter of 450 mm. Wastewater enters the vessel via an inlet located at the top head of the reactor. The ice slurry outlet is at the top of the vessel as well. Emptying of the vessel, and sampling of the concentrated water if needed, can be accomplished through the pinch valve with a manual actuator installed at the bottom of the vessel.

The crystallizer operates on the principle of indirect contact freezing. The coolant is pumped into the jacket through the coolant inlet at the bottom (Fig. 1) and is fed out from the top of the jacket. The
total amount of coolant, including the pipe and reactor jacket volumes, is 60 L (29 L in the reactor jacket). Because the outer jacket wall is thermally insulated, the flow through of coolant in the jacket induces heat transfer by conduction from the wastewater through the jacket wall to the coolant. The wall comes directly in contact with the coolant; therefore, it induces a local high temperature difference between the inner wall surface of the reactor and the water being cooled. As a result, ice crystals tend to form and adhere to the cold surface of the wall, i.e. ice scaling occurs instead of forming ice crystals in the suspension of the water. Usually, it is difficult to prevent ice scaling or to remove the formed ice layer from the surface of the wall without adding a scraping mechanism [13]. Furthermore, as the thickness of ice layer increases, it begins behaving like thermal insulation due to the low thermal conductivity of ice, 2.2 W/(m K) at 0 K [18]. This leads to a reduction of overall heat transfer coefficient between the coolant and water, which works against any further wastewater cooling. The scraping mechanism eliminates the problem by mechanically removing the ice layer before it grows overly thick. Our previous studies [19,20] concerning the ice growing in layers, showed that the purity of the ice layer correlates with the mechanical strength of ice; the purer the formed ice layer, the more force needed to break the ice. Consequently, a scraper operating at high torque is necessary to ensure sufficient scraping force to maintain optimum heat transfer and maximum ice production.

Notwithstanding incorporation of the scraping mechanism, the rate of cooling of the wastewater remains uneven throughout the solution in the reactor. Firstly, the radial distribution of cooling is higher near the surface of the wall than at the center of the vessel. Secondly, the surface close to the inlet point of the coolant is subjected to the maximum amount of cooling. This uneven radial and vertical cooling can be avoided by installing an agitator inside the reactor. By enhancing liquid flow, the agitation works against any further wastewater cooling. The scraping mechanism eliminates the problem by mechanically removing the ice layer before it grows overly thick. Our previous studies [19,20] concerning the ice growing in layers, showed that the purity of the ice layer correlates with the mechanical strength of ice; the purer the formed ice layer, the more force needed to break the ice. Consequently, a scraper operating at high torque is necessary to ensure sufficient scraping force to maintain optimum heat transfer and maximum ice production.

The selection of material for the reactor vessel and the auxiliary subassemblies such as the scraper and agitator is another challenging aspect of crystallization reactor design. The reactor requires a material that has high thermal conductivity, such as copper. However, the material must be less reactive to acids or other compounds that might be present in the wastewater. Therefore, AISI 316 grade of stainless steel is considered a suitable alternative. The stainless steel is also used for the scraper and the agitator as it provides the necessary sturdiness for the structure without compromising on heat transfer.

2.2. Cooling unit

The custom-made cooling device, with a maximum cooling power of 15 kW, comprises a refrigeration unit with a R-134a refrigerant cycle assembled with standard parts. The unit is responsible for circulating monopropylene glycol coolant to the jacket of the reactor with automatic flow control at a minimum flow rate of 10 L/min to a maximum of 60 L/min. The cooling unit is operated and controlled by a Siemens Simatic HMI. The glycol coolant temperature can be preset to any value in the range of −25 °C to 25 °C with an accuracy of 0.01 °C. The nominal coolant temperature is set from 1 to 3 °C below the freezing point temperature of the wastewater being treated. An immersion heater was added to the cooling loop for use in emergency cases, such as the scraper jamming in the ice layer or the water in the reactor freezing.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Wastewater

Freeze crystallization testing was carried out using landfill leachate...
wastewater taken from the Kukkuroinmäki landfill (Lappeenranta, Finland). The landfill serves as a waste disposal site for non-recyclable waste fractions, and it is situated next to the regional waste management center of Etelä-Karjalan Jätehuolto Oy. Wastewater quality is regularly monitored in compliance with environmental permit regulations. Test wastewater was collected by pumping water from the tank collecting the downward percolation water (due to the precipitation) from the ordinary dry waste bank. Accordingly, the leachate contains constituents dissolved out from the soil fillings and waste materials. The water for the tests was collected in the winter of 2018 when the volume of pumped leachate from the bank is exceptionally low, ~1175 m³/month, as the variation of flow can be 1000–6300 m³/month. This resulted in an atypically high concentration of impurities in the leachate. The collected water was transported and stored in 200 L polyethylene plastic barrels and preserved in a cold room at 4 °C before use in the experiments.

3.2. Experimental setup

The freeze separation experiments were conducted with the pilot-scale crystallizer and the cooling unit presented above (Section 2.) and in Fig. 3. The process parameters for wastewater freezing experiments were chosen based on the preliminary experiments. When the new reactor was initiated, the freezing experiments were conducted using tap water, model sodium chloride brine and landfill leachate as well. As a result of these tests, it was found that the proper ice generated at the operating temperature of −3 °C and high separation efficiency, >95%, was achieved. Since some challenges with the startup of new equipment were faced, as expected, the functional limits for the scraper and agitator were assessed as well. The minimum rotational speeds were found to be 5 rpm and 100 rpm, respectively, since the use of lower speeds induced an overheating of air-cooled motors. In turn, mechanical effects like increased vibration were found to limit the use of higher rotational speeds. Thus, moderate but different scraper rotational speeds of 7 and 10 rpm and agitator rotational speeds of 150, 200 and 250 rpm were chosen for experimental comparison. The frequency converters (1.1 kW and 2.2 kW) were used to control the rotational speed of the agitator and scraper motors (respectively) as well as for the control of the direction of rotation. In these experiments, the agitator was rotating anti-clockwise and the scraper clockwise. Table 1 presents the Design of Experiments (DoE) which shows the different scraper and agitator rotational speed combinations used in these tests.

In this study, the freeze crystallization process was operated as a batch process with the residence time of 60 min in every test. The time was counted from the start point of freezing, as the freezing point temperature was reached and ice crystals began to form. The operating temperature (T) for the circulating coolant was −3.0 °C for every test. This derived the temperature difference (ΔT) between coolant and wastewater to be close to 3 °C, as the freezing point depression of the wastewater was measured to be moderate, 0.1 °C. The effect of undercooling on freezing was studied by choosing two different ice seeding (i.e., adding of some ice crystals) temperatures, as shown in Table 1. First, the seeding temperature with series C1 was set close to the freezing point temperature −0.06 °C (≈0 °C). With series C2, the wastewater was let to undercool slightly and seeds were added at −0.4 °C.

The temperature of the water was measured at the bottom of the reactor. A PT 100 sensor (accuracy ± 0.015 °C, resolution 0.001 °C) was connected with a Pico P2-104 Data logger to a PC. The PicoLog software was used for data logging with a 10 s detecting interval as well as online temperature observation on screen during the freezing process. The ice-crystal growth process within the crystallizer was observed visually and by video camera. A bulk endoscope camera YPC110 (resolution 1600 × 1200, diameter 8 mm, 30 FPS and FOV 70°) was installed on the top of the reactor. An external lamp was used while observing the formed crystals inside the reactor.

3.3. Experimental procedure

A 120 kg batch of well-stirred wastewater was pumped from the barrel container into the crystallizer through the inlet. The wastewater was stored in a cold room, so it had already been precoupled to −4 °C. The water was further cooled via refrigeration and coolant circulation through the jacket by setting the coolant temperature to −3 °C via the control unit of the cooling device. The process parameters, agitator rotational speed and scraper rotational speed, were set according to the DoE. These settings were kept constant. Ice seeding was performed at a predefined temperature. It was implemented manually by dropping a few ice grains into the water through the inspection hole in the reactor cover. The primary tests showed that the number of ice seeds needed is low, ≪0.02% of water volume.

Prior to each freezing test, a sample of the initial wastewater was collected and stored. Immediately after each freeze crystallization test

![Fig. 3. Freeze crystallizer and cooling unit in the testing environment.](image)
with a residence time of 60 min, the agitator and the scraper were turned off allowing ice to float on the wastewater surface. Several small samples were collected through the top part of the reactor using a small sieve-like sampler (skimmer tool) and combined to make up each sample of formed ice. The collected ice crystals were placed in a 150 mL PP-plastic funnel (with a perforated plate) to drain the excess water. Finally, the samples of “unwashed ice” were combined. For the sample of “washed ice”, the ice crystals were washed three times by filling the funnel with 30 mL cooled tap water (~0 °C) to form an ice-water suspension, which was then mixed and drained. Because the intention was to simulate realistic process conditions, no vacuum filtration was used to ensure the slow release and dissolution of the impurities attached to the ice crystals. Some natural melting of the ice also contributed to impurity detachment. The ice and wastewater samples were stored in tightly closed 250 mL PE-plastic bottles in a freeze room at −18 °C. Before chemical analysis, the melted ice samples and stored initial wastewater samples were warmed to room temperature.

### 3.4. Chemical analyses

The initial wastewater and produced unwashed and washed ice samples were analyzed using common water quality measures and methods. A Consort C3040 Multi-parameter analyzer was used to measure pH and electrical conductivity (EC, mS/cm) using a probe with cell constant 1.0 /cm and range 0.001–100 mS/cm. A HACH DR/2000 Spectroquant COD reaction cell test tubes. The same spectrophotometer was used to measure turbidity (FTU) and apparent color (PtCo) via the Spectroquant COD reaction cell test tubes. The same spectrophotometer was used to determine chemical oxygen demand (COD, mg/L) via the dichromate oxidation method using cell constant 1.0 /cm and range 0.001–150 mg/L. A HACH DR/2000 Spectroquant COD reaction cell test tubes. The same spectrophotometer was used to measure turbidity (FTU) and apparent color (PtCo) via the Spectroquant COD reaction cell test tubes. For analysis, the samples were syringed with 0.45 μm pore size cellulose acetate membrane filters. Samples for ICP analyses were diluted with an acid solution (1% HCl, 1% HNO3). The samples apparently containing a lot of suspended solids were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 min before dilution for the ICP analyses.

### 4. Results and discussion

#### 4.1. Freezing process

Based on acoustic and visual observations made during the experiments, ice growth in the water suspension occurred first followed by ice-scaling layer growth. The scraping sound made as the scraper blades shaved the ice layer from the wall was very clearly perceptible. Based on the initiation of that sound, the freezing time it took to reach 2 mm ice thickness on the cooling wall surface (at some part of the wall) was about 50 min with the process parameters used.

The ice mass production goal was 10 kg/h, i.e., 83 kg/(h·m²). The result after an hour of residence time was 11--12 kg, which was determined by measuring the masses of concentrated water and/or the ice. Accordingly, the mean ice growth rate calculated by measuring total ice mass yield and freezing time was 96 kg/(h·m²), i.e., 27 g/(m²·s). This ice mass production rate is similar to results presented in previous studies though with a continuous crystallization process. For instance, Rodriguez Pascual et al. [12] reported 25.6–42 g/(m²·s) ice production in a cooled wall EFC crystallizer with scraping. The volume of their system, for a sodium carbonate solution, was 130 L. Van der Ham et al. [23] reported 79 kg/(h·m³) ice production in a cooled disk column crystallizer.

In the present study, since the temperature difference between coolant and water was kept at about ~3 °C for every test, there was no clear evidence for how the process parameters used affected ice production. It seemed that agitator intensity did influence the onset of ice scaling, but this could not be verified explicitly. From the temperature measurements, a cooling curve can be drawn and the basic thermodynamics of the freezing process can be clearly presented. Fig. 4 presents the cooling curves (the temperature as a function of time) of the two series C1 and C2, each with different test conditions.
conditions, measured during the period close the freezing temperatures when water temperatures were < 1.5 °C. The average cooling rate for all experiments was 0.052 °C/min. Because cooling was linear as a function of the −3 °C coolant temperature difference (the main driving force), no significant changes between the slopes can be seen. One minor divergence was seen when a higher 250 rpm stirring speed resulted in lower cooling rates, 0.047–0.049 °C/min, in three tests out of four. However, one test gave no clear indication of a stirring effect. Therefore, a clear conclusion regarding this effect could not be made.

Even though temperature differences were small, test results showed that freezing point depression (FPD) temperatures were a function of impurity concentration. By comparing FPDs, the different compositions of the leachate samples in barrels were evident. In the series C1 tests, the average conductivity of the raw feed water was 6.32 mS/cm and FPD temperature was a lower −0.10 °C (Fig. 4b). This is likely because of the water sampling procedure in which water was pumped out of the tank in the landfill. The leachate may have been concentrated in layers in the tank.

Between the series C1 and C2 tests, clear undercooling temperature differences were observed as expected. These differences were coincident with the timing of ice seeding. However, no reasonable explanation for how seeding influenced undercooling or the duration of the induction period could be determined. In this study, the induction period was determined as a delay time between ice seeding and the time when freezing point temperature was reached. These times varied between 500 and 1670 s with the series C1 tests and 130–500 s with the series C2 tests. The variability is more apparent in series C1, Fig. 4a, where the undercooling (and therefore the induction time too) is strong (~ −0.4 °C) in two tests and lower in three other tests. The reason might be explained by slow response time of coolant operation and control, or unsuccessful seeding time (with two first series C1 tests). If seed ice was added too soon, it melts and undercooling continues. On the other hand, because wastewater contains many impurities, slight or moderate undercooling can induce spontaneous ice nucleation. In this case, ice seeding may not be needed at all.

Median ice crystal size was difficult to measure. In this study, the ice crystal size was visually observed. Microscopic observation (image analysis) using an Olympus BH2-UMA was also used to support the visual observations (Fig. 5a). No clear differences in ice crystal growth (form, size, quantity) resulting from the different processes were apparent. Seeding at close to −0.06 °C (practically near to 0 °C) and seeding at −0.4 °C, formed very irregular and mainly thin plate-shaped ice crystals. The agglomeration of individual ice crystals (forming ice clusters by gathering single crystals together and forming larger crystals) was not detected. Although, this does not exclude the possibility of agglomeration. Shihari et al. [7] discovered that this type of formation had a substantial effect on ice crystal size for longer, one to two hours, residence times. However, Ostwald ripening, when smallest ice crystals melt and larger ice crystals grow further to form bigger crystals, may have possibly taken place - deduced from the crystal size [9,24].

For the most part, the crystals were relatively large, even > 500 μm, as shown in Fig. 5, when compared with previous studies. For instance, Van der Ham et al. [23] and Chiavavva et al. [9] each produced smaller than 150 μm ice crystals. Washing the ice did not result in a significant crystal size shrinkage effect either (Fig. 5b). To thoroughly evaluate crystal size distribution or ice crystal size evolution during the freezing process, an on-line measurement should have been used. It was also not possible to evaluate the effects on nucleation or ice crystal size of col- lision, the sheer stresses of large crystals, stirring tip speed, or local micro mixing of the scraper [17].

4.2. Separation efficiency

The landfill leachate, used as feed water in this study, proved to contain many compounds in high concentrations at the time of collection. The leachates were similar to high-strength untreated domestic wastewaters, particularly in chemical oxygen demand (COD) and total nitrogen (TN) concentrations [25]. The COD/TOC ratio was 4.6–5.3, which indicates that the wastewater contained a lot of organics other than carbon, e.g., nitrogen, phosphorus, or sulphur as well. However, the total phosphorus concentration was low (1.1–1.6 mg/L).

On the contrary, the high electrical conductivities measured, 5.3–6.3 mS/cm, indicate high ionic inorganics content. The density of the landfill leachate was close to that of water. The calculated average results of the analyzed water quality indicators for both test series (and containers) are presented in Table 2. Even though the leachate was collected at the same time, the water content differed in the different storage containers used in the test series. The tested water was slightly alkaline, being very suitable for device structure materials. The detailed, relevant results of measurements and analyses in this study for wastewater, washed ice, and unwashed ice samples are shown in the supplementary material (Supplementary material, Table A.1–A.4). Several analyzed elements are not presented in the results due to the very low concentrations under the detection limits of the method used.

The separation (purification) efficiency of the freeze crystallization can be evaluated by determining the impurity reduction due to the process. Conversely, the effective distribution coefficient K indicates the relative part of the impurity quantity remaining in the ice and is calculated by $K = C_1/C_w$, where $C_1$ is the concentration (mg/L) or other measuring value of the substance in the element in melted ice, and $C_w$ is the concentration of the substance or the element in the initial wastewater. Fig. 6 shows the calculated average effective distribution coefficient $K$ results for water quality measures COD, EC, color, and turbidity as well as carbon TOC, TC, IC, and nitrogen TN content, for both washed ice and unwashed ice samples. The purification was found to be more efficient with the series C2 tests (Fig. 6b), which were conducted with a higher degree of undercooling. The washed ice of series C1 showed an average efficiency for all these quality measures of 0.110 (89.0%), whereas the series C2 showed 0.027 (97.3%). The variation in the efficiency results between the different tests was also more extensive with the series C1 tests (A to E) than with the series C2 tests (F to J). The freeze separation process was better balanced when a slight undercooling affected the nucleation.

Ice washing was found to be of critical importance in ice sample handling, - expected based on the previous research by Lemnser et al. [5], Randall et al. [19,15], and Chang et al. [8]. Even though this study did not focus on the washing procedure as such, Figs. 6a and b clearly show the difference between washed and unwashed ice. In effective distribution coefficient results. Without washing, the degree of $K = 0.50 (50\%)$ in efficiency is hardly achievable. Binding conclusions about the ice purity produced cannot be made based only on analyzing the results of the unwashed ice samples. Even though the impurities seemed to be very unequally distributed on the ice crystal surfaces, the effective separation distribution $K$ will be leveled out by washing. Unfortunately, using tap water in ice washing resulted in copper Cu and zinc Zn contamination. The unexpectedly poor water quality from the used tap was only revealed after analysis (Supplementary material, Table A5) and the affected results were excluded. Furthermore, silver Ag, bismuth Bi, and lead Pb contamination occurred as well. However, these elements were present in such low concentrations that they are not covered in the results. The influence of ice polishing (e.g., washing) on the complete purification efficiency evaluation with wastewater would be worth detailed experimental research in the future. In terms of economy, alternative post-treatment methods other than ice washing should be considered as well. For instance, Eicher et al. [26] reported recently favorable results in the separation performance of salt solutions treated by a newly designed crystallizer. The process plant incorporates a screw conveyor for ice pressing which brings about the efficient separation of pure ice from an ice/brine mixture.

The separation and purification results for the various elements in
Fig. 5. The characteristics of formed ice crystals: (a) unwashed ice crystals from the series C2 tests formed with an agitator speed of 7 rpm, a scraper speed of 150 rpm, and an ice seeding temperature of −0.4 °C; and the microscopic characteristics of: (b) washed ice after 60 min; (c) unwashed ice after 30 min; and (d) unwashed ice after 60 min residence time (bar scale 500 μm in the picture, magnification 5x).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>COD</th>
<th>Conductivity</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Turbidity</th>
<th>TOC</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(mg/L)</td>
<td>(mg/L)</td>
<td>(mS/cm)</td>
<td>(PtCo)</td>
<td>(FTU)</td>
<td>(mg C/L)</td>
<td>(mg N/L)</td>
<td>(mg P/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series C1</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>5.313</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series C2</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>6.323</td>
<td>1616</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Average results of test series a) C1 and b) C2 – Determined effective distribution efficiency K of chemical oxygen demand (COD), electric conductivity (EC), color (Col.), turbidity (Turb.), total organic carbon (TOC), total carbon (TC), inorganic carbon (IC), and total nitrogen (TN).
the leachates are in line with the water quality results presented above. Because the elemental concentrations of the wastewaters studied vary greatly, from ppb to ppm, the effective separation distribution $K$ results are presented in two different figures (Fig. 7a and b) sorted by a concentration scale and shown here only with washed ice samples. The average $K$ values of all elements were 0.168 (83%) for series C1 and a much better 0.050 (95%) for series C2. However, there was no significant difference in the average $K$ values for the elements between the high and low concentrations - the efficiencies were equivalent. The $K$ values of calcium Ca and nickel Ni were quite different (almost double) from the average $K$ values. This is probably the result of contamination during analysis or from the steel structures and not a function of freezing process characteristics. Of the analyzed elements, the sodium Na (> 600 mg/L) and potassium K (< 210 mg/L) concentrations were found to be highest in the initial wastewaters. Regardless, the average purifications were high in series C2: 97.8% and 97.7%, respectively. In conclusion, the freeze crystallizer separated all analyzed impurities of landfill leachate with fairly equal efficiency in similar process conditions.

Even though the timing of ice seeding by slightly undercooling was found to have an effect on separation efficiency, the other process parameters did not have an obvious effect. The agitator rotational speed (150, 200, or 250 rpm), scraper rotational speed (7 or 10 rpm) or a combination of these did not influence separation efficiency. The effect of the operating (i.e., freezing) temperature was not studied here, because the temperature used here was selected based on previous tests with model solutions to ensure controlled ice formation. Freezing in different temperatures and varying the other parameters across a broader should also be investigated to find limits and limitations for the freeze crystallizer. The optimization of operation temperature and its influence on purification efficiency should also be more closely examined. The $-3 \degree C$ operation temperature is relatively low. It represents the maximal nominal coolant temperature. Better total energy efficiency is likely achievable at higher freezing temperatures, however, ice production would decrease.

It is difficult to compare the purification efficiencies seen in the study with those achieved in previous large-scale freeze crystallization research studies, because of the significant variations in experiment setups, used water quality (seawater, industrial and model water etc.), reactor size, and the undefined tip speeds of stirring. Moreover, previous studies concern mostly eutectic freeze crystallization, and the analyses of impurities focused on salt recovery. [12,13] Previous laboratory-scale studies have mostly resulted in similar purification efficiencies (> 95%). For instance, Yin et. al. [3] reported a 70-90% COD removal efficiency with highly concentrated pharmaceutical industrial wastewater in a 500 mL suspension crystallizer with an optimal 300 rpm stirring speed at $-6 \degree C$. Eutectic freeze crystallization using a cascading concentrating process for textile wastewater treatment was investigated by Randall et al. [15] with a 1.5 L jacketed crystallizer, a 350 rpm stirring speed, and a 5 $\degree C$ temperature difference ($\Delta T$). The 98% ice purity was determined based on sodium concentration and color.

The legislation and norms for wastewater treatment and the requirements for sufficient purification efficiencies are complicated and vary globally. In Finland, for instance, the environmental impact of a wastewater treatment plant is assessed site-specifically based on the Environmental Protection Act and the Water Act. This means that every plant has a specific environmental permit defining the limits for emissions. These limits are more often significantly stricter than is regulated by the direct law (Government decree on Urban Waste Water Treatment 888/2006, Ministry of Environment, Finland), and they will become even more stringent in the future. For that reason, it is difficult to determine if the purification efficiencies achieved via freeze crystallization in this study will be sufficient to satisfy future purification requirements. However, purification efficiencies of over 95% for wastewaters with a great variety of impurities have now been achieved using a novel apparatus. Further development of the equipment and the processes should provide even higher purity levels.

5. Conclusions

This study introduced a wastewater purification process based on the freeze crystallization. The prototype crystallizer employs a 120 L jacketed vessel equipped with an agitator and an ice scraper. The design of the freeze crystallizer and the up scaling of a freeze separation process proved successful. An average ice mass production of 96 kg/(h*m$^3$) was achieved using fixed process conditions and the residence time of 60 min. Most of the ice formed in suspension in the water since ice scale began to form on the cooling wall surface only after 50 min freezing time. The formed ice crystals were relatively large, ~500 μm, which can be seen as an indicator of ice crystal ripening during the process.

The wastewater treatment device purified highly concentrated landfill leachate with appropriate efficiency. With ice washing, average purification efficiencies were > 95 - 97%. Without washing, efficiencies of barely 50% were attained. The purification efficiency analyses considered organics (COD, TOC, TN), inorganics (IC, conductivity), and elements such as heavy metals. For the future research, the development and testing of the continuous freeze crystallization treatment processes will be required.
process to improve energy efficiency with suitable sub-processes, such as precooling, cold heat recovery, and recycling, as well as the study and development of ice crystal polishing techniques could be considered. Also, testing the crystallizer as an EFC process with salt and nutrient recovery would be of interest.
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